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INTRODUCTION 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM· 
This study aims to ~rovide the-elementary school 
teacher of United States social studies with enrichment 
material. The annotated bibliography is primarily de-
signed for students of superior ability in the fifth grade, 
who do not require the amount of tim~ for basic assignmen:ts 
as do the average or slower students. In this respect, the 
material presented is an attemp~ to deal with the indivi-
dual differences in a classroom. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Individual differences among children in the same 
age grou]) is a universal problem.. Teachers plan classroom 
assignments based on units, textbooks, or other sources and 
invariably find some students beginning while others have 
finished. Such a situation might be due to differences in 
reading speed and comprehension, writing speed.and facility, 
interest in the work, or various other factors. On planned 
assignments reGI.uiring more than one day's work, absenteeism 
can become a factor widening the range between the pupilso 
Teachers frequently recognize boys and girls who do not 
understand the instructions and need further e.Jcy)laining or 
resourcefulness on the ])art of the teacher. to maintain the 
interest of superior students and to encourage them to 
complete all assignments at their own pace. 
Cities in the United States has been selected as 
Boston University 
School of Education 
LibrarY. 
• 
• 
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the subject of the enri-chment ·material .. · This catego~y 
was chosen for its geograJ>hical and historic~! value .. Gen-
eral interest and ap}i)ea.l was also considered. 
The contribution. which geography_ makes to education 
cannot be underestimated~ The practical, social, cultural 
and intellectual values to be gained through s~dying geo= 
gra}i)hy combine to fulfill some of the general objectives 
of education. 
The )practical value to be gained through studying 
geogra}i)hy can prove extremely helpful to the student in his 
later life and to the nation in time. According to Joe A. 
Thralls and Edwin H. Reeder: 
Geogra-phy is being emphasized now as a subject 
necessary to e~UiJ> children for the practical side of 
life. Without <question, a knowledge of geography not 
only helps a man to find the field in which l;:le may have 
the greatest possibility of success, but it also helps 
him in making a success in this chosen field.I 
These authorities also mentioned that: 
••• every section of our land has its own }i)eduliar 
problems due to location, climate or surface. Each 
one needs to understand the geogra}i)hic conditions o£ 
the others to appreciate their diffigulties and to 
cooperate for the prosperity of all. 
In listing nineteen objectives of geography Clyde B. Moore 
and Lillian A. Wilcox named, among others, 11 To teach man 1 s 
chief needs and the available resources for meeting them," 
11To give a knowledge of the problems of commerce and 
1Joe A.. Thralls and Edwin 
the Elementary School, (New York: 
pany, 1~32), pPo 18-1~. 
2 
Ibid., P• 32 • 
~ 
H. Reeder, GeograJ)hY in 
Rand McNally and Com-
• 
t 
communication that arise in sup~lying man's needs," and 
"To recognize better "ways of' utilizing land and natural· 
1 
resou:roes. tf E .. Ehrlich Smith expressed a similar view= 
J)oint. 
3 
Since geograp:Qy ~rovides specific knowledge ot. wide 
. a])~licatio~ to 11fe' s problems and furnishes useful 
methods of investigation and fosters a lofty spirit of 
patriotism, the ~ossibillties of the subject are great 
indeed.2 · · -
According to Frederick L •. Holtz, "~e commercial world de-
pends upon geographical information .. tt3 He also explained: 
Geogra~hy teaches us about our country - ita 
natural advantage·s, resources, and beauty; its great-
ness and possibilities, and also its li:Qlitations, which 
enables us individually or as a nation to make better 
adjustments to our physical environment.4 
Geographical information can help students to make satis-
factory adjustments in their work and in de~ing with the 
resources of the country in wh1 ch they live. 
However, it should not be concluded that.geography 
is worth studying merely for its practical value. The 
social significance of' this subject should not be minimized. 
students-of geography can profit since 
~ •• their consciousness is being enriched by being 
given a world-wide "viewpoint of' their environment. The 
narrow confines of the immediate locality are broken 
down intellectually and socially. They.become familiar 
with a multitude of things and relationships and ac~uire 
lclyde B. Moore and Lillian A. Wilcox, · ~ Teaching 
~ Geograp~y, (New York: Amer~can Book Company, 1932), p. 73. 
. 2E. Ehrli~h Sm~ th, Teaching GeograFhY by Problems,· 
(Garden City, New York: Doubfea:ay; Doran and Company, Inc., 
1921), Forward, po v~i. 
3Frederick L. Holtz, Principles and Methods of Teach-
ing Geography;(New York: Macmillan Company, 1927), p-;-l. 
4~ .. , ])· 2. 
• 
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a gr!ater ada~~ability to oon~+tions wherever they may 
be. 
One of the major pur~oses of geography is "To bring abqut 
an enrichment of social consciousness and a ~ympathetio 
understanding· of our relation to all mankind. n2 
Geogra}:lhy may have effects of a social n~ture which 
a+-e not realized until after basic facts and understandings 
are 1 earned. 
As the pupils mature end feel themselves a part of 
society the social motive may be a])pealed to~ This 
has more of a moral force.o It is a sort of educational 
conscience, which makes the ])Upil realize he owes it to 
himself and society to learn these things that will 
give him a proper standing with his associat~s, and 
will enable him to do his share of society's work. In 
this respect geography is eminently valuable.3 
Together with the social significance is found the 
role which geography plays in helping to develop good 
citizenship. According to Claude C9 Crawford and Lois P. 
McDonald, IIGood oi tizenship re(\luires not only good inten-
tions and a willingness to serve, but also intelligent 
thinking and accurate information as a basis u~on which to 
work. "4 The authors added that 11 The good citizen +s. one 
v{Q.o is a good membei' · o'f. his oi ty; st~te or nation • • ;_···he 
must be acquainted with the other divisions of the civic 
units. !15_ 
1Joe A. Thralls, and Edwin H.· Reeder, op>. ·cit.; p. · 25. · 
2Clyde B. Moore and Lillian A. Wilcox,~· cit., p. 73. 
3 Frederick L. Holtz, £!• c~t.~,·PP• 11-12. 
4Claude C. Crawford and Lois P .. McDomald, Modern 
Trends in Teaching· Geography, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Oompany;-1~29), pp. 22-23. 
5Ibi~i.., J>. 28. 
• 
• 
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Furthermore, 11 ; · .. - .- ·it·· ~eogra:~h:!J· tends: to· develop in the 
stu den~ a so-cial· symJJathy·, a· feeling· ·of· r ela tionshi~- to 
others, a certain "Sense c:>t ·civic· duty that help toward 
good citizenship. ttl- -a:~ograp.dJY can helJ> students toward 
realizing social maturity and_good_citi~enshi,. 
In addition to the ~ractical and social values, . 
geograp>hy a'lso has equally imJ>ortant cultural and inte·l-
lectual significance. The subject offers o~Jllortuni ~Y for 
students to broaden their outlook and interests and, at 
the same time, contains the fundamen tala for developing 
skills in logical thinking. Furthermore, geograJllhical 
knowledge can aid in greater appreciation ofother school 
subjects. 
Geographical information can be an. asset in inter= 
~reting everyday affairs as well as in enjoying leisure time. 
Knowledge of locations away from the student•s immediate 
vicinity can give meaning to a great deal of the reading 
matter which he encounters. 11 If cl;lild.ren are going to read 
intelligently and with discrimination, a considerable back..;.: 
ground, of ft1ndamental princip~es, generali~atio:ns, and lo~­
t;ional g~gra}f)hy is es$ential .. "2 11 To cultivate an interest 
ii1 :p>resent-:-day af'f~irs, which~ will :fead ·to wider reading« -- · 
and 11To ~eyelop habits of' applying geographic princi-ples in 
the interpretation of current· everitstt3 were. named as objectives .. 
----..,.j-=F:-r-e-=d-e~rick L .. · Holt~, £!.~ cit., p •. ·3~ _ · _ _·. --. r 
2Joe A. Thralls and Edwin H. Reeder, QP• oi t. ,J>p. 2~-24. 
3clyde B. Moore and Lillian A. Wilcox:-i\p. cit., pp • 
78-80. 
• 
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Geography helps us in understanding and appreciat-
ing the fre~uent geogra~hical allusions in our daily 
reading, in the newspapers, in literature, and history. 
Current events are meaningless in ~roportion as we are 
ignorant of the places where they occur, or of the geo-
graphical conditions affecting them ••• When the geograph-
ical setting of an historical evint is known, it has 
additional meaning and interest. 
This subject can be a very enjoyable one. "Geography con-
tributes to the enjoyment of the natural elements and forces, 
the beauty of scenery and the ways of life of the }teo}9le,.. ... n2 
"The subject of geogra])hy is intrinsically very interesting. 
Books of travel, exploration, and of desori]ttive general 
geography may be very pleasant and entertaining reading.n3 
Desirable habits of thought is a possible result of 
studying this subject. According to Frederick L. Holtz: 
The logic of the causal relation, the method of 
comparison, the groU])ing geographical facts, the 
generalization of ~rinciples, are-some of the forms of 
reasoning re~uired in geography. These habits of 
thought should be valuable not only in the study of 
geography itself, but in history, and in the geo-
graphical experiences of daily life.4 
Occasionally, the study of one subject can give in-
creased meaning to other areas of learning. 
Aside from vocational pursuits, consider the value 
of geography to children in connection with their other 
school subjects~ Geography enriches the background of 
all of them. They gain in meaning, and conse~uently in 
interest, if the geographical factors are understood. 
This is especially true of history and literature in the 
1Frederick L. Holtz, £!• ~- 1 p. 3. 
2Ibid., p. 4. 
-3 Loc. cit. 
--4Frederiok L. Holtz, op. cit., p. 5. 
• 
• 
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Thus, the study of geogra~hy has value, in that_facts and 
understandings can be related to other subjects. 
In realizing the contribution which geogr~hy makes 
to the general objectives of education, one should not under-
estimate the significance of history. Historical facts and 
understandings are valuable chiefly for developing attitudes 
necessary for good citizenship and broadening the cultural 
outlook of the student. 
History promotes good citizenship by instilling a 
feeling of cooperation and encouraging problem solving. 
According to William H. Cartwright and Arthur c. Bining, 
"The teaching of national history hel:ps to make loyal 
citizens because knowledge of a common past is one of the 
2 leading elements of social cohesion. 11 
Amanda Johnson also emphasized the cooperative 
attitude which is a ~ossible outcome of studying history. 
History, if rightly taught, should help determine 
all of man's actions as a member of the community; 
should train him in right civic habits and bring for-
cibly home to him, manta de~endenoe on man and society's 
great need for cooperation. 
1Joe A. Thralls and E.dwin Ho Reeder, ~· ~·, p. 22. 
2william H. Cartwright and Arthur C. Biningt The 
Teaching of Histor! in the United States, (Mexico: Insti~ 
tuto Panamericano e Geografia e Historia, 1950), p.. 7 .. 
3 Amanda Johnson, The Teaching £! History ~ 
Good Citizenship in Grades and in Junior Hi~h School, 
(Madison, Wisconsin: The P arkerOompany, 1 · 32) , p·. · '7 • 
• 
• 
Furthermore· KHistory··must. ever be·- the-unconscious ins])iror 
of loyalty and ~atr1:otism.;· 11 1. ·· Good·oiti~enshi~ ca.Q. be inter-
:r:>reted in its broadest possible meaning. Lewis P. Todd 
expressed the following:--
The public school-.teacher of American history has. a 
.J;"are o~portunity to stimulat~ the desire, to refine many 
of the necessary skills,-·· an~ to develo.p some of the under-
standings re~uisite to intel~igent and creative citizen-
ship in the world community.. · . 
Problem solving is a possible outcome of history. 
As a·builder of.characterand citizenship it is ex-
ceedingly important .... Only as the continuity of.the 
development of human civilization is recognized, will the 
significance of events as they occur be understood.3 
The ability to solve problems requir~s first hand experience 
or ac~uired facts and understandings. 
The individual who wishes to become an effictent, 
active citizen must know something of soci~ty's insti-
tutions - how they arose, developed, and operate. Only 
as he studies events in chronological oitaa;r,..can he tlnQ.er-
stand the fun dam en tal ]>rinciples underlying· them and 
the group life of which he is a part.. History shows how 
institutions came to be, what has hindered and what has 
helped their progress, and how they have effected life. 
Only as men see these things can they think clearly on 
local, state, and national issue~ and, with their fellow-
men, plan wisely for the future. 
1Loc. ~ .. 
2 Lewis Paul Todd, "O-pportunities for American His-
toJIY," (National Council for the Social Studies Seventeenth 
Yearbook, The Study ~d Teaching-of American History, Wash-
ington: N:c7s .. s., 1947), 19· 16:_ . · 
3 Amanda Johnson, 2!.• ci ~., ]!l• 6 .. 
4rbid.' :pJil.. 6-7 .. 
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The study of history is one which encourages clear, 
'accurate thinking. "The study of history can also aid in the 
development of the skills of interpreting what is rea.d or heard, 
thereby enab~ing one to arrive at the truth • .,..,.u 1 
Since it encourages logical thinking and the responsi-
bility of good citizenship, history is extremely valuable. The 
benefits to be derived from this subject are advantageous mot 
only to the individual but also to his society. 
But this is not the only aspect in which history is 
valuable. There is a eultura·l broadening of outlook that can 
be achieved by the person who studies it. A broader under-
standing of peoples outside the student's immediate community 
is a possible outcome of studying history. "The realization 
that history is the record of man's efforts to solve basie . 
problems common to all men should help to further our under-
standing of peoples in other lands." 2 
Not only does the study .of history enoourage better 
understanding of ;people' but it also creates an interest which 
can lead to wider reading andj0r deeper appreciation of past 
achievements. 
History should make good neighbors, both among 
individuals and among nations, because it gives an under-
standing of the civilisatiom. History ean help people to 
make intelligent use of their leisur~ time by ineulcatimg 
a love of good reading and by starting them toward an 
appreciation of the cultural achievements df the past. 
History should help to ~ake well-rounded personalities by 
teaehing people how sooiety oame to be wh~:~.t it is and that 
this society is constantly changing. History also should 
give people a broad cultural basis for understanding 
society. 
1 William H. Cartwright and Arthur. o. Bil!lilag, .2B· ill• 
2 Lewis Paul ~odd, ~· ~. 1 p. 1 
3 William H. Oar"twright arld Arthur C. Bi:n.ing1 ~· ill• 
• 
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Along wi.tb the educational value to· be gained f'rom 
~nrichment material about cities, the general interest and 
appeal of the subject was also a deciding faetor. There i~ 
enough variety i~ any eity to appeal te diverse interests 
which are nat~ra~lY existent among children. Furthermore 
there is no special appl;lal for one sex in particular;· tb.e 
city holds as mach tascination :for glrls as it dees :f-er boys. 
~tu~~es made by Monroe an4 others Showed that when 
asked "If' you' could travel where would y~u like-to go, and 
why would you like to go there?" or a similar question, out 
o:f' 4000 children in Massachusetts, the greatest number preferred 
to visit cities, especially those near by and fs~quent1y 
mention~d. Of these, 355 wanted to visit New York· City; the 
. ~ 
second lQ.rgest··- :aum-151e<l"- 1'l:-, wanted tQc visit- Boston. 
Considering the appea~ w~ich a city holds :f'Qr a child, 
as a possible p~a~e t(?,,.Yisit', or to be enjoyed vicariG>U.Sly, 
the assumption was 'ma.d.e that a br.igh.:t child o:f' -elementary school. 
age can :find something o:f' interest in one or more of' ten 
selected cities. 
~ the annotated bibliography "city" re:f'ers to the 
me.tropolitan. area, namely the city proper, its outlyim€'. ~om­
munities, major industries, landmarks, and places of. interest. 
With the recent growth of cities in an outward d·ireotion, 
I 
their phy~ica1 structure has changed. 
1 Hol:tz, Frederick L., .Q.E.• ill•, p., 9 
I 
11 
T.he aJiln.Otated bibliography was divided i.l!lto tea 
sections which correspond to the ten cities selected as the 
subject of the enrichment material. The cities were arranged 
in alpbaoetieal order. Material pertail!l.i:ng to eack was 
presented under separate beadings. This material, also, was 
give:n 1B alphabetical ~:>t"der, UJ.!lder tl!te :fOllowimg beacH.lllgs: 
Books, Charts, Exhibits, Filmstrips, Flat Pietures, Maps, 
Motion Pietures, Pamphlets~ Periodicals, Plays, Poems, ana 
Songs. 
12 
Seleetiom 
A criterion :ror the selection o:r various cities or 
towns as the subjects for the enrichment material was necessary. 
7em was decided as a desirable number. fme selection of a 
criterion for determining which ten locatioms would be the 
subjects of the enrichment material rema~ed. Texbooks were 
chosen for the crit~rion, and the following eight social studies 
texts were examiaed: 
A. o. Stu~rt Hamer, Dwight w. Follett, Bem. l', Ahlsc.hwede1 
· Herbert H. Grass., Exploring lli l)l ew Worldt Follett Publishing 
dompB.l!ly1 1953, 496 pp. 
B. Emlyn D. Jo:mes, J. Warrem Nystrom, Helem Harter, 
Within Our Borders, The United States, New York: Rand McNally 
and Company, 1957, 408 pp. 
c. Prudence Cutright,_ Alle:m Y. King, Ida De~nis, 
FlOrence Pot·ter ,· Living T0gether in the United States, New York: 
Maem;i.llan Compamy, 1958,·. 4~1 PP.• 
D. Gertrude Stephens Brown, Ernest W. Tiegs, Fay Adams, 
Your Country and Mine, Our American Neighbors,.Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1954, 488 pp. 
E. Lewis Paul Todd, Kenneth s. Cooper, New Ways in 
the New World, New York: Silver Burdett Company, 19541 350 p:p. 
F. J. Russell Smith, Frank~. Sorenson, Neighbors in 
the Uni te'd States and Canada, Philadelp.hia: The John c. Winston 
company, 1957, 316w. · 
G. Clyde B. Moore, Fred B. Painter, Helen M. Carpenter, 
Gertrude M. Lewis, Building Our America, New York: Oha%1es 
Scribner's Sons, 1958, 467 pp. 
H. Harold H. Eipling, Fred M. King, James Harlow, ~ 
Qountry;'s Story;-, River Forest, Illinois: Laidlow Brothers, 
1958, 336 pp. 
13 
These books are currently being used with elementary, seho9l 
social studies classes. The index of each textbook was 
studied and all cities and towns appearing in the index were 
recorded together with the number of pages devoted to each • 
. • t 
• 
A table of all c'ities and towns in the Unj,ted States 
having at least one page me:mtiGned1 in one or more of' eight 
specific elementary school social studies textbooks can be 
found in the appendix. This table does not inc.lucll.e references 
to illustrations or maps. 
Following each city or town in the ta~le are ten 
.columns. Columns one through e~ht.r.epresent the eight books 
selected for study •. These textbooks are.listed at the end of' 
the table and serve as a key explaining which book eaoh column 
represents. The n~bet in each .of the eight columns _appearing 
after the number· of the city· or town, refers to tbe nUDiber of 
pages in a. t'ext devoted to that place. lf nf) pages were 
mentioned ill a. textbook, a. dash appears. Column nine gives 
the total number of books which include th·e city or town in 
their index, and. is derived from coJ:wnns one through eight. 
Oolumn te~ r~::p~es.ents th~ to:"tal numb~ ·o:r pages mentioned :for 
any one city or town in the eight books,. and. is also derived 
froni the first eight c;:ollimns. Citie~ ·arm. tans i:n the forty 
. -
nin~ states ha~e been used in the table, and.are presented in 
alphab~tical order according to city or town., 
Th~ to~~l number of books and the total number of' :pages 
show, to,some extent, the comparative significance given to the 
various locations by the textbooks. Following this assumption, 
t~n e:i,ties containing :the .largest total numb~r of pages were 
B"9l:eeted as· the most significBJat -subjects for e~r~ohme..n:t...material.1 
• 
the significance being determined by the eight textbooks. It 
' is interesting to note that each of these cities were mentioned 
in at least seven ef the eight books. 
A table of the ten eities containing the largest total 
:rultnber of :pages w~'th the c~errespoz:.uiling t0ta.l number of pages 
'· given fer eaoh oity, fol.lows belaw. · Tl:l.e E.umber ila the third 
column tells whether ~he eity was mentioned in seven or eight 
textbooks. 
Ten Seleet.ed. Oitie~ '· Tetal Number ti>:f Index :Page. 
References :r.er Eae-la in Eig:&t El.ementar:v: Seheol: 
Soiial Studies Textbooks~ ~ Number· o·t Textbooks 
Cfiving at .Least 2!!! Page Reference~~ Oit:y; 
(Cities.listed in alphabetical order) 
Boston, Mass. 
Charleston, B.~C· 
O..llioago, IJ,.).. 
New Orlea.Ds,,_..La. 
New Yti>rk, N.Y. 
P.hj,ladel:pbia, Pa. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
St. Louis, 'Me. 
$an ~ranoiseo, Calif. 
Wasbington, D. c. . 
No.of 
Pa6es 
101 
49;· 
il. 
4~ 
l-4-} 
86 
45 
36 
52 
41: 
No.of 
Be(l)ks 
8 
·a 
8 
z 
a 
l 
1 
8 
8 
5 
• 
Methods Used 
Teachers often have a de~ire to use material for 
enricbment purposes and, in such ~ases, appreciate 
convenience and facility in obtaining it. 
15 
The object of this study was to obtain materi~l dealing 
with ten specified cities in the United States and examine 
the literature to give teaehers some idea of the contents of 
each item. In this way, teachers would know whether the 
material was suitable for specific students and ;pertaining 
to the course of study in a partic~lar class. 
Cities were selected by examining the index of each of 
eight currently used social studies textaooks and choosing 
the ten most frequently mentioned locations. 
In this study material was obtained in libraries, by 
mail requests and by telephone calls. 
Libraries .utilized included the Boston University Se~ool 
of E.ducation Library, the Boston Public Library, and the Ly:nn 
Public Library. The Resources Library at the Boston University 
S,chool of Education was used in connectio~ with the textbook 
analysis. 
I 
Letters were sent to the Obamber of Commerce of each of 
the ten select~d cities. Following is a copy of the ~orm 
letter which was written to each Chamber of Commerce • 
. 
• 
Chamber of Commerce 
(City and State) 
Gentl.~men: 
16 
Any help you can give me would be greatly appreciated. 
I am writing a research .Paper en available materials a'bout 
large cities in the United States and (Oity) is one of them. 
The purpose of the paper is te kelp elementary seheol teachers 
of social studies locate available material in this area. 
Would you p~ease send me any free material you have1 
based on the h'istory, industries and places of interest to 
visit in (City) or subjects which might be of interest to 
elementary. school children? 
If the.re is a.ny list of material on the su.bj eets or 
of places to write for material, I would apprecia~e you~ 
sending it. 
Thanking you in anticipation, I am 
Very truly yours, 
(Signature) 
Since the response of each city was unique, a list of the 
ten cities, with a description of the literature or reply 
from each, is given below. 
Boston, Mass. two pamphlets 
Charleston, s.a. Three ~amphlets 
Ohieago, Ill. Two pamphlets 
New Orleans,, __ _I..a. One pamphlet 
New York, N.Y. One letter 
• 
17 
Philadelphia, Pa. Folllr pamphlets 
Pittsburgh, Pa. Twa pamphlets, one .mimeographed sheet 
St. Louis, Mo. Two pamphlets 
Sarl .Francisc~, -Calif. Eight pamphl~ts 
. ).Vasbington, D.O. Five pa.mp.hl.~ts 
ijaterial received which was religieus or commercial im 
content was excluded from the list as well as literature 
pertaining to current local avemts. 
The reply from the Chamber of Commerce of New York .City 
has been presented in its entirety due to the nature of the 
letter. It follows: 
"Would you please indicate in your research p~per that 
the funds available to these agencies is limited, amd while 
most agencies are happy to furnish a single copy of their 
publications to a teacher :for the use o:f' P,er class, they are 
frequently barraged by letters from thirty members of a class, 
and even to~send a postcard stating that no material is 
available for distribution o()sts.four cents postage, three 
cents for a card, four_oents for a letter, aDd that is 
exclusive of. the cost of having cards printed. 
"Ycu.would be performing~a great public service iB 
helping us to get that point aeross. Thank you so much." 
(Signature)~ 
Library lmformation Service 
Letters were also written to various organizations 
whieh aistribute free ~earnimg materials. The names of these 
o.rganizatiolls were obtained from the beok, Jlree a.n.d .ImexpeDsive 
• 
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Learning Materials.l The content of these letters varied 
according to the type of material requested, and oonse-
~uently there was no form letter for these requests. 
In some oases, telephone calls served the pu~ose 
of locating available material in the Boston vicinity,. 
However this procedure was naturally limited. 
By utilizing libraries, ~ublications available 
through the mail, and local organizations, the annotated 
bibliogra~hy presented in this study aims to ac~uaint the 
teacher with the available literature which was located 
or obtained. 
1Free and Inexpensive Learning Materials, (Nashvil~e: 
Division of Surveys and Field Services, George Peabody College 
for Teachers, 195?). 
•• 
• 
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BOSTON 
· BOOKf} 
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Baily, Bernardine, Picture Book of· Massachusetts. Chicago: 
· Alber-t Whitman· and Company, 1949, 50 p:p. 
Informati.onal easy reading 
Many colored and black and white pictures of life 
in Massachusetts with accompanying stories. 
Carter, Russell Garden, A Patriot Lad of Old Boston. 
Philadelphia: The Penn Pu'biTshingGompany, 1923, 
21? p]>. 
Historical Fiction advanced reading 
Very interesting narrat+ve acco~nt of ~he Revolu~ 
tionary era in Boston. Famous American heroes are described 
rather well in their activities. Few b. and w. pictures. 
Chamberlain, Samuel, Historic Boston. New York: Hastings 
House Publishers, 193'8, 74 pp. 
Information a~ easy reading 
Excellent pictures of the buildings that compose 
historic Boston. GoQd oaptio~s and prief desc~iptions tell 
the story of Boston today and }i)reserve its historical 
atmos}i)here very well. Many b. and w. pictures. 
Qoatsworth, Elizabeth, Awa~ Goes A~~l· · New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1~ 122 PP• 
Blstorical Fiction average reading 
Excellent description of farm life in New England 
in the year 1 ?90. Quite a few J)Oems about the "big ci ty 11 
of Boston for the reader. Several good b. and w. }!)ictures • 
• V'-
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BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Coatswort~, Elizabeth, Boston ~ells. New York: The Macmillan 
· · Company, l952, 64 .Pl'• 
:Biography easy reading 
A good description of' life in Bost.on in the year 17 47. 
An interesting account of John Oopley's childhood, one of 
America's greatest artists. Illustrated. 
Fisher, Dorothy c., Paul Revere~~ Minute Men. New York: 
Random House, 1950,· 181 pp. 
Biography .average readl.ng 
A vivid account of Paul's life. Excellent background 
material. Illustrations in color and b. and w. 
Forbes, Esther, America• s -~ Revere. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Oompany, 1946 1 46 p:p. 
Historical Fiction average reading 
A well-written story of Paul's life •. An interesting 
account of his activities in patriotic clubs is given. The 
background behind his selection for the famous. ride is also 
presented. Many co,lored illustrations. ' 
. I 
Forbes, Esther, Johnny TremaiB. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, .J.9 43, 256 pp • 
Biography advanced reading 
Johnny Tremain's exploits and errands are importamt 
in the course of liberty in Boston. Stories concerning some 
of best names and families in the Revolutionary Era unfurl 
before us. Exciting glimpses of the British A~my are seen 
through the errands Johnny does for them. No pictures • 
• 
• 
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BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Forbes, Esther, ~he Boston Book. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Com:p>any,T947, 122 J!ll+l• 
Informational average reading 
Excellent plictures de~icting Boston as a photogra~her 
and the author saw it. Very good historical background 
accompanying the illustrations- Excellent b. and w. pictureso 
Grilley, Virginia, A 5hillini for Samuel. 
Brown and Com~any, I 4~8? JlP• 
Boston: Little 
Biography easy reading 
An easily-read descri}!ltion of Samuel Mcintire 1 s life 
and the importance of his contributions to New England archi~ 
tecture. Illustrated in b~· and Wo 
Hewes, Agnes Danford, Glory of the Seas.. N.ew York: Alfred A .. 
KnoJf, 1953, 315 )']lot 
Historical Fiction advanced reading 
Some interesting reading concerning the cliJ!lper ships 
of Donald McKay in Bostono The effects of the Fugitive Slave 
Law concerns John Seagrave. and helps to make this book ex-
ci.ting. There are no J>ictures. 
Howe, MoAo De Wolfe, Boston Landmarks. New York: Hastings 
House Publishers, 1946, 130 pp .. 
Informational average reading 
The following landmarks are described: Old State 
House, Faneuil Hall, Kings Chapel, Christ Church, St. 
Stephents and West End Church~ These stories are well 
illustrated in b~ and w., 
• 
• 
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BOQE:,$,, CONTINUED 
James, Norma Wood, Dawn at Lexington. New York: Longmans, 
Green and Company, 195!, 216 pp. 
Historical Fiction average reading 
The struggles of the American colonists during the 
Revolution are well described. Many important events came 
to life in this novel. Few b. and W• pictures. 
Knott, Leonard L., A Children's Guide to Boston. Boston: 
Editorial Associates, 1946~ ~0 pp. 
Ne>vel. easy reading 
The story of the growth of Boston is we11 told 
through many short stories about people and events that have 
become famous over the years •. Pictures occur on every page 
and eh11dren will enjoy looking at themo The Esplanade, 
Harvard College, M .. I.T., Public Gardens, Faneuil Hall, 
Bunker Hill Monument, OJ.d Ironsides, Old North Church and 
many other places of interest await the tourist. Good 
illustrations. 
Lawson, Robert, !!:• Revere .and I.. Boston: Little Brown 
and Company, 1§54, !52' PP• 
·Biography average reading 
Story of Paul Revere as narrated by his horse, 
Scheherazade. The movements of the British forces and the 
Americans until Evacuation Day are interestingly set down 
and illustrated in b. and w. 
Lent, Henry Bolles, Men at ~ in New England,. New York: 
G.P. Putnam's and Company, !!56, 130 J>P• 
Informational average reading 
Excellent b. and w. ~ietures describing all types 
of New England industry. Vivid descriptions of the step= 
by~step processes used in manufacturing products • 
• 
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:BOOKS, CONTINUED 
· I'ar:ton, Eth~l, The ~ouse :Betweea. New York: The Viking Press, 
194,, ,43 pp. 
Fiction advanced reading 
Interesting lives of childrem in Boston depictea in 
the 1850's~ Fascinating stories of a cross-section of peopl• 
living duringtb.ose times. Several b. and w. pictures. 
Rich, Louise Dickinson, The First Book of New England. New York: 
Franklin Watts Inc., 1957, 61 pp. 
Informational ea.::;y reading 
Lists of things to see and names of interesting New 
Englanders. Good colored and b. and w.pictures. 
Sn.ow, Edward Rowe, The.Romance of Boston BS:l• Bostont. Yankee 
·.Publishing Company1 1946,-319 pp. 
Informational above average reading 
IBteresting stories pertaining·to famous happenings 
in Boston Bay. Few b. and w. pictures. 
Spencer, Philip 1 Day of Glorl• New York; Aladdin Books, 1955, 
192 pp. 
Historical Fiction average reaaiBg 
This was about ~he twenty four period from the eighteenth 
to the nineteenth of April, which saw the battles of Lexington 
amd Concord. Good accounts of the arrival of the men from 
outlying communities and th~ir way .of fighting the war. GG>od 
colored pictures • 
• 
• 
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BOOKS, CONTINUED 
State Street Trust, !rowns of New Enfland and Old Eniand, 
+reland and Scotlaffii,-p&rt o Bos~onr--wal n " 
Iavertis!ng and Printing Company, 1920. 
Informational advanced reading 
Description of many messages, gifts, visits, and 
information concerning places of the same name in New 
England and the British Isles during the Tercentenary of 
1620. 
EXHIEITS 
Early America, The Children!a Museum, 60 Burroughs Street, 
Jamaica Plain 30, Massachusetts 
Contains 11 pictures, 9 cards, and examples of 
early American manufacturing, wooden butter paddle, powder 
horn, doll dressed as Pilgrim and other articles used in 
early America. 
Fisheries, The Children's Museum, 60 Burroughs Street, 
Jamaica Plain 30, Massachusetts 
Contents include 7 pictures, 34 pictures of card 
telling story. Bait, lobster pot, clams and scallop shells, 
sailor1 s needle, cod hooks, cod liver oil capsules, lobster 
claws and oyster shells are included. 
Geology ~~Boston Basin, The Children's :Museum, 60 
Burroughs Street, -Jamaica Plain 30, Massachusetts 
Mounted rocks, with their history, 17 pictures, and 
10 cards. The different aspects of erosion in other eons 
of time are well showno Examples of erosion by water in 
the Merrimac River Valley. Specimens showing dikes, and 
Quincy granite •. 
•• 
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EXHIB.ITS,, OON~INUED 
Manuals of New England, The Children's Museum, 60 Burroughs 
Street, Jamaica Plain 30, Massachusetts 
Shows flying s~uirrels and other li~e like animals 
along with pictures of animals in the native habitat. 
Minerals Found in New England, The Children's Museum, 60 
Burroughs Street, Jamaica Plain 30> Massachusetts 
Twelve mounted ~ictures and 20 specimens mounted on 
masonite; a pamphlet from the Saugus Ironworks is contained 
in the exhibit .. 
Woodlands Indians, The Children's Museum, 60 Burroughs 
Street, 3amaica Plain 30, Massachusetts 
Several pictures relate to activities of Indians near 
Boston. Twenty-two pictures, 6 cards, weight and sinker, toy 
canoes made by Indians and other interesting materials 
utilized during their life. 
Wool, The Childrents Museum, 60 Burroughs Street, Jamaica 
Plain 30, Massachusetts 
Boston is one of the world's greatest wool markets. 
The three ,ictures and 23 cards numbered in chronological 
order ~ive ~roper sequence to the story of wool. 
FIUISTRIPS 
Boston, Visual Education Consultants, Inc., 2066 Helenna 
Street, Madison 4, Wisconsin, 1956~ 
Black and white 28 frames, silent text 
Emphasis on Boston's significance in history; some 
photographs and maps are included. The film shows the 
reasons for Boston•s industrial growth • 
-
I 
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FILMSTRIPS, CONTINUED 
Boston, City of Tradition. Eye Gate House IRe. 2716, 41st. 
AveBu.e, Lo:mg Island City 1, New York, 1951 
Color 27 frames with capt~ons 
Scenes of Boston, Massaohusetts, including mamy 
historical buildings in the city and neP.rby OP.mbridge, 
Lexililgton and Concord. 
Colonial America, Informative Classroom Pictur·es Publishers, 
40 IoRia Avenue, N.W., Grand Rapids 2, Michigan 
Black and White 30 frames 
27 
Illustrates home life, customs, dress, manners a.Bd 
architecture in the New England, Mid~le Atlantic and Southern 
Colonies. A colonial kitchen, candle dipping, soap making, 
spinming and weaving on a band loom are imcluded. 
Discovery at Saugus, New York: American Iron and Steel Institute, 
150 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.ew York, 1952 
Color 6 4 f.rF~.mes and documents 
_This slide film, the significant story of the discovery, 
excavation and restoration of America's first successful ironworks 
at Saugus, Massachusetts. It describes the work of archeologists 
probing the earth for evidence of our early culture. Useful iR 
Social Studies classes from grades 5-12. A manual accompanies 
this slideprint which may be retaiaed in addition to the film-
strip when ordered by a school system. 
New England - f::. Regional Study, Eye Gate House, Dac. 2716, 41st. 
Avenue, Long Island City 1, New York, 1951 
Color 39 frB.mes with captt&as 
Shows quite clearly the importance of the developmemt 
of New England's natural resources. The contributions New 
EnglaRd has made in industry, business, science and the arts 
are also included" · 
\ 
I 
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\FLAT P IOTUBES 
Th~e pictures are taken from private collectio~s, 
varj.ous magazines, post cards and origimals by mumerous 
photographers. They appeared im books published im this 
country and overseas. There are caytions or brief artiales 
with them as excellent descriptive phr~ses. The following 
are available from a collection at the Main Bran~h, Bostom 
Public Library, Copley Square, Boston, Massaebusetts. 
1. Beacon Hill 
2. Beacom Street 
3. Boston Gardens 
4. Ckapel - Our Lady of the Airways 
5. Charles River 
6. Charles River BasiR 
1. Charlestowm, Massachusetts 
8. Copley Square 
9. Custom House 
10. Downtown Boston 
11. East Boston Airport 
~2. Fa.neuil Hall 
13. Fish Pi'er 
14. General Views of BostoJJ. - 5 pictures 
15. Longfellow Bridge 
16. Looking out to Sea at Night 
17. Park Street Church 
18. Skyway of Boston 
19. State Bouse 
20. West Side -:- 2 pictures 
26 
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Bartlett's Pictorial Map o~ Bostom, New York: G.N. Bartlett 
Company, 1871 
Excellent ~or use with all children in classroom. 
Use~ul ~or varying the study o~ maps. 
29 
Beaurain., Jean de, Ca-rte Ism Dem Hafen Urd Der St?.dt, Leipzig: 
Johan Carl Mulnerischer, Buchard Kunstandlung, 1778, 
size 195/8 x 235/8 
Seale 2640 ~eet to one inch. 
Beers• ~ Insurance District Atlas, New York: Beers a:nd 
.Oam:pany, 1874· 
Seale 100 f.eet to 1 inch. Beers' Fire Insurance 
Districts of the City o~ Boston as establish~d by the State 
Insurance Commissioner of Massachusetts. Twemty seven maps 
are included. Excellent detail is contained withim. 
Bellen, Jacques Nicolas, Carte Reduite des Costes Orientales 
~ L'Ameriaue, _Septentrionate, Paris: Dressee' au 
Depost descartes et plans de la marine Poar le service 
des vaisseaux du Ro7, 115! 
Size 203/Bn x 333/4n. The soa~e is.23 geographioa~ 
miles to 1 ineb. 
Bol'iner, John, Bomner' s Map of Bostom, Boston: Boston Nations·; 
1848' :p. 17 . 
The size is 511/22 x 35/16 inches. 
The author has several map~- in use today. 
photographic facsimiles • 
Scale not given. 
Some of them are 
• 
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MAPS I O,ONT INUED 
Boston, Commission on Waterways arid Public Lands, 1918 1 p. 29 
The data was obtained ror ·the annual convention of 
Atlantic Deeper Waterways Assooiatien~ Contains much valuable 
information. 
Chase, Ernest Dudley, Boston ~ Vicinity, Boston, 19:58 
This pictorial map furnishes valuable information. 
Size 18" x 24", Scale 88 miles to 1 inch. Inform<:~.tion is 
readily seen. 
Chase, J.G. 1 Railroad Map of Boston in 1~65, Boston: 1865 
The map includes all the street an~ steam railroads 
in Boston and vicinity in 1865. Size 21" x 25-t"· Scale 1/5 
mile to l inola. 
Gross, Alexander, Ideal Atlas of Greater Boston, New York: 
Geogra:phio Map Company, 1946, 64 pp. 
The atlas ineludes 27 maps with most of them drawn om 
a scale of 1:22,000;on cover, Greater Boston, ·inoluding 1.g 
surrounding communities, new streets and places of historica:l 
interest. 
Map of Boston, Boston: Blaek Company, 1897 
The map imcl'tllies the vicinity of Fal'leuil Ball1 BostoD.1 
embracing Custom Bouse, Post Office Square, Fort Bill Square 
al'l.d the Chamber of Commeree, size 2111 x 25tn • 
• 
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MAPS, CONTINUED 
Ma~ of Boston, Boston: Ou~pl.es, U~ham and Company, 1886. 
Size 37 3/4 x 39i om. It covers the country from 
Lowel.l in the Northwest to Rockport in the Northeast to 
Marshfiel.d in the Southeast and Norfolk in the Southwest. 
Map of Boston and lli Environs, Philadelphia: Ho:pkins 
GeorgeliQrgan and Company, 1876. 
The country covered: Revere on the Northeast~ 
Medford on the Northwest, West Roxbury on the Southwest 
and Dorchester on the Southeast.. Size 56 1/4" x 47-i"• 
Soa1e 1200 feet to 1 inch. Oo1ored circles drawn at 1 
mi1e distances. 
PAMPHLETS 
~ Glimpse of ~ Boston, Boston: HOme Savings Bank, 3 ~P· 
Descriptive history of Tremont Street in ffoston 
with two colored pictures of Tremont Street as it looked 
during the period from 1840 to 1870. 
Boston, Massachusetts, Boston: Chamber of Commerce, Boston, 
Massachusetts, 1.919, 16 PJD• 
Contains various ma)s and illustrations. Facts 
about industry in Boston. Map measures 23" .x 2011. 
Fasoinatin·g Trips !2, Bostoa, American Oil Com:pany, 1968, 
4Cpp. 
Six tri~s are presented with each ino1uding his-
toric spots or points of interest. in or around Boston. 
Good b. and w. il1ustrations • 
• 
PAMPHLETS, CONTINUED 
Jarves, James J., Handbook for Visitors to the Collection of 
Old Art, Boston: Mills, Knight aid Company, 1883, -, 
50 pp. 
This h~ndbook is useful today to observe the collectioms 
of old ~=~.rt P.t the Boston Foreign Art Exhibition of 1883., 
1!2J! Modern Shoes Are Made, Boston: United Shoe M~=~.chinery 
Corporation, 1954, 69 pp. 
This booklet contaias a thorough description of the 
manufacturing process with technical explanations of various 
types of shoes. Instructional b. and w. pictures. 
Massachusetts - The Historic Vacationland, Boston: Massachusetts 
Department of Commerce, 3 pp. 
A colored, illustrated map and colored and b. ~nd w. 
ryhotogra:'JhS combine to m~=~.ke this folder highly descriptive of 
Boston ~=~.nd the surrounding vioinity. 
Profile ~ Boston, Boston: Greater Boston ChP.mber of Commerce, 
4 pp. 
Information about transportation, recreation, commerce 
and industry 1 and education and culture in Boston. No pictures. 
Profile ~ Massachusetts, Boston: Greater Boston Chamber of 
Commerce, 4 pp. 
Brief summaries of geogra~hy, industry, points of 
interest, A.nd government of Massachusetts. Historic loca.tions 
in A.nd ~=~.round Boston ~=~.re mentionen • 
PAMP~TS, CoNTINUED 
Some Facts about Massachusetts, Boston; ·Massachusetts 
.Department of Commerce, 24 pp. 
Interesting facts about the history and geography 
of Massachusetts. B. and w. photographs~ 
The Norld in Boston, Boston, 1911, 128 pp. 
33 
This is 1'\ hFI.ndbook and guide to 'the World in Boston, 
first great e:x:,osi t ion in AmerioR. of' ho~e "'.nd foreign missions, 
held in MeohP.nics Building April 22 - MF~.y 20, 1911. 
Vacations Unlimited, Boston: Greater Boston Ohamber of Commerce, 
31 pp. . 
Thorough descriptions of places to visit in Massa-
chusetts and interesting facts about Boston are presented. 
Beautiful b. and w. photographs. 
Visit Massachusetts, Boston: Massachusetts Department of 
Commerce, 40 pp. 
Very ap"?eP.ling, colored illustrF~.tions are presented 
with brief co"l'llents. The nP.turP.l lP.ndsc?.:ges P.nd scenery 
are emphasize.d., 
Visitor's Guide. of Boston~ Boston: City of Boston, 12 pp. 
This colorful brochure contains a map, illustrations, 
and descriptions of all points of interest and historio places 
in and around BostoR. 
' 34 MOTION PICTURES 
'Boston Massacre, Young Ameriea Films, lao., 18 E. 41st Street, 
. New York 17, N.Y. 
'Black and White 16 mm. 27 minutes 
A C.B.S. Production of the nyou Are There" Series. 
On March 5, ~770 demonstrations broke out in 'Boston ag~inst 
the British. Cries of rebellion against British t~~tion were 
heard. The movie shows the shooting of the mob by the 'British 
after they :failed to disburse. · 
'Boston Tea Party, Young America Films, Inc., 18 E. 41st Street 
New York 17, N.Y. 
'Black and Wbite 16 mm. 27 minutes 
This film was produced for C.B.S. Televisio:m. by 
Walter Cronkite. In the background of no taxation without 
representation and t.he arrival of the· tea we see how the 
matter was handled by the Sons of Liberty. 
Oolnm.ial Children, Encyclopedia Britannic::J, Films, 1150 Wilmette 
Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois . 
Color 16 mm 11 minutes 
The routine life of am early New England family is 
shown. All the activities they had in their lives are put 
before us realistically amidst authentic background settings. 
The dependence of the colonists upon eaeh other is stressed. 
Colonial Life.in New Englam.d, Coronet Fil.Dls, Oor0111et Building, 
Chicago 1, Illinois 
Color 16 mm ll minutes 
A presentation of rural living in New England during 
the Pre-Revolutionary period. Participating ill certain phases 
of local government and in their everyday work is stressed. 
35 
MOTION PIC.T.UR!!lS, Q.QN1:INUED 
Earl~ Settlers of New England, Encyclopedia BritRnnica Films, 
1150 Nilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 
Color 16 mm ll minutes 
Reenacts life in pioneer Salem during the first tears 
of colonization. Rudiments of living are shown with their 
adaptation by the colonists. Costumes and setting used are 
authentic 'for that period. ClGse knit life of settlers is 
also shown. 
Men. of Gloucester, Ford Motor ConroRny, Film Library, 3000 
Schaefer Road" Dearborn, M.ichigP.n 
Color 16 mm 22 minutes 
The highlights of the Gloucester fishing industry 
are included. The c~ose-ups of the men and women who pack 
and oan the fish are interesting. The "Santa .Mario" goes 
on a deep sea fishing trip and films include catching a 
school of mackeral. 
~·. 
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PERIODICALS 
"Another for McGinnis," !!!!, Vol. LXV, April 25, 1955, 
:pp. 100-102 .. 
36 
The background for the ao~uisition of the Boston 
and Maine railroad by Patrick McGinnis is presented. The 
ho}9es and outcomes of the railroad are enumerated rather 
concisely. 
"Boston Saluted the Eternal City, If American City, Vol. LXXI, 
February 1956, p. 201 .. 
A short article describing the week long salute to 
Rome, Italy arranged by the Greater Bosto~ Chamber o~ 
Commerce. Local business groups ~articipated in the 
affairs that also included Italian art and music. 
"Boston's Wild Man = Tapestry, If ~' Vol .. LXVI, December 
12~ 1955, PP• 84-S5. 
This article explains the historic background of 
Boston on a new tapestry available at the Boston Museum 
of Fine Arts~ 
"Explosions of Sea and Sun, tt Time, Vol. LXV, March 21, , 
1955, PP• 82-83. 
Some factual material on present day Boston is 
pres en ted here that advanced children would enjoy reading,. 
in the interesting manner that it is printed. 
"Great Churches, The Old North," Newsweek, Vol. IVL, 
October 25, 1955, p. 100. 
The rededication service of the historic bell 
tower of the Old North Church during Hurricane Carol in 
1!54 is described. The n~ber of visitors each year is 
mentioned • 
37 
PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
Griffin, Arthur,ffCity•s Garden", Saturday Evening~~ Yol. 
CCXXVIII, July 30, 1955, pp. 30-31 
'fhis article is a complete picture story about Boston's 
Common and the Public Gardens. Different grou~s of neonle 
hR.ve enjoyed visiting these historic g~=~.rdens over the ye~=~.rs. 
"Old Oak for the 0111 North", I.ife, Vol. XXXVIII, June 13, 
1955, p. 6G 
This is the story behind the new tower frame for the 
old North Church in Boston. 
Walker, Raymond, flPrints and Orations Relating to the Boston 
Massacrett, Hobbies, Vol .. LX, May 1955, p. 38 
This article includes good descriptions of prints of 
the period giving the necessary pertiment information as well 
as orations of the day• · 
Winchester, A., "Colonial Silversmiths", Antiques, Vol, LXX, 
December 1956) ~p. 552-555 
Si~versmiths were very skilled in colonial times and· 
some of their work is unequalled today. This article contains 
an excellent description of the workmanship involved. 
PLAYS 
Howard, Helen L., "Ben Franklin, Peace Maker", pp. 7-10, 
Durrell, Donald D. and Cro~sley, Alice B., Thirty 
Plt=~.ys for Classroom ReAding, Boston: Plays, Ine. 1 
1957, 206 J)lJ. 
Shows the di??lomaoy ~.nd tact ef Ben Fr1=1.nklin wh11e. 
still a young boy in Boston •. Some insight into his ep,rJ.y 
childhood activities is ~lso presented. 
• ·At 
• 
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·",PLAYS, CONTINUED 
Leuser, Eleanore, "The Five Brothers", Boston: Plays, Inc., 
195'1~ pp. 4-6 1 Durrell, Donald D. and Crossley, Alice B., 
Thirty Plays :for Classroom Reading, BostoJu Plays, Inc.- 1, 
The story takes place in Salem and co~cerns five simple, 
silly brothers who thimk they are·very wise. The matter is 
resolved after an amusing incident occurs. 
"Seafaring Giant", pp. 155-170, McCaslin, Nel.lie, Tall Tales 
and ~ Men, Phil~elphia: Macrae Smith Company, 1956, 
238 pp. 
On the co~st of' New England where iron men sailed in 
wooden ships we find a sailor named Alfred Bullto~ StoTmalong. 
This seafaring giant is the hero of' the play. Adventures 
contai.med therein are interesting to the childrelil• 
uyankee Fedler", pp. 135-154, li.cCaslin, Nellie, !ill Tales ~ 
Tall Men, Philadelphia: Macrae Smith Company~ 1956, 238 pp. 
The country store had a very social significance in a 
small village or crossroads in New England. The goings o:n by 
the townsfolk are contained in this play. 
POEMS 
Alcott, Amos :B., "Emersontt, p. 7S,·Stedman, Edmund c., An 
Ameriean Anthology, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
19}2, 878 p:p. 
A fine poem of Eme~son's life and of his contributioms 
to life around him. Some pouts of information that are well 
worth remembering • 
3! 
POEMS, CONTINUED 
Alcott, Amos B. "Hawthorne, It 
ogy, 1932, p. 78. 
Stedman, !!! .,.Am..;.......;.e.;;;.r-.i.;..oan=·· An thol-
Cleverly interwoven ~ualities that were evident in 
Hawthorne's writing are well used here. Information hel~­
ful for background use. 
Alcott, Amos Bo "Thoreau," 
1932, p. 78. 
Stedman, An American Anthologz, 
- . 
Short poem depicting Thoreau1 s closeness to nature. 
It is full of informative material to ade~uately summari~e 
his activities. 
Braley, Berton, "Sonnets of seven Cities 1 Boston'' II , .. 166, 
Braley, Berton, Hurdy-Gur~ on Ol~ius. New York: 
D. Appleton and Company;. 1 2"f;' p.. 3. 
This poem expresses the feelings of the gentle 
Brahmin in society. It is ~uite representative of the past 
in historic Boston. 
Butterworth, Hazekiah, "The Thanksgiving in Boston Harbor," 
Stedman, !!!. American An~hol!Ne 1~32, Plh 450-451. 
Describes· the :psalms sung in Boston Bay when Win= 
thro:ps fleet came down from Yarmouth. The Joyous feeling 
of the ~assengers is captured in innumerable descri~tions. 
Ellsworth, Eroatus Wolcott)\'_ liThe Mayflower, It Stedman, 
An· American AntholO.gy, 1932, J>P• 25&.257 .. 
The spirit of the pensive pilgrims upon leaving the 
Mayflower is portrayed. The author seems to have captured 
their mood while settling in the New World. 
• 
I 
~ 
I 
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, IIConcord Hymn," Stedman, An American 
Anthology, 1932, ~· 100. 
A story in poetry of the brave deeds which the 
farmers of Concord com~leted. Useful in describing where 
and why the Revolution commenced. 
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Hale, Edward Everett, 11 New England's Chevy Chase," ~P· as ... 
90, Sechrist, Elizabeth Hough, Poems for Red Letter 
Days. Philadelphia: Macrae Smith Company~951, 
34rp}). 
Contains interesting facts of the battles at Lexing-
ton and Concord4 Borrow and patriotism evidence themselves 
({uite strongly. 
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, 110ld Ironsides," Stedman, An American 
Anthology, 1932, PP• 153-154. 
Vivid and interesting account of 11 0ld Ironsides," 
and reasons why she became famous. Is now located at the 
Charlestown Navy Yard on exhibit. 
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, "Paul Revere's Ride·," Sechrist, 
Poems for ~Letter Days, 1951, pp. 90-94. 
Details are told of the preparations needed for the 
trip of Paul Revereq Heroism in his deed and in the men who 
were summoned by his call are described. 
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, "The Village Blacksmith," Stedman, 
An American Anthology, 1S32, p. 114. 
Useful in study of village life in New England. Reasons 
for blacksmith's presence years ago is described with different 
typ>es of work performed. Good character study. 
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POEMS, OONTINUED 
McLellan, Isaac, . "New England1 s Dead," Stedman, An American 
Antholagl, 1932, P• 190. 
A remembrance to the dead who perished during the 
Revolutionary Waro The thoughts behind their last fu11 
measure of devotion is explained. 
O'Reilly, John Boyle, "Mayflower," Stedman, ~.American 
Anthology, 1~32, p. 481. 
The name that is "foremost and best of our shi~s." 
The symbol of Americans for centuries is held in this 
ship1 s story. 
Percival, James Gates, "New England," Stedman,~ American 
Anthology, 1§32, ~P· 70-71. 
Presentation of the glory of New England, and the 
reasons for loving its rooky shores. It has many well 
described ~asaages of our scenic countryside. 
Pierpont, John, "The Fugitive Slave's Apostrophy to the 
North Star, 11 Stedman, An American Anthologt, 1~32~ 
PP• 33-34. 
The plight of the slave to become a free man makes 
fascinating reading. The northern cities like Boston pro-
vided the underground railroad to help many of these unfor-
tunates .. 
Pierpont, John, "The Pilgrim Fathers," 
Anthology, 1~32, :p .. 34. 
Stedman, An American 
-
Identifies the spirit of the Pilgrim fathers and the 
influence they left on Amerioao It explains the reasons why 
we remember them so i!>enevolently., 
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POEMS, OONTINUEB 
Pierpont, Jolm1 11 Warre:a's Atidress te the Ameriea.n Soldier1 s'*1 
Stedma.l!l:, .A! America.ll .Alathol.ogz, 1932, p. J4 · 
Excellent for ~se in ce~ectiom with the Revolutionary 
Period in Besto:a. 'The meed fQr a stromg aggressive defense 
of ODe's home and cowatry.was Jaeeessary if the soldiers were 
going to succeed in the war. The speech was writtem quite 
PO,gDa:mtly. 
Prentice, George Denison, "New England", StedmB.l'.l, Ala American 
Anthology, 1932, pp. · 84-85 
Describes importaril.t events and historical locations 
til New England. A very desirable pQem for cbildrem to read. 
Soo1lti~.rd, Olimtom, "BUlllker Hill Day~, Sechrist, Poems for Red 
Letter Days 1 1951, p. 150 
Deeds o~ courageous men from all parts of New Emgla.md 
who fought in this battle are pertra.yed. Is an exeellellt 
"prelude" on the eve of J3llllker Hill. 
Sigou.rney, Lydia Huntley, "The Indiam' s Welcome to the Pilgrim 
Fathers", Stedman, An Ameriean A:mtho1ogz1 · 1932, p. 48 
The coming 0! the Pilgrims to the New World and the 
receptiolll tendered them by the Imdia.ns is well told. A rather 
intriguing poem to tbe reader with an imterest 1m our Ameriean 
history. 
Stedman, Edmtm.d Clarence, "Salem", Stedma.m, !B American 
Anthology, 19J2, P• JJ6 
The story delves into the problems Salem bad with 
witchcraft in 1692. A cloak of mystery and suspioiom was 
cast ever pe0ple quite readily during that un~ertunate era. 
POEMS, OON TINUED 
Ward, Elizabeth Stewart Phillips, "Gloucester Harbor," 
Stedman, An American Antholagy, 1932, p. 4$2. 
~ ~ 
Excellent description of the physical layout of 
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the harbor and the fishing fleet. The sorrow and happiness 
that comes with each homecoming tide is told ~uite com-
Jtas siona tely. 
Weeks, Robert Kelley, "A Song for Lexington, 11 Stedmant 
An American !_ntbolog;r., 1S32, p. 415. 
A pleasing description of events that lead up to the 
"Nineteenth of April. 11 Tells of the awakening of New 
Englanders with the courage to meet the British with arms. 
Whittier, John G-reenleaf, "In the Old South, 11 Stedman~ 
!.!! American Anthologz, 1932, l'P• 140-141. 
The plight for freedom in the Old South Ohurch in 
Boston, and the symbol of justice and righteousness in the 
ringing of the bells, is told with much expression and de~ 
tail. 
Wh1 ttier, John Greenleaf, "Maud Muller, n Stedman, !B. 
American Antbolost, 1932, pp. 131=182. 
Differences in living and of things that might have 
been are brought out. Things to observe ·in the country, 
contrasted with happenings in the city are described. 
Whittier, John Greenleaf, ttSkipper Ireson•s Ride," JD]h 
2445=2448, Stevenson, Burton E., The~ Book ot 
Verse. New York: Henry Holt andCompany, l:f2'6, 
VolUme II, 1121 PJ• 
Tells of the calamity that arose out of a skipper's 
cowardice at sea, and the far reaching, humiliating effect 
of colonial justice to a wrong=doer. 
Whittier, J<llhn Greenleaf, "The. :Barefoot :Boy", Stedman, !!; 
America.a Anthology,· 1~32~' :P.P• 130~131 
A very eommon scene portraying the hap~imess of a 
barefoot boy on baek roads iJa:the eolm.try someyears ago. 
Excei.ient descriptions of animals and nataral surroundiDgs 
that ene enjoys reading about in,leisure momemts. 
SONGS 
"Geography- Soza.g''· p. 133, Beattie, Johza. w. et al, ~ Ameriea.D 
Singer, :BGstoJ!!: . .American :BGok: Oompa.m.y, ).955, 2lo pp. 
Mamy years ago children learned tbe capitals of the 
states by singing them. Each capital was eomneeted with a 
geographical feature. 
"In Good Old· Colomy Timestt, New England Folk Somg, Murse11,·. 
James Leta.l, .·J!!· Q!g: Country1 New York: Silver Burdett 
Company, 1956, 2·16 pp. 
'.Chis is a song aboat tlae etil t.laat oy.ertook a. miller, 
weaver and tailor in New Emgla.m.a. 
Kethe, William "Old HUJadred",Beston; Mursell, I1!l Our Oountr;v, 
New York: Si~ver Burdett company, 1956, p. 25 · 
This· song a band of Pilgrims su.:ng setting toot on 
Amerieam shores im 1620, a metrical session of the hundredth 
psalm. 
"Stormalong" Sea Chantey", MeCaslin, Tall Tales _!!: ~. Rem, 
1950, p. 168 
. This sea song is liked by all sailors. Persomifies 
certain characteristics that enabled New ~m.gland to acquire 
her :tame. 
44 
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CHARLESTON 
BOOKS 
Allen, Jlerritt Parmelee_,, )3a.ttle_la~ter:ns. New York: Lo:mgma.ns, 
.&reen and Company, 1~4~, 27~ pp. 
Historieal Novel atlvaneefll rea<ling 
A well t61d·story of treasure seekilag 1m Charleston 
Soatb.. l.nteresting aceeunt of Maj0r Ma:.ttios' s part in the 
Revolution. Two black and white illustrati ~·ns. 
Bailey, Bernadine, South Carolina. Chicago~ Albert Wh~tman 
and Company, 1956, 28 pp. · 
In:tarmation.al easy readi.E.g 
Excellent descriptive colored and b. and w. pictures 
.o:r the Palmetto state w:ith .aceomp.a.nying informative mat~rial. 
Banta, RiChard E., Life .1!! America, The South. Grand Rapids: 
The Fideler Company,· 1951, 166 pp. 
Textbook average reading 
The exploratiqns and early settlements of'-tbis regio• 
ar~ briefly described. Many crops that grow 1$ this region 
are :tully explained •. · Good stories are told about i:ndu.stry 
and th~ resources of the south. Many excellent illustrative 
maps show tl:}.e· inaustry a:nd agriculture o:r the state. 
Gray, Elizabeth Han~~., _:Be:ppy Marlewe .. ,!! Ohariestowm •. New York: 
The Yiki.Jlg Press, l93i ,, 281 pp. 
Historical FictiOn average readi.Jlg 
The excitement o:r BeppyMari0we's oomug to Oharles-
t.oo is well depicted.· This- book show ·.now piraey a:r:reeted 
life in that era. Ch11dre~ can learn much about life in the 
colony from this narrative~ :Few. b. and w. pictures. 
• 
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BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Holland, Janiqe, Pirates, Planters, and Patriots. New York: 
Charles Scribnerts Sons, 195~48 pp. 
Historical Fiction easy reading 
Charles Town, as it was first called in colonial 
times, was a place of excitement and adventure. A good 
description of how the agricultural ~roducts developed in 
the colony. Authentic stories of its part in several wars 
are well told. Excellent colored pictures. 
EXHIBIT 
Rice 
-
31 pictures and cards numbered to give proper 
se~uence to the story. The different way of growing and 
harvesting it in our country as well as other places in the 
world are contained~ Various models and samples of different 
tnes of rice. 
FILMSTRIPS 
Southern Colonies, Encyclopedia Britannica Films Inc., 161 
Massachusetts Avenue, Boston 16, Massachusetts 
Color 50 frames silent with 
ca~tion 
Contains drawings and maps produced by William 
Gottlie~ Company. Outlines developments of the colonies in 
Maryland and Virginia,-and the Carolinas~ Stresses the 
great struggle for political freedom and individual owner~ 
shi:p of land. 
• 
• 
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FLA'l.PIOTURES 
Collection availabJ.e f'rGm :Boston Pub lie Library, :Boston, Mass. 
1.- Archibald Rutledge Planetarium 
2. J3lossq)ms ill Magmo11a Gardens. 
3.·. Ohlirst Street 
4. Ool. John Stewart's Home 
5. Cyprus Gardens - 2 pictures 
6. Dock Street Tbeater 
1. Exchange Buildi.Bg 
a. Jasper MGmument 
9. Pringel House 
I 
10·. Se-rvant Qa.arters 
11. Spanish Moss 
12. Steps of' Glebe House 
Bauclle, P.Bilipp~> Oharlesto» Harl:>or, Paris: PlaDs, Isles, 
Bades et Ports du Plussieurs, Lieux DeL•~erique, 
1741 
Q,D.ntains eigb.t maps of various sizes and scales on 
one sheet. :Bostoa am.d New Y.Grk harbors are also inclu.tted. 
Blrmt, Edm~d _and .Ge9~g~- .'I~ . .~ ... Map of "'Olilarleston amd Vicimity1 
N·&W .. YGI"-k t 1~ .. I 
The size is 171 x 20 imches of the scale 2.35 miles 
to one inch. Much on detail is included ill this map • 
• 
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MAPS, OONT INYED 
. . ·.. . 
:Bowen, Emanuel., Map of ·CharlestoE.. Lo:tldOB, 1744 
Tbe size or the map is J.3 3/4 x 11 in.ehes with 1} 
plams on 1 sheet. It e·ontaims part"icula.r draughts aad plaas 
of some of tbe primeipal towns and harbors belomgiDg to the 
Emglish, J!lreneh aad Spaniards, in Aineriea and the West Indies. 
It is collected from th.e best authorities. 
"Can Charleston Keep It Up?n; :Bus mess Week,· May 16 ,· 1953, · 
pp. 86-88 
Map is 411 x 6", with accompanying story of a strike 
in Charleston Harbor~ The e!feet of 1~, as far as its 
increased trade is eo:neerned, iS likely to be felt ill the near 
fut~e. 
Oharlest.Ol'l,.Ba.rbor.~. Its.Approaches, Wa.slili:ngto:m: United States 
· Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1896 -
. . 
The size-measures 255/S x '1 inches, and a sca:le of 
2500 feet to 1 inch. Amended is a chart of the entramce to 
the. harbor, redueed t:rom sln'vey made by· t1'1~ ·qon>s of Eng meers; 
United States Army to Sep:tember, · 189·5. -· The maps for the years 
1878, 1894, 186:5, 1866, and 18f37; publ;~shed by the U:m.ited 
States Corp. and Geodetic Survey;are also available. 
General Map 2f Charleston Harbor, Washington: United States 
Coast Survey, 1865 
The map shows the rebel defences and obstructions iD 
Fort Moultrie and the harbor of Obarlesto:n, South Carolima. 
T.he size of the map is 211/8 x 241,- inches, with a scale ot 
2500 feet to l ~ch • 
• 
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~~ CONTINUED 
Laurie, Robert and Whittle, Jame.s, Plalil of CharlestoB. 
London,· 17<!J4 
The size is 18 3/4 x 243/8 inches and a scale of" 49 
miles to l acli. It is a g~n.eral map of' the southera domillioas 
bel.G>mgim.g to the lJnitea ·states with t.hle then.-so called. !Bdia.a 
Oou.mtrl.es and the Spanish possessiom.s ot L~uisia.ma. and Fl.oricla • 
.MacG-ra.dy :Bros. a.m.d .Oheve~,. _Map .of .. Oha.rl.est&Jl, South. Car0li.Da.1 
~ Vicmity, Oharlestoiu . Walker Evans a.ud Cogswell 
C Gmpa.ny, 191.9 
It cGntains 2 maps on 1 sheet. The size is 1~7/8 x 33 
mches. Seal.e is 1000 :feet to 1 inch.· 
MOT· ION P IOTURES 
<a-eography of the Southern States-. Coromet Films 
1& mm, U minutes 
This film depicts the basic geographic el.ements i.D 
climate .anasoil as relateci to lilumam. activities o:f i.nve:ntion1 
ebaage, new methods, and :new attitudes in th~ seatber:n states. 
Southeastern States, lmeyclopedia. Britannica 
Color 16 inm, 1.1 minutes 
Following a brief' .hi~torica.l intrc;>duotiom the livilag 
oomditioms of different groups of' people are sh~o. These 
vary from the meuntain cabins to. the p.lantation homes, the 
the faetory and the· tobacco :field. A good ov.erall view of 
this section of our country • 
• 
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MOTION PICTURES, CONTINUED 
The Changi~ Cotton Land, Southeastern, U~S.A., United Wor1d 
Fi . s, Inc .. ,2<J'lie1rose Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 
Co1or 16 mm, 17 minutes 
The avai1abi1ity of resources in the Southeastern 
United States are sufficient for 1arge scale agr1cu1tura1 
and 1ndustria1 production. The wanton desctruction of the 
1and through soil erosion and other neg1ectfu1 farming prac-
tices are shown. 
PAMPHLETS 
Board of Hea1tl:u Charleston, South Caro1ina, 187e, 3 pp. 
Report of the Char1eston del.egates, December 4, 1878, 
to the Public Hea1th Association. It was ohief1y on epidemic 
yel.l.ow fever in the Mississippi Val1ey. 
Char1eston• s Famous Gardens. Char1eston: Chamber of 
Commerce, 4 pp., 
Colored and b~ and w. photographs and brief written 
comments succeed in making Char1eston• s Gardens very inter .... 
eating and inviting. 
Char1eston, South Carolina. Ohar1eston: Charleston County 
Counoi1, 6 Ji>P• 
Co1orful brochure with exce11ent photographs .. In-
formation about sightseeing, vacationing, and points of 
interest to children. 
Charleston, South Carolina, A City of the Old South Forever 
Young in Heart. Charleston: Char!eiton County 
Oounc11, 4 :PP• 
Colorful brochure with several photographs exp1ains 
briefly what one can expect to find in Charleston. 
• 
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PAMPHLETS, CONTINUED 
Charl.eston, Seuth Oaroltna in 1883, Boston: The Hel.iotype 
Printing Company, 1~3;-3' PP~ 
It contains helioty~es of the principal objects of 
interest in aniaround the city. In addition historical and 
descriptive notices are included. 
Charleston's Outstanding Points of Interest for Visitors. 
Charleston: Charleston OEBmber of Commerce, 2 pp. 
Lists of points of interest free or with small. 
admission charge including gardens, plantations, and :parks .. 
No illustrations. 
Facts About Charleston, SoCo Charleston: Chamber of Com-
m-erce, 4 Plh · - -
Interesting facts about Charleston, emphasizing the 
beauty of the coastal. region and the historic background 
of the oityo No ~iotures. 
Fraser, Charles, Address Delivered on The Dedication of 
M~o_lia Cemeta.ff 2.! the 19th O'f"November 1!55;" 
eiar!eston; Wa er a~James lr5o, 23 p~~ 
Magnolia Cemetery is referred to ~uite often in 
the history of the city. The brief explanatory ~amphlet 
will aid the reader in learning more about ito 
MacElwee, Boy Samuel and Church, Henry Fo,! Comprehensive 
Handbook on the Port of Charleston. Charleston, 
.!§24, 34 Pio- -
It is issued by the City of Charleston, South 
Carolina, through the Bureau of Foreign Trade and Port 
DeveloJ)mento It contains several charts and maps with a 
map on the inside covero 
Boston University. ~ 
School of Education 
Librar;y; 
• 
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l'ERIODICALS 
"Can Charleston Keep It Up?, II Business ~' May 16, 1953, 
F>P• 84-86 
This article concerns itself with the heavy volume 
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of business Charleston was doing ~rior to the shi1P~ing strike. 
It poses the ~uestion whether or not the same ~uantity of 
business will continue after the strike is settled. 
"Charleston Builds a New Filter Plant," American City, Vol., 
61, June 1946, ~o 103 .. 
The history of water SU1P~lies to the city is shown 
over the years with the improvements added to it~ The 
essence of a high ~uality of water at all times is the key-
note of this article. 
Colline, Louise, 11 Charleston, Po~ular Among Post Card Collec-
tors," Hobbies, Vol .. LX, August 1955, PJP• 116-118 .. 
The life of .America's most historic city is told 
in this varied collection of post cardsv 
Grafton, Samuel, "Lonesomest Man in Town, 11 Colliers, Vol. 
CXXV, April 29, 1950, p>p.. 20-21 .. 
This is an article of the strong law enforcement of 
Judge J. Waties Waring.. The stand he took behind the vigorous 
ruling of 1947 pertaining to Negro voting is ex~lained. 
Harrigan, Anthony, IICharleston, the Place," American Mercury, 
Vol. LXXVIII, January 1954, J>p .. 20-25. 
Several items of the changing and unchanging aspects 
of the city are :rpresented with sidelights into ways of 
different modes of life included. 
·--
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PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
Pringle, Henry, and Pringle, Katherine,· "Charleston" 1 
Holiday, V9l •. V, May 1949, pp. 56-61 
5} 
Excellen~ descriptive pic~ures of the traditiollls and 
buildings behind ~.be magnolias. This article includes much 
on trade and :certain customs maiBtamed by the resid.ents. 
_Saas, H.ll., "Pirate Princes of Oharlesten",. Saturday Eve:n1Jlg 
~~ Vol. COXXII, Jtm.e ~01 1950, pp. 40-41 
A mystery story abo~t Charleston that could have 
really happened.· lt contains an iriteresting pieture of St~ 
Michael's Alley tb.at f'ormerly was a place o·r rich mans1:o111s. 
Selby; Paul, "Charleston: Four Days on a f50.00 Budget", 
Holiday, Vol. XVII, March 1955~ pp. 21-24 
The exquisite gardens and rich 18th century a~mospbere 
of' Charleston are available for people to visit reasonab~y. 
Excellent- descriptions of' worthwhile' places to see are included. 
Bryant, William 0. 1 "Song of Marion• s Men", Stevenson, ~ 
Jiii>me _Book of' Verse, 19 26, p:p. 24:31..-2432 
This poem mentions ~uch in the description of the 
forests that Mariom used for his purposes.· The straightforward 
ideals in fighting. are ultimately related. · · 
Pike, Albert, "Dixies", Stedman,-Am American Amthology, 1932, 
pp. 164-165 . . 
A stirring cry,Mto arms", "To armsu 1 im a poem capturing 
southern fervor during tbe Civil War. Southera patriotism was 
pride in what these men believed ill,. 
• 
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POEMS1 CONTINUED 
Simms, William Gilmore, "The Swam}) Fox," Stedman, An Amer-
~ Antho1ogr, 1932, pp. 106-10?. ------
The individual hardships suffered by Marion and his 
men are told most coherently with balance and precision of 
tone. Describes the many places Marion used to evade the 
enemy. 
Timrod, Henry, "At Magnolia Cemetery," Stedman, An American 
Anthology, 1932, p. 317. 
This is a story of the dead of a fallen cause. 
Description of the tribute due those heroes who did not 
shrink from duty. 
Timrod, Henry, 11 Charleston,n Stedman, An American Antholog'-t 
1932, p .. 316. 
The poet describes the feeling of the population in 
Charleston, South Carolina during April 1863 while the Civil 
War raged. All aspects of living are captured as the city 
hides the foe .. 
Timrod, Henry, "The Cotton Boll, 11 Stedman, An American 
Apthology, 1932, JPP• 314-316. 
Excellent desori}Ption of the cotton boll and the 
importance of cotton on the world markets. 
·soNGS 
Emmett, Dan D., "Dixie," Mursell, !a_ ~ Country, 1956, pp. 
132-133. 
The reasons for wanting to live and die in Dixie 
are captured in the song. 
• 
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CHICAGO 
BOOKS 
Cole, Davis, The Real Book About ~rains. Garden City: 
Doubleday an! Comp'any, "'T95i, 1&3 :P:P• 
Informational average reading 
The story of trains and their eeonomio and social 
im~ortanoe to the United States. Children will learn about 
19hases of railroading. Several b. and w. pictures. 
Gilchrist, Marie E., The Storz of the Great Lakes. New 
York: Harper ~d Brothers-;1942, 30 p:p. 
Informational easy reading 
This story starts with the beginnings of the Great 
Lakes in geologie times and continues to the present. Good 
illustrations and examples of their use are :presented. 
Information is given on Chicago. 
Hansen, Harry, The Story of Illinois. Garden City: New 
York: Garden CityBooks, 1§56, 56 Plh 
Informational easy reading 
An explanation is presented'showing the oontribu• 
tiona of the French, English and the Indians to the cultural 
and economic growth of the city of Chicago. Good b. and w. 
pictures. 
Weisgard, Leonard, The Clean Pi~. . New York: 
Scribner's Sons, Ino., 952, 20 p~. 
Charles 
Vocational-Farming easy reading 
Useful in describing Chicago's meat-~acking indus-
try. Presentation of useful information on how ~igs shoul& 
be raised. Illustrated in b. and w • 
• EXHIBITS 
Ages Ag9•' The Children's Musewn. 
41 cards numbered consecutively to give proper 
se,uence to the story. Specimens of fossils, models of, 
and duplicate articles contained 1n the Fields Museum in 
Chicago. Good geological background material. 
~' The Children's Museum-. 
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Story of corn in various places and its by-products. 
32 cards with pictures or samples showing history of corn. 
Selected samples are included. 
~and Steel, The Ohildrents Museum. 
35 cards telling the complete story of iron and 
steel. Several pictures are shown of the Saugus Iron 
Works in Colonial Times and the south works of the Carnegie 
Illinois Steel Corporation in Chicago. 
Plains Indians, The Children's Museum. 
Contains 9 pictures, l card, 2 arrow points, 1 
spearhead. Seven other articles used in their life time are 
in the exhibit to ~resent a more com~lete picture for the 
Flains Indians. 
FILMSTRIPS 
Chicago, at ~ Crossroads of the Nation,. Eye Gate, 1951 
Black and White 27 frames 
Industrial, commercial buildings, and transportation 
are vividly shown. Recreational facilities are depicted 
also. Reasons behind its development as the world's largest 
railroad center. 
• 
• 
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FI~tS~RIPS, CONTINUED 
New Fort at Chekagou, Young America Films, Inc., 18 E. 41st 
-------street, New York 17, New York. 
Color 46 frames 
Presents the life of a frontier family in Chicago 
in 1819, showing scenes of soldiers at Fort Dearborn, the 
men at the trading ~ost and the friendly Indians. 
Collection available from Boston Public Library, Boston, 
Mass. 
1. Adler Planetarium 
2. Art Interest 
3. Board of Trade 
4. Bridge-Michigan Avenue over Chicago River 
5. Buck Fountain 
6. Central Market 
7. Chicago Cam~us 
a. Chicago Natural History'Bui1ding 
9. Chicago~4 pictures 
10.. Chicago 
11. Col1onade on Canal Street 
12. Conflagration of 1871 
13. Drawbridge over Chicago River 
14. Expressway 
15. Fountain of Time 
a ~'I', P.ICTWiES, CONTINUED 
16.. Freighter 
17. Illinois River 
16.. Jackson Park Museum of Science 
19. John Shedd A'uarium 
20.. Lake Shore Drive 
21. La Salle Street Building of Trade 
22. Marshall Field and Company 
23. Maxwell Street 
24.. Merchandise Mart 
25. Michigan Avenue Bridge 
26. Michigan Blvd. u 2 pictures 
27o Oak Street Beach 
28. Skyscraper above Fort Dearborn 
2~. Soldiers' Field 
30. State Street = 2 J)ictures 
31. Tribune Building 
32. Union Carbide Building 
33. Union Station 
34.. University of Chicago = 3 pictures 
35. View of M-ichigan Avenue 
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• 
• 
Blanchard, Rufus, Map .Q.f Chicago and ~ Western Suburbs, 
Chicago 1 187:3 
·rbe size is 233/8 x 3.53/8 inches. No scale is 
included: ·Two other maps of Rufus Blanc~ard are available 
also • 
.Fowler, W.L. and Vechten, J. Van,n_Obica:go, Chicago: J. Van 
Vechten Oom:pany,l863 
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The size of the map is 72 x 44 inches and a scale of 
500 feet ·to 1 inch. Can he used to show Chicago during the 
Civil War. 
Guide Map of Chicago, Chicago: Rock Isl~nd and Pacific Railway, 
1811 . 
The size of the map is 183/8 x 11 inches. No scale is 
included. Useful in depicting the growth of the city. 
Pictorial Ma:e. a.l!ld Guide !2. Ohicag0 1 Chicago.: Chicago Motor Coach 
Company', 1926 
-.... ,• ,. ·-
Size of map is 34 x 22 inches with a scale i mile to 1 
inch and it folds to 7i inches. On the reverse side is a map 
of downtown Chicago. 
Travellers' Map ~ Shi)?pers' Guide Map of Chicago, New York: 
D. A.. Eq.sall and Company, 18 78 
The size of this map is 26i x 201 inches. 0~ the fly 
leaf and.the back of the map are printed-lists of chnrehes, 
lumber dealers, street cars, and railroad lines and transportation 
companies • 
• MO~ION PICTURES 
Chicago, Santa Fe Film Bureauf Santa Fe General Office 
Building, Chicago 4, llinois, 1952. 
60 ' 
Color 16 mm, sound, 10 minutes 
This film ~resents a tour of Chicago, including 
park systems, network of boulevards, museums, educational 
institutional, and sporting events. 
Classroom (Railraad) Qmiz Number 1, Illinois Central Rai~road 
Library of Audio Visual Aids, Room 600 A, 1135 East 
11th Place, Chicago 5, Illinois 
Color 16 mm, 11 minutes 
This film contains some fa ats about railroads and 
answers many questions about them. Certain railroad terms 
and e~ui~ment are explained in full~ Development and services 
of the railroad to the ~ublio. 
Geography~~ North Central States, Coronet Films 
Color 16 mm, 13i minutes 
This comprehensive survey of the North Central States 
shows the area as an important source of foodstuffs, raw 
materials, and manufactured goods and as a key region for 
the transport of materials by rail and water. 
PAMPHLETS 
Chicago Portrait, Chicago: The Chicago Association of 
Commerce and Industry, 6 p~. 
Facts and photogra~hs on every facet of life in 
Chicago. A~pealing b. and w. pictures. 
• 
• 
• 
PAMPHLETS, .CONTINUED 
Tbe Great Central •arket, Bbicago: Marshall Field and 
Company, 1~21, 50 PP• 
It is a collection o.! ed:i,:1;o.rials and illustrations 
from the "Field ~ality News", a monthly puplication issued 
by Marshall Field and Company, wholesale to its merchant 
customers. 
You Will Like Chicago, Chicago: The Chicago Association of 
Commerc,e and Iladu.strr, 5 pp. 
Interesting landmarks, recreation areas, and sports 
events are illustrated in brown and white photographs in this 
brochure. 
PERIODICALS 
ttCbic~o' s. Oomeba~k"~.,United States .~1 Vol. miiXt May 27, 
. 1955, pp~ 37-42 . . . . .. 
Things are lookimg favorable in Ohieago as the •Windy 
City" is expanding and prGducing with the people consequently 
looking towards the future. Good material on new dwell~s 
and recent s~rveys included. · 
"Chicago on the ·Sea", Newsweek, Vo.l. XVIIL, January 9, 1956, 
pp. 57-60 .. . . 
The dream of the centuries for Chicago to be linked 
with the· ocean is CQJmitlg to :f'.ruition. Newsweek refpo,r;;s Ol!l 
what this will mean to the Chicago area • 
' 
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PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
"Chicago Passes Ne\"J' Ordinance for Disposal of Garbage, tt 
American City, Vol. LXI, May 1946, P~ 11 
The responsibility of ~roperty owners and tenants 
must be shared jointly for the maintenance of tb6 regula-
tions concerning the disposal of garbage. 
11 Chicago 1 s Population to Grow by ?74,000, 11 Science News 
Lette~, Vol. LXVII, A~ril 9, 1955, p. 232 ----
The estimate is given for its ~opulation in 1965 
considering diffeTent factors. It will be very useful in 
com~aring the growth of different cities. 
11 For Something to Do, to See, or to Eat in Chicago," 
Newswee~, Vol. XLVIII, August 13, 1956, pp. 22-23 
This article follows another description of the 
political climate of Chicago. There are strolling ~laces, 
restaurants, night-clubs and fine sho~s to visit. 
Hackett, Francis, "Chicago's Op>portunity;, 11 New Republic, 
Vol. CXXXIV, June 25, 1956, IDP• 21-zz-
The blending of the nation's groups of }!)eop>le into 
a city bas been a ~recess of social lubrication. There 
bas been harshness used at times, as we see ~resented here. 
"High Winds in Chicago, 11 ~' Vol. LXV, June 13, 1955, ID• 82 
The story behind much of the statuary work in 
Chicago and the proposed art building is explained. 
• 
• 
PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
Lincoln, Freeman, "Billy Prince's Somewhat Silver S~oon,u 
Fortune, Vol .. LIII, January 1~56, :pJ9 .. 126-12~ .. 
As trustee of this vast empire Bill Prince rules 
all. Descri~tions of the building boom and accumulations 
of this financial trust are discussed.. Some b. and w. 
Jlictures. 
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Palmer, George, II Chicago's Packingtown, u Reader'~ s Digest,, 
March 194S, PP• 123-126. 
The true story of what takes place in the back of 
the yards is discussed. Democracy acts with teeth in 
carrying out certain necessary functions of government. 
Runnion, Ray, 11 Chioago, The Beautiful," Nation, Vol. CLXI, 
July 21, 1~45, JJ>• 61~62. 
The desire of the citizens to improve the city in 
the fields of housing, employment, health, law and order, 
education, and recreation is evident in the Century of 
Progress. 
PLAYS 
McCaslin, "Legend of the Ottowa Indians, 11 Tall Tales ~ 
!!!! ~· Phil.ade1}9h1a: 1§56, J!P·~=225. 
The setting would be similar to that of Indians of 
the plains and the northern part of the United States. 
The play has to do with the first planting of corn or 
maize as the Indians called it • 
' 
PO .EMS 
Benton, Rita, "Our Daily Bread," :pp. 163-164, Clark, 
Thomas C., Poems of Justice. Chicago: Willett, 
Clark and Colby, 1929, 306 PJ>• 
This poem describes the hunger parade of the 
unemployed in Chicago during the early part of this 
century. Thedisasterous effects of our recessions upon 
the people desiring work and not being able to obtain it 
are dis oussed. 
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Braley, Berton, nsonnets of Seven Cities, 'Chicago'," Braley, 
Hurdy Gurdy ~ 01ym~us, 1927, pp. 166-167. 
The author believes Chicago has achieved full 
womanhood and conducts herself according1yo It pays a 
glowing tribute to this city which rises to greatness in 
times of distress. 
Harte, Francis B .. , 11 Chicago," Jl]). 179-180, De Mille, Alban, 
American Poetr~. Boston: Allyn and Bacon and Com-
pany, 1923, 32 PP• 
Destruction caused by the great fire of this city 
was enormous. Chicago had to ask others for assistance in 
that hour of need, and this tragic event is well portrayed 
here. 
Merryman, Mildred Flew, "To Chicago at Night," Stevensont ~ 
Home Book of Modern Verse. New York: Henry Hole'& 
~CO:mjihy, 1953, 1124 PP• 
The contrasting effect of Chicago in the evening 
is put ~uite vividly to the reader. A good use of imagery 
in attesting to its 11 bearded fire in the bloom. 11 
• -
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Sandburg, Carl, "I Am the Peop:;L.e, the Mob•-, p. 1174, Be:aet, 
William :Elose and Pearso:a, Norman Holmes, · 
Oxford Aatbology ef Amerieam Literature. New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1938, 1705 :pp.· 
-. _ Identification of the mob at all times ud places 
is known by mankind. People represent different "publiee" 
on occasions and desire to make their needs known to others. 
The world grows wiith its inhabitants a:o.d the author is alert 
to the significance of certain factors tbat influence it im 
this poem. 
Sandburg, Carl, "C.t:J.icago", Stev~nson, fhe Home ~ .Q! Modern 
verse, 1,5,, pp. -612-i~J 
Very informative desc.~~J?tions meationing certau 
industrial activit'ies carried on within its confines. There 
are many happy aspects of the city as well as sorrawful ones. 
Certain qualities of growth aJ;.~.d hard work are plainly visible 
for all to see • 
:BOOKS 
Burman, Bem Luoine, Hisa Water ~ Catfish ~· New York: 
Julian Messme~ Iae., 1952, 121 PP• 
Animal Story - Fictio~ easy readiB.g 
Humorous story or animals om the Mississippi Biver. · 
Provides insight into wmy levees are eonstructed. Illustrated 
im b. and w. 
Hollimg, Clancy, ~ 2! the Mississippi River. New York: 
Roughton Mifflin Oompany,.l9511 85 pp. 
Historical Novel average read.im.g 
66 
Help.t'Q.l 1li tracag the ceurse of the Mississippi .bliver 
from its .headwaters to tll.le Gulf of Mexico. Story .has marveleus 
b. and w. illustra'tions on items of historical ilaterest. 
Judson, Clara Ingram, They ~ from France. B0sto1t: Hougbtol!l 
Mifflin Company, 1943, 246 pp. 
Historical Fiction average readilag 
Presents a good description Of the·voyage from Fra.D.ce 
to New Orleans. Many exciting adventures of Pierre Remy amd 
other early settlers are narrated. Illustrated. in b. and w. 
Lockwood, Myna, lree River. New York: E.P. Dutton and Company, 
IDe., 19421 255 pp. 
Historical FictiOD average reading 
Presents information concerning the intrigue amd suspicio:m. 
in New Orleans in the early 1800's. It provides il!lsight, through 
stories or three girls, into the political are:m.a, where three 
countries are aspiring fo~ power. Many good pictures, iR b. and w. 
• 
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BOOKS II QON'f INUED 
McClintock, Marsaa1111 The Story of the Mississippi. New York: 
Harper a:ad :Brothers, 1941, 40 P.P• · 
IBformational easy: reading 
.Brief history ot the land adjoining the river. Excellent 
colored and b. and w. pictures showing different imdu.stries a.Jilcil 
portraytag events that have occurred in this area. 
Meadowcroft, Enid Lamonte, The Story_.£! Andrew JaeksoR. New 
York: Grosset and DWllap, 1958, 1.82 pp. 
Biography- av:erage readiRg 
Intriguing story o:r Andwew 1 s li:fe told in an interesti.Iilg 
manner. Several illustrations in b. and w. 
Syme, Ronald, DeSoto, Finder ot the ~ississiPPi. New Y0rk: 
· William Corrow and Company, l95Z, lli p:p. 
Biography easy reac!lilllg 
A fascinating biography ot DeSGto. Good b. amd w. 
illustrations depicting his explorations in the New World. 
Tallant, Robert, Evangeline and the Acadiams. New York: 
Random Rouse,- 1957,- 174 pp. 
Historical Fietioa average readil!lg 
EvangeliRe together with the rest of the Aeadians were 
forcibly e·jected by the British from their homes. This story 
describes quite well what bappe:aed to frie:ads, sweethearts, amd 
families who were separa~ed in the process. The hardships 
these people endured presents worth w.b.ile rea<ling. Few b. and 
w. pic~ures • 
.68 
EXHIBIT 
Sugar, Tb.e Children's Museam 
20 cards with pictnres ·and mounted objects telling 
story of came sugar; other types of sugar are explained as. 
well as samples of sugar and ~ther products manufaetured. from 
the pulp. 
.f 
Andrew Jacksen, Pictorial Events, 597 Fifth Avenue, New York 
7, New York 
Black and White 62 frames with captions 
Consists of photographs taken during the production of 
a feature' motion pictare. An account of the :Battle of' New 
.Orlea11s durilag the War ()f 1812. Shows Scottish troops fighting 
under the British flag and General Andrew Jackson as the 
seventh president of the United States. 
klli im-Old Louisiana, .Emeyelepedia, Britarmica Films 
Black and White · 119 frames with captiQllls 
Shows how·:f'amily life was in the 1830• s in New Orleans. 
Attention is called to the customs and manners of the period. 
Mississippi River packet boats~ delta ooumtry, architecture, 
cotton plantations and slavery are included in coverage also. 
~Year's Gift from General Jackson, A loWilg America Fil.ms 
OGlor 4~ frames 
Prelude to_~he battle Gf New Orleans with abby 
stealing into camp to see his fa~her. General.Jackson rewards 
tbelboy by allowing his father t~ return nome fGr the day. 
Several scenes of life in New Orleans are also showm. 
Collection available frem ~o~ton Public Library, Beston1 Maas. 
1~ Absenthe House 
2.. Al.ley Scene 
3. Antoinnes Danee 
4a Balconies Overhanging the Street 
5e Catholic Church 
6c Chartres Street 
?. Corner of St .. Louis and Royal Street 
8o Crescent 
~. Danee 
lOo Esplanade Avenue 
llo French Market 
12. Jackson SGiuare 
13o Mansion - 2 pictures 
14.. Mardi Gras 
l5c New Orleans in 1~5® 
16G Pan American Insurance Building 
17o Patio 
1$. Royal Street - 2 pictures 
19. St. Louis Cathedral 
20.. Sieur Georges 
21.. Steamboat 
22. Versailles Oak 
6S 
MAPS 
Gillicon, Lucille and Louis Andrews, New Orleans, New 
Or;teans, 1~29. 
This covers the im~ortant places made famous over 
a span of many yearso It is a colored pictorial map. 
Hammonds Complete ~a~ £!!. New Orleans, New York: 
Hammond an ompany, 19oi. 
The size measures 20i x 17 5/a inches. 
computed 2866 2/3 feet to one inch. Folded. 
c.s. 
Scale 
Ogden, Francis E. Plan of the City £f. New Orleanso3 New 
York: Franc1.s B. Ogden-aoiiipany~~29. · 
70 
Size 24 x 39 3/4 inches scale none. SUb ma~s New 
Orleans and its environs. The River Mississippi from lts 
entrance to the City of New Orleans. 
useaway for New Orleans," T.ime, Vol .. LXVII, April 2, 
1950, Jl• 100 
A small 3 11 x 4 11 map showing a proposed. tidewater 
cnannel to New Orleans. 
MOTION. 1\IOTUBES 
Louisiana: The First Chapter, Louisiana Department of 
dommerce and~ndu.stry, State Capitol, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, 194S. 
Color 16 mm, 33 minutes 
Industrial developments are brought out ~uite 
pointedly, along with agricultural progress. Many other 
items of historical interest and tourist attractions are 
likewise shown. 
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MOTION PICTURES, CONTINUED 
Louisiana Unlimited,Louisiana Department of Comme?:"ce, 1949 .. 
The Mardi Gras and other festive occasions occurring 
in Louisiana are captured in film. Parks, ~laces of interest, 
and other tourist attractions are included also. 
PAMPHLETS 
Brief Summarb of Infoxmation about Hew Orleans, New Orleans: 
r Cham er-ot Commerce of the New Orleans Area, 1~58, 
7 P:P• 
Facts and figures about New Orleans with an inter= 
eating account of the port. No pictures. 
Chamber of Commerce, New Orleans, New Orleans: Commercial 
lftilietin Prin~ll67, 19 .JP• . 
Memorial of the Chamber of Commerce to the Senate 
and House of Replresentatives.. Presented through the 
Mississippi River Convention by the central committee thereof'. 
Enchantin~ New Orleans, Chicago: Illinois Central Railroad, 
1·48,24 PJ>• 
Script and illustrations of this booklet emphasize 
only those aspects of New Orleans which are uni~ae to the 
city, making it extremely enjoyable reading. Excellent 
green and white pictures. 
Industrial Survey of New Orleans, New Orleans: Association 
of Commerce;= If2'3, 16 IDP• 
A brief industrial survey of New Orleans, Louisiana. 
Manufacturers, useful arts, and other industrial OJ>portun-
ities are presented. 
~ 
. --
?2 
P AMPBIJ!lT S, OONT INUED 
Louisiana, Bayou Wonderland, Baton Rouge: Louisiana Department 
of Commerce and Industry, 22 pp~ 
Detailed ~formation about the state of Lou~siana 
is presented. Included in the booklet is a brief description 
of the Martii Gras celebration. Good b. and w. illustra.tioBs. 
nwith the Sunrise in his Pocket", McCaslin, Tall Tales_of Tall. 
Men, 1.956,·. pp. 63--75 
St9ry of Davy Crockett applies to this seetio:m. of the 
country. Relates how a poor man can run for offiee and become 
elected. Other interest~g material. 
PERIOD IQALS 
DiMaggio 1 J., "French Eeritage in New Orleans-., . School ~~ 
Vol. YL, April 1946, pp. 266-269 
The French settlers brought quite a few of their 
customs and ideas to New Orleans. These are still visible 
and present today, especially in the French Qaarter. 
Dmitri, Ivan, "French Quarter", Saturday Evening Post, Vol .. 
COXXX, November 9, 1957, pp. 40-41 
The facts behind the street names in New Orleans are 
contained here along with other intriguing motes about the 
French Q}:larter. 
" ,. 
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PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
"New Orleans Causeway is World• s Longest," Business World, 
August 25, 1~56, p. 60. 
A description of the Causeway in New Orleans is 
contained herein along with other facts about the territory 
near there. 
"Mardi Gras in New Orleans," Sunset, Vol. OXV, December 
1955, ll>• 22. 
The Mardi Gras usually is a most festive occasion 
in New Orleans and the city is known national.ly for it. A 
detailed account of what to e~ect during one of those 
celebrations is given. 
Rubin, Harold, "New Orleans," Holiday, Vol. XX, November 
1956, J)JO .. 14-17. 
Restaurants, plantations and a trip to the French 
Quarter of New Orleans can be yours on a four day adven-
ture. A very meticulous account of sightseeing ~laces 
is included in this itinerary. 
Schneider, Carl, "Incinerators Win in New Orleans, •• Amer-
~ Citz, Vol. LXXI, May 1~56, p. 129. 
The success of incinerators in this city is due to 
the economic reasons behind it as well as the geographical. 
limitations. 
Swayze, John c .. , 11 Sightseeing with the Swayzes,n mravel, 
Vol. CIII, June 1~55, l'• 62 .. 
There is much to see in New Orleans and this arti-
cle does a splendid job of describing the :p>articulars. 
J?ERI0DICALS1 OONTINUED 
Wilson, Steven, "Pentabela 1850 Ho~se", Antiques, Vol. LXX, 
~uly 1956, pp. 58-59 
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The descriptiG~n of the Pont<?tb~la House is very well 
told. A glance is seen here of New Orleans from the distance. 
POEMS 
Braley, Berton, flSonnets of Seven Cities~ 1 New Orleans•a, 
Braley, .Hurdy G~dz 2£ Olympus, 1927, p. 165 · 
The encha.ntme:a.t o:r this rema.ntio Q.J.ty is depicted 
quite. aapably: The iG:mstruction of the city is included im. 
a manner that enables us to see the piature vividly. 
Brownell, Henry Howard, "The River Fight", pp. 300-303, 
Stevenson, Burton E., Great Americans. Philadelphia: 
J.B. Lippincott and Oompariy, 1933, 4~4 pp. 
Description of the river fight that ultimately ended 
in the capturing of.New OrleB.l'.ls by David Farragut is presem.ted 
with excellent accounts of the movement up the 'river through 
various obstacles. 
English, Thomas Dunn, "The Battle of N~w Orleans 11 , Stevenson, 
Great Americans, 1933,pp. 43-46 -
The time and date of the holacast are presented most 
ably. Excellent background and effect for each phase of the 
battle is seen. 
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, "Evangeline", pp,. 70-98, Scudder, 
H.E., The Complete P0etical Works~ Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow. B~ston: Hought0n M~flin Oompamy, 1893,688pp. 
Excellent description of tragic event captured in 
poetry. ~he text explains the wanderings of the Arcadians 
tnrough ~rimeval country, most brilliantly. 
WEMS, CONTINUED 
Rice, Wallace, "J~ckson at Orleans'*, Stevenso:n, Great 
Americans, 1933, pp. 42-43 
This is an- actual description of the pr-eparations 
75 
and the conflict itself at New Orleans. The leaders of the 
English host are mentioned along.with the.triumphant outcome. 
Ridge, Lola, "Reveille", Stevenson., ~he Rome Book of Moderll 
Verse, 1953, pp. 776-777 
Several occupations are mentioned along with the 
respoasibilities to the workers. Tbe various engines a.lild 
machines that make the reveille moises are all an intricate 
part of tbe daily lives of the people in this area.· 
Underwood, John C., nMill Ghildren" pp. 5-6, ·Clark, Thomas 
C., Poems of Justice. Chicago: Willett, Ctark aE.d 
Gompahy1 1929, 306 pp • 
. . 
A description of the tragedy of working children 
in a mill. The delights and happiness that these children 
miss out on is elabo~ated on in detail. 
SONGS 
"Baked Potatou, Louisiana .I!'Olk Song, Mursell, In Our Country, 
1956' p. 22 
The way to obtain a plump baked potato in French 
Louisiana. The enjoyment of eating a hot sizzling potato 
on the pot where it is baked. 
Boll Weevil, Southern Folk Song,· Mursell, In Our Country, 1956,p.66 
The flower on the cotton plant turns red, falls away,and 
cotton grows in the pod. The weevils who have spread up from 
Mexico ruined many a crop. · 
" 
SONGS, CONTINUED 
"Creole ·ealtztt, p. 54, Wolfe, Irving e't al., Voices of 
America, Chicago: Follett Publishing Oom.pa.m.y, 1957, 
224 pp. 
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Tbe Creoles in Louisiana are descendants of French 
settlers. The ·folks.c>ng has a very regular patt.ern of' harmony. 
"John Henry", Work Song from· the Deep South, Mursell, h 
Our Country," 1956,· p •. 144 
The legendary hero whose fabulous prowess was first 
celebrated in the southJthen in other parts of the land. 
Miller, Bob and .Dermer, Emma, "Eleven Gent Oottea and Forty 
Cent Meat", p. 55, Eitts, Lilla E. et al, Singing 
Together, B<i>stan: Gum and Oompamy, 1951, 215 pp. 
The effect &f the l.aw selling price of cotton and 
the high price of meat in the early part of the nineteenth 
eentm-y. 
"Push Boatstt, Southern Folk Song, Mursell, In Our Country, 
1956' p. 64 
The work invol.ved in working on a pash boat on the 
river in various types 0f weather. 
Scollard, Olinton1 "Old Hickory", Stevenson, Anthology of 
Poems, 19),, pp. 40-41 
This is a ballad to be sung on Andrew Jackson's Day. 
The valiant leadership of "Old Hickory" is brought out in 
the defense of New Orleans. Items of interest are told about 
the significance of the battle and the efforts of Pakenham. 
rl 
"The Cotton Songn~ Group 0f Children, University Sehool, 
Minneapelis, Minn.; M.u.rsellJ 1g Our OlDrmtry1 l' 56 1 
:p. 64 
Picking cG>tton. is a continuous job that goes on from 
day .to day. The monotony.of it is also portrayed. 
7? 
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PART II~ 
NEW YORK 
BOOKS 
?8 
Angelo, Valenti, ·The Bells-of Bleeker Street .. New York: The 
Viking Press, 1949, 186-pp. 
Novel average reading 
This story is told with expression and sim}illicity. Joey 
Enrico's adventures in the big ei ty are vividly narratec;t. 
A good descri~tion of incidents pertaining to World War II 
and the celebration following its armistice are related. 
Baily, Bernadine, New Yor}t... Chicago: Albery Whitman and 
Company, 1950~8 pp .. 
Informational easy reading 
Each event in the history of New York is.pictured and 
described. Pictures of a Dutch settlement helps us to re-
member what New Amsterdam l&oked like in 1655. An excellent 
description is given of the city and its contributions to 
the American way of life.. Excellent color :pictures. 
Baily, Carolyn s., .Finnegan II, His Nine Lives. New York: 
The Viking Press, 1953, 96 PP• 
Novel easy reading 
Story of an adventurous city oat living in New York 
City. Children who like animals would enJ&$ this story. 
Good :p>ictures in b. and w. 
Best, Mrs. Aliena, Seven Beaver Skins. Philadelphia; John 
C .. Winston Co, --1§48, 275 P>P• 
Historical Fictien advan9ed reading 
Story of the Dutch in.New Netherlands.·· Intimate 
stories of trading. Few b. and w. pictures • 
• 
:BOOKS, . OONT INUED , 
. t 
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:Bianco, .Margery, Other P"eople'1 s Houses. New York: The Vikil'l$ 
Press, 1940 7 ~01 pp. 
Informational Novel a~vanced reading 
. ' 
--, In~-eresting desor·iption o:f :peo:ple and. houses ilil New 
York Oity~ '· Excit.ing ex:periences _portrayed in the city by 
average young peo:ple o:f the times. NG pic·tures. 
"--····· • 1 
:Billings, H~nry,_ :Constru.ction _.Alaeat!l. New York: The Viking 
Pirt-et;;$-; 19~3.,- 158 PP~ · 
N.ovel average reading 
A good history of road tt.laking is well presen1oed • 
. scaled accurate pictures show some of the machines and their 
uses. The origins of New York's Route 199 with its deer and 
Indian trails· is well written• ·· CbilQ.ren ·interested in · 
~engineering machine.ry would 'epjoy·· this book. · 
Cary~ ~t'l?-rges, .M~w Xork. New York: Coward-JlcC~nn Inc., 1957_, 
9 4 :P~· ') 
Informational average reading 
A history of New York with description of its many 
interesting places. Excellent piotur~s and maps. 
Cary,_ Sturges,. Skyscraper -lslaDd.-· New York: Coward-McCann 
·, Inc., 19..57, 96 pp.· · 
In:f'orma-ci~nal a_verage reading 
The deyelo:p~e~t of New York from it.s first re~orts 
by Henry Hndson-'to t.he•-:present is describeS.. Reasons why it 
assumed its- stature· are explained com:pletely. A thorough 
explanation qf. itrs dependence en the ~ea is given. Ex.oel~ent 
b. and w. piotui,"es. , 
' 
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BOOKS, CONTIN_UED 
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane, ~he Wishin~ Pear. 
The MacMillan Company, 1951, 6 pp. 
New York: 
Historical Fiction easy reading 
Informative material on life in New Amsterdam 
eire• l6G4. Presents good desoriwtion of Dutch adventures 
in Colonial Times.. .Many colored pictures. 
Dickson, Marguerite, Stairway to the Sky. New York: Thomas 
Nelson and Sons, 1950,~5~p. 
Realistic Novel advanced reading 
Story of the modern girl finding her way about in 
New York City. Interesting material on the work involved 
in the career of writing. No ~iotures. 
Galt, Thomas Franklin, Peter Zenger, Fighter for Freedom. 
New York: Crowell and Company, 1951,~2pp. 
Biography advanced reading 
Material obtained from research on original papers 
in Peter Zengerts lifetime. An absorbing fictionalized 
account of the hero who went on trial. Helpful in discussing 
freedom of the press. Few b. and w. pictures. 
Garelick, May, Manhattan Island. New York: Thomas Y. 
Crowell' jdompany, !957, 56 pp .. 
Informational easy reading 
Manhattan Island background in the present era is 
described.. Good account _of industry and employment of its 
people. Description of many things one would see while 
traveling around the island. Good b. and We pictures. 
I 
BOOKS_, OONTINUED 
Lent, Henry Bolles, From Trees to Paper~ New York: The 
Macmillan Com~any, 1952, 149 :PP• 
Trade advanced reading 
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A significant. tri:p to the lumber regions of Quebec 
where the.many o~erations necessary to the manufactur~ng of 
~a}!ler are carried out.. . Good description of the -paper making 
processes. Usetul in studying vocational information. 
Illustrated in b. and w. 
Malvern, Gladys, Jonicats Island. New York: Julian Messner, 
Inc~, 1954, 255 pp$ 
Historical Fiction advanced reading 
Story of New Amsterdam in 1660. Various inaidents 
you might expect. Few b. and w. pictures. 
Rogers, Frances, J3,iB, ~ Liberty... New York: Frederick A .. 
Stokes Company, 1938, 86 p~. 
Informational average reading 
Story of the }!lroblems encountered during the con-
struction of the Statue of Liberty. Excellent color and 
b. and w. pictures. 
Ship}!>en, Katherine B., Bi15 ~· New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1953, 90 PP• 
A good account of Big Mose, a fictional ~aracter 
of New York a hundred years ago.. The adventures are des-
cribed in a way t9 hold a young :p~rson•s in~erest .. The 
story shows how Big 1\lose helps the good p>revail over the 
evil in Manhattano Good b. and w. pictures. 
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:BOOKS 1 OONT INBE:D 
Shi:ppe,n, Katherin~ B., I Know a City. New York: The Viking 
· Press-, 1954,· 19'4 P.P~ -
Informational average reading 
Story. of t}le growth of' New York City. Interestin·g and 
fascinating descriptions o:f' places of interest. · 
Taylor, Syiney, All .... qt~.§rKind-.Fa.mil:v;. New York: Wilco;x and 
Follet Oompa.ny, 19511 189 ;pp. 
Fiction average readimg 
The story of a New York City family in the early 1900's 
is to-ld with directness and simplicity. Locations an.Q. places 
of interest to the children are well described. The events that 
happen are interesting and-familiar to those who live in the 
city. Few b •. and w. pictures. 
E.XHIBIA! 
Paper, The Children's Museum 
40 cards in all; in chronological order to give sequence. 
History of paper from prekistoric times to 1690. Processes 
involved in mak;ing paper .and the many uses of it. -.Pamphlet o:a 
:packaging milk. 
FILMSTRIPS 
Central Park, Stanl·ey Bowman Company, 513 w. 166th St., New York. 
32, New York 
Black and White 70 frames with captions 
Highlights of the :film includes the flowering gardens.,: 
museums, zoo, boat pond, lakes and other points of interest. 
• 
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Fi:ve Great Cities, ,Society For Vis1,1al Eaueation, Inc., 1345 
W. Diver.sey Parkway, Chicago 14, Ill. 
,. > 1., 
Color 45 frames 
. Descripti.on and explanation o:t New York, Boston, 
Philadelphia,. Baltimore and Washington., The d.ifferen.ce$ in 
trade, location aRd appearance are s~own •. 
. ' 
New York, __ Our. Gre·at Metro:eolis, Eye. Gate, 1951 
·'" .• . 
.Bla.ck a.nd White 50 frames silent 
Various scepe.s o£ tae buildings, streets~ recreational 
activities· anq m·eans of' transportation in Ne# York. City. 
Emphasis is placed on factors that have made the city famous. 
Visiting the Statue of' Liberty, Educational Projections, Ino., 
10 ]l. 40th .St .. , New York 16., New York 
Color 25 frames 
A trip to.Bedloe's Island. by a young girl who climbs 
the Statue of Li'berty. We read. the in.scriJ?tions and find ou.t 
the meaning.of' .freeao~. Enables tne viewer to obtain a 
clearer meaning Qf li·qerty. 
FLAT PICTURES 
Collection available from Boston Public Library, Boston, Mass. 
1. Brooklyn Navy Yard. 
2. Cities· Service 
3. Chrysler Building 
4. Dressmaking Building 
FLAT P ICTU~S, CONTINUED 
5. Fifth Avenue·. 
6. Fort Jay, New York 
1. Forty-Second Street 
. . 
8. General Views of New York 
g. Great Whit~ Way 
10. Ho.tel Astor 
11. Hudson River- Brooklin's Docks 
1.2. LincoJ.n. T:wmel 
13. Lower Manhattan - 2 pictures 
14. Manhattan and Hudson River 
15. Mamha.ttan Skylino 
1~. Middle Manha.tta.m 
17. New Building 
18. New York at Night 
19. Old and New Manhattan 
20. Panaramic View of New York 
22. S&ylU.e 
t 
' I 23. Skys9ra.pers 
24. Triborougb Bridge 
25. Tugs from Brooklyn 
26. Wall street 
27. Welfare Island 
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FLAT PICTURES, CONTINUED 
28~ Woolworth Building 
29. World's Fair 
MAPS 
-
Bellen, Jacl\lues, Nicolas, Bay and Port o·f New York, New 
York: s. Bellen, ~4:;=-----
85 
Made from a collection of charts and plans made to 
order by the Duke de Choisel~ Size ~ x 6i inches. Scale 
32 miles to 1 inch. 
New Yo~: ~ York, New York: American Map Com~any, 1936 
A clear type street map of Greater New York (five 
boroughs). Size 3Si x 32i inches~ Scale computed 3310 feet 
to 1 inch. 
MOTION PICTURES 
English and Dutch Colonization in the New World, Coronet 
- "'FilmSo ---
As the film reconstructs the beginnings of settle-
ment on a agricultural colony in Virginia, a Dutch trading 
colony in New York and a Pilgrim Colony in Massachusetts, 
this film enables the viewer to learn the different patterns 
of colonization. 
Middle States, Encyclo~edia Britannica 
color 16 mm, 11 minutes 
An overview of various industries and resources in 
the Middle Atlantic States. Migration and population trends 
and 19roblems a:r;>e shown.. This region is suitably contrasted 
against other sections of the United States. 
\ ) 
• 
A Brief History of New York City~ New York: Convention 
and VisitOrs-Bureau, 20 ~~· 
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Events from 1609 to 1951 are related in an inter-
esting mannero Locations in New York City are also des-
cribedo Good b. and w~ pictureso 
Belden, Ezekiel, Po, New York As It Is~ New York: J.P. 
Prall, 1849, 2'4~~ -- -
The counter~art of the Metro~olis of America. 
Included also is a description of his model of New York 
with notices from the press. 
King, Moses, New York. New York: American Bank N0 te Com~any, ~' 26 PP~ 
It is a review of the ~resent city from the 
aspects of the more recent develo.F>ment. 
Little Old New York~ Poughkeepsie: Oxford Publishing 
company -;-I9to, 32 Pr>. 
It contains mostly pictures with several interesting 
mapso The title is on the cover. 
Serrell, James E., Plan and Description to Remodel the ~ity 
of New York~ew-York: Bergen and Trlpps,-rs6, 
ITpJ&.-
This plan was com~lete and elaborate in its proposal 
to remodel the city of New York and vicinity by annexing 
Brooklyn, Williamsburgh, etc~ 
• 
PAMfHLETS, CONTINUED 
The Empire State Building Observatory. New York: Convention 
--- and Visitors Bureau, 6 PP• 
This brochure presents excellent colored ~hotogra~hs 
of the Empire State Building and views from the Observation 
tower. 
PERIODICALS 
Brundiage, Harry T. > "Subway Skeleton," American Mercury, 
Vol. LXXXI, July, 1955, PP>• 65-67. 
The hull of Adrian Block's ship, "The Tiger," was 
found while excavating for a subwayG A little color is 
thus added to the first settlement of Manhattan in 1613. 
Corking, T., "Theodore T. Roosevelt House, 11 New Yorker, 
Vol .. XXXII, A-pril 21, 1956, Pl'• 3:1!...,32:--
This article very thoroughly describes the Old 
Theodore Roosevelt House on 28 East Twentieth Street. The 
type furnishings and books the Roosevelts used to have are 
discussed here. 
""' ''Drawings Depicting City History of New York," Hobbies, 
Vol. LXI, September 1!56, pp .. 36. 
This article includes descriptions of receptions 
celegrations, funerals, processions and other notable 
events that have ooourred at City Hall over the years. 
Mayer, Martin, 11Real New York, 11 Holiday, Vol. XX, Septem-
ber 1956, pp. 90-95. 
This story contains pictures and descriptions of 
places usually not included on an itinerary to New York • 
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PlnRIODICALS, CONTINUED 
noasis in the Canyons", ~ York Times. Magazine, April .22, 
1956' pp. 28-29 . . 
Excellent pictures of ~ew York City with new construction 
against the skyline a:re reviewed. The development of Wall Street 
is shown in several different 1hases. 
. ., 
Owens, B,usse~ "They Jiave to Stack Them oix Dee~" I !!:!'! ~ 
Times Ma.'gazine, .September l, .1946, pp. 10..:.11 . 
-· The difficulty of airplane traffic in New Yerk City 
is of a monumental :pro:partio:n. Explanatien of the •stack:ingtt 
process and airport function is presented. 
Samuels, George, "Rebirth of a Community", ~York Times 
Magazine, ·.September 25, ·1955, pp. 26 ... 27 
The news that New York is making progress as regards 
its blignted areas is welcome news. J,la.ny eommunity projects 
such as the ones: descriued here are transforming the areas 
into b~tter places to live. 
•soul~ Ool.Grl· Ob.iet •, Newsweek, Vol. VIL, July 25, 1955, p. 26 
A thorough analysis of New York and San Francisco as 
Lily Poms views them. t 
Soule, Gardner, 0 :Siggest :Bridge to Span :Busiest Barborn, Popular 
Science, .Vol OLXVI, J"une, 1955, pp .. 90-~3 ·· 
The multi ... million dollar, aluminum rainbow will stretch 
above ships at New York1 s harbor entrance. Construction of 
the foundation, and cables are most interesting to follow. 
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PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
White, Theodore, 11 0ur Crowded Sky," Colliers, Vol. CXXXVII, 
March 30, 1956, p~. 26-3a. 
The astounding u~surge of aviation 
illustrated on a chart with this article. 
and descri,tions of the growth of aviation 
story. 
PLAYS 
is very well 
Good ~ictures 
dominate the 
1
* St. Nicholas of New Amsterdam, '' McCaslin, Tall Tales and !!.:!! Men~ 195~, pp. 191-210. - -
Christmas in the folklore of Dutch includes many 
unexpected visits to the poor; the celebration took place 
in the early days of New Amsterdam. Good to learn period 
~roperty and costumes. 
POEMS 
Bodemheim, Maxwell, 11New York City>" Stevenson7 ~Home ~2! Modern Verse, 1~53, pp. 601-602. 
Description of Many different types of people we 
would find in New York City. The above average reader only 
should attempt this. It deals ~uite boldly with evening 
life. 
Braley, Berton, "Sonnets of Seven Cities, tNew York', 11 
Braley, ~~rdz-Gurdy ~ Olym!us, 1927, p. 169. 
The product of sophistication seems to be an art 
carried out to a conclusion• The work performed here is 
brilliant and worthy of recognition. New York is not so 
oold as steel as people seem to think; _for warmth can be 
found here too. 
•• 
, 
POEMS, . QONT ~ 
Faulke, William_Dudley, "The City's Orown" , Stevenson, The 
Home J1Q.Q! Q! Modern Verse, 19'5:3, pp. 604-605 
to certain .qualities that have 
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made 
has, 
make 
This poem alludes 
other cities great. 
of iron and stone is 
it immortal. 
A crown, sttch as the one New York 
solid, but. even so its inhabitants 
La Gall.ien:ne, Richard, "Brooklyn .Bri~ge at ,DaW):l", StevensoJl1 
The Home :Book of Modern 1fers__!3, 1953, p •. 604 
A brilliant description of the dawn in -the long sea 
city. The city is disguised as a sluznbering giant at this 
time of the day. We can observe that it was created by the 
sweat and blood of its people. now at rest. · 
McCoy, Samuel, 11Thompson Street", Stevenson, ~~:Book 
of Modern Verse, 1953,- pp. 603-604 · · 
New York bas many famous streets that are well knoW!l. 
Fifth Avenue· is described splendidly and her beauty is to be 
wors4i:pped.. Her sister streets know no such beauty amd. 
cannot aspire to ·this grandeur. 
Oppenheim, James, *'From a New York Skyscraper", Clark, Poems 
· of Justice, 1929 1 p .. 127 .,.;: 
There are moments wbell New York beeomes a noity of 
Brothers", in laughter and prayer. .New York as seen from a 
skyscraper is a large sprawling city with many interesting 
sights to dwell upon. UsefRl in mentioning skyscrapers and 
descriptions of the city. 
PO~.s, CONT INJJED 
Reed, John, "Proud New York~, Stevenson,~.~ Book _g! 
Modern Verse, ~953, -.P· 60' · 
This ;poem depicts the man made slcy-:).ine ,most 
realist~o~lly and describes the jewel t.na't glistens and. 
brings back somehow those who have ~eparted from her share., 
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Towne, Charles B., "Manhattan", Clark, Poems .Q! Justice, 1929, 
p. 2 
The teeming city of New York greets the inhabitants 
and tourists alike. The great walls formed by the skyscrapers 
shut off tba breezes coming inland and present a picture of 
magnitude and greatness. 
Whitman, Wal.t, "From Crossing Brook:lyn·Ferry n, Stedman, As 
American Anthology, 1932, P~ 226 
Fascinating account of what one observes while 
cross :in.g the river betweem :Brooklyn an.d Manhattan., There 
are many things to look for in New York Oity and among them 
the geographical importance of the rivers camnot be overlooked. 
Whitman, Walt,- "Give Me the Splendid Silent Sun", Stedman, 
An American Antholoe;:v,· 1932, . pp·. 222-226 
This poem contrasts advantages of city atmosphere 
over the country. Cites examples of ho·w the oi ty can be 
app:r;_eciated if its o'pportunities are explored~ 
Whitman, Walt, "Manhattan", Stedman, An American Alilthologz1 
1932, P• 226 
Excellent description of important locations in New 
York City in the author's day. The skyline may be a little 
higher today but it was notieeable then also. 
, 
SONGS 
"Erie Canal, tt Work Song of the- Erie Canal.lers, Mursell, 
In Our CountrY,, 19561 p. 94 .. 
The song describes the labor involved by the men 
who worked on the Erie canal. Products carried are 
mentioned. 
"Hudson River Steamboat, It Folk Song of the Hudson River 
Valley, Mursell, ~ Our Country, 1956, p~. 90-91. 
Includes many Dutch names of the towns and rivers 
a~ong the Hudso~ River. Different ty~es of boats and 
certain occu~ations are mentioned. 
Lawler, Charles B. and Blake, James w., 11 Sidewalks of 
New York, II Mursell:t .!!!, Our Country 1 1956, 
J>~· 158-9. 
This song is sung to find enjoyment in ,ast 
memories. Certain ~leasant haJ>,enings in New York are 
worth singing over• 
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' 
PHILADELP.EIA 
BOOKS 
Brooks, Geraldine, The True Sterl of Benjamen Franklin. 
Boston: Lotliro~ee and miepard dom~an.y, 1~4~, 
250 ~P· , 
BiograJ>hY average reading 
Fascinating story of Ben's life8 Excellent b. and 
w. illustrations. 
Carter, Rassell.Gordon, A Patriot Lad of Old Philadel;hia • 
. Philadelphia: Tne Penn PuD!rsiirng(Jompany ,. r24, 
224 PP• 
Historical Fiction . advanced reading 
Interesting stories of exciting times during the 
American Revolution. These adventures include trips with 
an Indian friend, crossing British lines, and staying in 
Valley Farge with General Washington. A good desori~tien 
of the terrdtary around Philadelphia is presentedo Few 
b. and w. pictures. 
Cousins, Margaret, ~ F:r>anklin of OJ.d Ph11adel])b1~. New 
York: RandOm &use, if5~ ]]34 PP• 
Biography average readin.g 
93 
Excellent biograJ)hy of BenJamin. Franklin. His ae-
eomplisbments are explained in a very enlightening manner. 
An intensive expilanation is given for the reasons that he 
was honored both in the United States and overseas. Colored 
illustrations. 
' 
BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Dowling, Ema c. and Rapp, Anna A., Early Penns!lvani.a 
Settlers. New York: Thomas Nelson an· SOn@j1 
1§36, S6 :PP• --
Novel easy reading 
94 
William Penn's contributions to the _state ef Penn-
sylvania are explained.. Different seets of Germaas includ-
ing; Mennonites, Amish, Dunkards, Sehwenk:telders, and ~ior­
aviams contributed much to the colony as hardworking eon-
seientious people. Good background material.. Few pictures. 
Eaton, Jeanette, That Livel~ Man, Ben Franklin .. New York: 
William llliorrew and 'oi!iji"ny-;-Te46, 253 pp. 
Biography above average 
A striking biography listing all. of Bents aeoom-
,Ptishments. Few b. and w. pictures. 
Epstein, Samuel and Beryl., William, The Real Book Aboat 
Benjamen Franklila. Garden City: DouDie'aay and 
Cfompany, 1!52, fi2 pp. 
Biography easy reading 
An easy-to-read life story of Benjamen Franklin .. 
Delves into the many areas where he achieved success. 
Illustrated in b. and w. 
Haviland, Virginia, William Penn, Founcler and Friend. New 
York: AbingdOn=Oekesbury, U52, 12'r:pp. 
Biography easy reading 
An·ade~uate description of William Penn's childhood 
in Euro19e and his accomplishments as the founder of Penn-
sylvania. Large }'rint should not become a deterent to the 
reader. Illustrated in b. and w. 
• 
BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Lawson, Robert, Ben and Me • Boa ton: Little Brown and 
ComJany,~5y;-li-4 PP• 
BiograJ)hy average reading 
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An interesting and novel way of presenting Bents 
life~ Many fine illustrations in b. and w., with a good 
description of his successes and inventions. 
Meadowcroft, Enid La Monte, :aenj_am.en Franklin. Eau Claire, 
Wisconsin: Thomas OroweiiCfompany, 1941, 166 ppo 
Biography advanced reading 
Intimate facts and stories that hel~ed to make 
Benjamen Franklin famous. Few b. and w. illustrations. 
Modern Fabrics, The Children 1 s Museum 
30 cards numbered chronologically to give proper 
se~uenoe to story~ Nylon, Rayon, Orlon, Drenel.Vicara, 
Saran, Velon, Acrilon and Dacron: samples. 
FILMSTlUPS 
Early Settlements in Pennsylvania, Harvey E. Blair, P.o. 
Box 1302, II'lentown, Pa., 1g53. 
Black and white 44 frames 
Photographs depict early colonial buildings and 
places where colonies were established. From the years 
1650-1775 important events are shown • 
t 
FI~fSTRIPS, CONTINUED 
Pennsy:lvania Helps ~ ~ !!!! Nation, Blair, 1953. 
Black and Wh1 te 34 frames 
Events that occurred during the years 17?6-1865 
are }!>resented ta the viewer in a most i'nteresting manner. 
FLAT PICTURES 
Co1leetien available from Boston Public Library, Boston, 
Mass. 
1. Accident at Lombard Street 
2. Benjamen Franklin Memorial 
3. Ben~amen Franklin Parkway 
4. Broad and Ohestn~t Street 
5. Central Ph11adel:phia 
6. Christ Church 
7. City Hall S~uare 
a. 011 vencien German town 
9. Court House 
10. Delaware Bridge 
11. High. Street-~as- it l0oked in 1799 
12. &use Where Declaration .of Independence Was 
Written 
13. Independence Ral1 
14. Looking ~P Delaware Biver--2 pictures 
15., Mummers on Parade--2 pictures 
16. New Parkway 
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FLAT .PI.CTITRE.S., CONTINUED -~;.;;..;;...;;..;;,.;;~ 
~'7. O~d. Swede's- Church--2- :pictures 
18. Philadelphia Musewn of Art--2 ]}ietures 
HL. Rodin Museum · 
20. Sehuy:Qtill Navy· R(!.)W 
2~. West Front-Pennsylvania Musel1Ill of Art--2 
pictures 
22. Whole Produee Market 
23. William Penn-2 pictures 
24. William Penn; Ph1ladeJ.:ph1a City Hall 
MAPS 
Gamble, w. H., Plan or_ the City ef Phi~adelp>hi!• 
phi a: fitoheJ.iMaJP -,romp any, 187 6. 
Philadel-
Size lSi" x 2Qi".. Seale computed, 2129 t"eet to 
J. inch. a views or baildings.. b. and w. 
Hagstrom, Andrew, Street ~ art Philadelphiao 
Philadelphia Mote~ssoeiation, I927. 
New York: 
· · Size 32" x 24-l". Seale com:@uted a:pproxima tely 
-26662/3 t"eet-to ~inch. On the verso is a map of the heart 
of Philadelphia, views index and other text. 
Olsen, Edwin and Blake, Clarke, A Kite View of Philadelphia. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin -an"'T'Cfom:pany;-1926. · 
Size 28i" x 37i"· Seale of 16"- l mile. The view 
also includes the Ses,ui-Centennial International Exposition. 
Contains pictures illustrating matters of ldeal interest. 
I 
~, CONTINUED 
R~giona1 Planning Federation of the Philadel~hia Tr~ State 
District, Map of Philadelll>hia .. Philadelphia: 
Philadel~hfa Tri State DiStrict, 1931. 
Size 52f'' x 63i''· Seale computed 1.97 miles to 
1 inch. It is basically a regional plan for the Philadel-
~hia Tri State district~ 
MOTION PICTURES 
William ~ and The Quakers J Coronet Films 
color 16 mm, 11 minutes 
The Q,uakerst struggle for freedom of worship in 
England fina11y ends in the colonization of Pennsylvania. 
The religious freedom is stressed among their other o~por­
tunities for a new life in Philadelphia. 
PAMPHLETS 
Historic Sites of Old Phil.adel~hia.. Philadelphia: 
1\iu tua1 tffi"Insuran ce . ompany, 7 .PP. 
Penn 
This pamphlet contains a list of thirty historic j>oints of interest in Philad..elphiao A map of Old Philadel= 
phia is presented, as well as several b. and w. Sketches. 
Palmer, Gladys L., The ffig ~ Unempleied ·in Philadelphia 
1n 1936. Phifa e phia: Industr es, Research De= 
partient, University of Pennsylvania, 1939. 
A study of the chief wage earners of families on 
relief tor two years prior to August 1§36. Reeent trend 
employment and unemployment in Philadelphia. 
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PAMPHLETS, iONTINYEP 
Pbilad~l,hi~ Industries# 
!§48,_2$ p:p. 
Philadelphia: 
99 
Chamber of Commerce, 
Philadel~hia facts; business and civic statistics, 
table and diagrams. It also contains naps for the city and 
areao 
Philadelphia's Museums~ Philadelphia: Department of Com-
merce, 20 PP• 
Eighteen museums are b~iefly described with ari illus-
tration, price of admission, hours OJ~en, and nearby trans-
portation given for each .. 
Philadelphia - Pocket Wallet Facts. Philadelphia: Depart-
ment of Commerce, 195~~- 4 PP• 
Compact folder offering facts and figures relating 
to area, industries, transwortation, recreation and sites. 
Walking Tours of Old Philadel,hia. Philadelphia: Division 
of Pubiic-rKformation, 195e, 4 pp. 
Three walking tours are offered, each with a map 
and one J>hotograph. Twenty-two points of interest are 
covered in the three walking tours. 
PERIODICALS 
Gorio, Fritz, "Lasting Monuments to the Immigration of 
Americ~s, 11 Life., XXXIX: 64-65, August 29, 1955~ 
Some good pictures and stories about patterns that 
caught the eye in Philadelphia are presented heree 
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PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
Jones, Paul, 11Progress Im])erils Historic Landmarks in Old 
Philadel:tthia," Saturday Evening Post, CCXXIX: 6, 
December 29, 1956. · -
A story about one of the oldest and smallest nation-
al parks. This is complete with Independence Hall and other 
buildings of historical im:ttortance • 
. 
"Pressure by the Pros," Newsweek, VL: 26, June 20, 1956. 
A little discussion of Ii>resent day government in 
Philadelphia is ]>resented. Some of the above average 
children shoUld profit from reading this article. 
Ross, Irving, 11All Quiet on the Philadelphia Waterfront, If 
Readers Diges;t,, LXVII: 107-110, September 1956. 
A life-like account of happenings on the Philadel~ 
phia waterfront are presented. 
Smith, Dudley, 1'Father Penn's Town," Rotarra, LXXXVII: 7, 
October 19, 1965. 
Pictures and accompanying information on America's 
third largest city is presented. It is worth looking at 
:for a more comprehensive knowl.edge of the city. 
Timk.ey, Paul, "I Walked Along the Streets of Freedom " 
American Magazine, CLIX: 32-33, 90-94, Aprii 1955. 
Five excellent colored pictures are shown in this 
historic pageant with a detailed account of buildings 
visited. 
, 
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PLAY 
MacLellan, Esther and Schroll, Catherine, "A Needle Fights 
For Freedom., 11 Durrell and Oro ssley, Thirty . Plays 
!2.!: Classroom Reading. 1957, J>P· 101-106. 
The story of Betsy ·Ross and how she came to make 
the first flag .. · Seeing how a needle can be just as imp>or-
tant as a 'drumstick in serving your country. 
POEMS 
Braley, Berton,· "SGnnets of Seven Cities, 'Philadelphia', 11 
Braley, Htirdy Gurdy 2E_ Olp!!US, lgcz?, l>• 16?. 
Philadel~hia is clothed in Quaker garb to outward 
appearances. Many good looking homes face the streets; 
the others the inhabitants }Pretend d.on• t exist. 
Bucher, Helen Hall, "Pennsylvania," Sechrist, Poems ~ 
Red Letter Days, 1951, ]).. 2Bl. 
This unofficial state song portrays the sparkling 
riches of Pennsylvania, its beauty, natural resources, and 
beginnings. 
Irving, Minna, 1•Betsy1 s Battle Flag," Sechrist, Poems .!2£ 
Red Letter-Days, 1@51:, :PJl· 145-1.46 .. 
Development of the fl.ag and Betsy1 s contribution 
towards making it are contained here as well as the lasting 
effect this flag has aad on those who have served under it. 
Kinney, Elizabeth Clemintine,. "The QUaker's Bride,'' Stedman,. 
An American Anthol.ogy, 1.932, pp. 1.65-166. 
Good description of a Quaker wedding~ The Quakers 
Gbserved certain customs and ri tu.al.s which are expl.ained 
in this poem. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
• 
' 
POEMS, ~§ITINUED 
Mitehell, Silas Weir, "The Quaker ~rave-~aa4," Stedman, 
~ Ameriean· Anthology., 1@32, lt• 313. 
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This poem presents an open look at.their sorrow; 
aJ.ong with an exeelJ.ent deserij,gtisn of Quaker life. Their 
way of thinking and re])ose is ea}i>tured w,i th much expressic.n. 
Johnson, Rosamond, "Chimney Swee])er," MurselJ., In Our 
Country. 1!56, 1>· 23. 
The tune i.s catchy at a singable tem]>o. Deseri:p-;. 
tion of the work and aeoessity of The Chimney Sweeper. 
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PITTSBURGH 
Beoks 
BaiJ.ey, Bernadine, Pennszl.vania. Ohieago: AJ.bert Wh1tmaa 
and Company, 1956, 34 pp. 
Inf'orm.ati0nal. easy reading 
Goad stories about the. industries, events, oocu-
:pations and famous peopl.e ef Pittsburgh, PennsyJ.vania. 
ExceJ.J.entJ.y portrayed in eo1or and b. and w. 
Bailey, Bernadine, Penns~J.vania. Chicago: Albert Wh1 tmam 
and Company, 195_, 28 ~P· 
Informational easy reading 
The story.of PennsyJ.vania is presented in a 
:pleasing way. Short narratives describe eaeh area very 
weJ.l. Pictures accompanying text excelJ.ent in eolar and 
b. and w. 
Baker, Nina B., NeJ.lle Bly. New York: Henry HoJ.t and 
Comp>any, 185tr, 1!4 ])Jll. 
Biography advanced reading 
Presents a good account of Nellie Bly, a writer 
for the Pittsburgh Dis,ateh. Exciting events suen as her 
trip around the world are told in a straight forward man-
ner. Several b. and w. p1etures. 
Price, Olive, Three Golden Rivers. Indianapolis; Boe~s­
Merri11 dompaay, 1~48, 272 pp. 
Fietien advanced reading 
Deta1J.ed stories of glass making in Pittsburgh. 
Several. incidents p>ertaining to the three rivers. No 
::f)ietures. 
• 
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BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Quinn, Vernen, Picture Map Geo~aphy of the United States. 
New York: Fred.er and om].Dany;-li3!, 2oo lllh 
Informational. average reading 
All the im].Dortant cities in every state are des-
cribed... SuF>erb pict«re ma19s of each. Good listings of 
the J.Droducts in each state. 
CHART 
Hew Steel Is Made. New York: The United States Steel 
Carpora=ei'on., 1958, 1 page. 
A pictorial series af the ].Droeess of making steel. 
b. and w. illustrations. 
EXHIBITS 
Toulouse-Lautrec, ·Henri., Painti.ngsl Drawin~s and Posters. 
. Pittsburgh: Carnegie lnit tute, Ivt7;-z5 PJ.D• 
Many exclusi.ve and origi.nal ])ai.ntings are enclosed. 
It is su]l)erbly organized with maximum benefi.ts for the reader. 
Coal, The Children f s Museum 
24 cards and pictures numbered chronologically tell 
the story of coal. The ancient beginning to 1 ts uses and 
mining are pictured and described. Other ].Droducts manufac~ 
tured from coal are mentione~ · 
Glass,. The Childrents Museum 
43 cards nttmaered c0nsecutively show and illustrate 
different processes used in manufacturing different tYJ9es 
of glass. Pi.ctures show develo~ment of the glass industry 
from Beman times to the J.Dr~sent.. Pam:ph1et on Steuben Glass 
showing various ki.nds of g~ass. · 
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EXHIBITS, OONTINl:JEB 
Transportation, The Ohil.dren' s Museum 
Contains a series ef 44 J1>1etures and l.abel.s telllng 
story of transportation. 
Birch Bark Clanoe used by Iad.ian.s (J)f Pennsylvania in one e:f 
the models, several. others are from ether parts ef the 
earth. 
FILMSTRIPS 
Iron ~ Steel., Eye Gate, 1.!52. 
Ool.er 23 frames with captio:a 
Traces the ,production of iron and steel.. Shows the 
ore being brought from the mines, the huge bl.ast fur.maoes 
in o~eration, the need for coal. and the increasing u.se ef 
iron and. steel.. 
FLAT PICTO'BES 
Clol.l.eetion avail.abl.e from Boston Public Library, Boston, 
Mass,. 
lo Base and Entranee, University of Pittsburgh 
2. Be:aeath tla.e Smake: Picture of the Werldt s 
Capital o:f Steel 
3. Bureau of Eduea ti'(l)n 
4. Bureau ef Education and the University of 
Pi ttsl,..argh 
5. Oi vil War Cann<Ul _ 
6. Entrance to Heinz Memorial Chapel, University 
of Pittsburgh 
7. Golden Triangle: Where the- Monongahela and 
Al.legheny Rivers Joim to form the Ohio River. 
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FLAT PICTURES, CONTINUED 
8. 
9. 
Heinz Memorial. Chapel, University of Pittsburgh 
University of Pittsburgh; Skyscraper College 
is 42 stori..es high 
MAPS 
Bureau of Business, Industrial Data Book~ the Pittsburgh 
District.. Pittsburgh: trnfverslty ofPI'ttsburgh, 
!§36, Vol. XIII, 11? ~P· 
Many maps, charts and tables are contained therein. 
They are of an excellent and most useful quality. 
Xell0gg, Paul w., The Pittseurgh District. New .York: 
Survey Associates Inc., 1914, 554 p~. 
It contains many maps, charts, and pictures of the 
city. Various parts of the eity are described 1n detail 
q,ui te well. 
Mathews and Northro]), Mbp of Pi ttsbur@.. Buffalo: Mathews 
and Northrop Pu ,liShers, 18§5. 
The s1ze of this maJ> 1s 9i" x 12", and its scale 
is 3520 feet to one inch. The detail work is ca~ably done. 
McLaughlin, Glenn, E., Grewth ef Bmerican Manufacturing 
Areas. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh, 
1~38, 35~ 1>1>• 
Contains illustrated maps and several good charts 
and graJ:thJi of the city. 
Philadelphia Company, Commercial Development Departmeat, 
~Ma! !f Pittsburgh and Vicinity, 1925. 
• 
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MAPS CONTINUED _, 
An excellent mali) e:f Pittsburgh and Vi.Dilili ty; size 
is 33" x 33i"· 
Polk, R. L. and Company, Map of Greater Pittsburgh. Pitts-
burgh: R. L. Polk anrCom:pany, ~~25. · 
This is a well sealed and ade,uately sketched map 
of Pittsburgh. Its size is 3®" x. 39 11 • 
Polk, R. L. and Compalily, MaJ of Pit:tsb'argh and Vicinity. 
Pittsburgh: R. L. ·eDt and 00mpany;-r92L 
It is a very thorol:'lgh ma]) of the area. It.s size 
is 27" x 401•, w1 th a scale of ~700 :feet to one inch. 
MOTION PICTURES 
' Ge()gra:p:tvof' the Middle Atlantic States, Coronet Films 
co~or 16 mm, 11 minutes 
Bustling cities, key industries, vast trans~orta­
tian networks, and a dense po])u.lation are some of' the 
eharaeteristies of the Middle Atlantic States. The scenes 
shown are selected to show the human geogra}!)hy of' the dy-
namic life of the regioa. 
P.AM:PHLETS 
Chamber of Commerce, Facts About Pittsburgh~ Pennsylvania. 
Pittsburgh: dhamber of Commerce, 1 04, 16 p~. 
Much factual ipformation is presented about Pitts-
burgh. ·An. excellent ma:p of the city is located an p. 12. 
Chamber of Commerce, Pittsburgh and the Pittsburgh S:pirit. 
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PAMPHLETS, CONTINUED 
Pittsburgh: Chamber of Commerce, 1928, Vol. XIII, 
379 pp. 
This pamphlet lists many contributions to the 
civilization of Pittsburgh including its history and origin. 
An excellent series of articles on coal, steel, and g1ass 
furnish much valuable information. 
Demorest, Rose, Pittsburgh, 175$-195$. Pittsburgh: Car-
negie Library of Pitts0Ur~958, 35 PP• 
A thorough account of the history of Pittsburgh 
is present in periods, with special emphasis given to 
eventful years. No illustrations ... 
Fisher, Douglas A .. , The World of Stee~. New York: The 
United States Steel Oor.J.i>oration, 1957, 32 Jllh 
Clear, meaningful script combined with excellent 
b. and w. and colored photographs and drawings make this 
booklet very interesting and instructional. 
Gateway Center ~ Pittsburgh. New York: The Equitable 
Life Assurance Society of the United States, 4 PJ.i>• 
Photographs in black and white and two maps combine 
to make this brochure a true description of Pittsburgh. 
Industrial "Mi~ht" of Pittsburgh,,~· . Pittsburgh: 
burgh hamber of Commerce, 1 page. . 
Pitts-
A short summary of Pittsburgh* s industry with a 
list of products which are manufacl!fured in the city. 
Joe _, 
PAMPHLETS, CONTINUED 
the Genie of Steei. New York: The United States 
---steel Oorporation, 1950, 16 pp. 
A])peaJ.ing comic book .rerm presenting facts about 
the history of steel and its ,P>resent day importance. 
Colored illustrations~ 
Pittsburgh PJ.ate Glass Com]}any, Chlorine. Pittsburgh: 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com~any, 1948, 72 ~P· 
109 
Mazv interesting di soussions and J>ictures of 
ohlar1ne shoWing it in the processes of manll.f'aoturing and 
distribution. 
:Pittsburgh PJ.ate Glass Company, Glass, Paints_J Varnishes 
and Brushes. Pittsburgh PLite G-lass COmpany, ~~25, 
178 pp. 
~his is a trade oa taJ.ogue containing valuable in-
formation about the above mentioned products. 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Compan;r, There Is a New Trend in 
Sto!'4 DesiR. Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Plate Glass 
COmpany' rs, 45 PP• 
This illustrative pampbl.et aids the mercbandizer 
in designing his new store. It will also bel]) children 
to understand reasons underlying well designed stores with 
an attractive a~pearanoe. 
Pittsburgh Public LibEary, ,Patalospe of the, J o D. Bera 
Department. Pittsburgh: it~burgh Public Li-
brary, 1S98, 33 PP• 
This catalogue contains 100 books on agriculture. 
It might be interesting to see the gains in agriculture 
over the half century that is presented here. 
PAMPHLETS, CONTINUED 
Return of Joe, the Genie of Steel. New York:·· The 
Uniled State'S Bteel Cori»oration, ·1951, 16 ~p .. 
Comic book form story em~hasixing the·development 
of rail transportation. Coldred illustrations. 
PERIODICALS 
Klow, Spencer, 11 New Glitter ·at Pittsburgh Plate", Fortune, 
LIII: 104-111, :May 1956 .. 
Excellent colored pic~ures are included in this 
article.. The growth of this half';,.billion dollar 11 family 
company" is well J)ortrayed .. 
"Mighty Boss,u Time, LXX: 20, November 4, 1957 .. 
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M~ch background goes into a municipal government 
and this article describes Pittsburgh's Mayor Lawr~noe justly. The rebuilding of Pittsburgh is quite evident and 
is favorable voted on by the people in this regime. 
fiMore Clean Air Progress in the Pittsburgh Area," American 
City, LXXI; 116, April 1956. 
The city once known as the "Smoky City, 11 is concen~ 
trating on factories producing clean smoke. Further accom-
plishments along this line are noticeable in many areas. 
Murphy, ·John, "Pittsburgh Selects Butterfly Valves, 11 American 
Citr, LXXII: 141-142, February 1951. 
Good pictures of the valves are to be found here. 
They are usefu+ in describing the water system of the community. 
lll 
• PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
• 
"New King Coal," Newsweek, IIL: 48, December 31, 1956 .. 
A very brief' article about the Pittsburgh Consoli-
dation Coal Com~any acquiring control of' another coal mining 
company. 
Steinberg, Alfred, IINew City Called Pittsburgh~" Readers 
Digest, LXVI: S3-86, May, 1955. 
The expansion of' the city is ~ortrayed in color 
here, with the greatness of the new community spirit being 
emphasized tremendously. 
"Two Hundred Fifty· :Million tor More and Better Water," 
American City, LXII: 29, June, 1957 .. 
Better water is sent through the a~ueduots for the 
inhabitants of this city to enjoy.. A description of' the 
intricate city water plans enables this city to utilize 
and provide its ~eople with a olean supply of' water. 
White, Margaret Bourke, "Mellon • s Miracle, 11 
151-159, May 14, 1956. 
Lite, XXXX: 
-
The head of' Pittsburghls first family leads the 
city into a great renaissance. This man has a passion for 
rebuilding Pittsburgh, which is captured here in ~ictures 
showing results and endeavors of this miracle. 
PLAYS 
"APJ>les in the Wilderness," .l3:P• 113-134, Olfson, Leroy~ 
Radio Plays Qf' Famous Stories. Boston: Plays Inc., 
1956, 250 p~~ . 
story of Johnny Appleseed in his exploits of the 
region from New York State to Ohio. The emergence of' his 
devotion to apples and the perpetuation of them is well 
:presented • 
PLAYS, CONTINUED 
"John Henry," McCaslin, Tall Tales ~ Tall ~· 1956~ 
238 Ji»]J· 
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The story of John Henry frem infancy to his death. 
CaJPtures the trend of the era in expansion. 
Tall Tales of other e~loits are also given. 
POEMS 
BraJ.ey, Berten, "Sonnets· of Seven Cities, 'Pittsburgh•,n 
Braley, Hurdy Gvdy 2!, ·OJ.,mpus. 1~27, Ji»• 168. 
To all appearances Pittsburgh is a factory city 
using metal and tools ef })regress. This is well described 
for the reader. The grime that.is foun~ there is difficult 
to erradieate,. 
Burtoa, Rieb.a.rd, 11 In a Sw~atshop, n Clark, Poems of Justice. 
l889, :P·· 4.-
The desori})tion of the wor.King class during their 
hours of toil is e~sed. Quitting time is mentioned as 
the release at the em.d of the day's work. This ·peem seems 
to be q,ui te well covered in .the· scope <:>f the situation.. 
Falkowski, E., flJUne Seng," - Clark, Peems of Justice. 192~, 
164-165. --
The tragic conditions t.~nder which miners formerly 
werked are elucidated. The effect of working in the mines 
for long periods of time is als<:> treated adequately. 
Oppehb.eim,. James, ''Pittsbargh," -Clark, Peems of Justice~ 
·1929, PP• 15-16. 
A most useful poem in describing the work carried 
on in the foundries by the laborers. Faotery oonditieas 
are mentioned to some extent a1eng.~th the toil of the 
tired heart to manufacture steel. 
I 
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POEMS, CONTINUED 
Sandburg, Carl., "From Smoke and Steel.," Cl.ark, Poems !!. 
Justice. 1929, ~· 1.6. 
Steel. is manufactured net onl.y :from smoke but the 
toil. :from the worker as well.. There is a de:fbi te human 
el.ement geing into the mamu:faeture e:f steel.. T:hlis would 
be useful. in describing the "Smokey City," er in.dustry 
carried on within its oon:fines. 
Sandburg, Carl., "Prayers 0:f Steel., 11 Benet and Pearson, 
Ox:f0rd Anthology!! American Literature •. 1~38, 
p. 1173. . 
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Different processes that steel. gees tnrough until. 
it becomes part o:f a vital struetare are discussed. A most 
hel.p:ful. p0em in talking about the steel. industry. 
Seaman, Hel.en, "L'Homme Maehin.e," Ol.ark, Poems 2! Just1ce •. 
1~29, P• 17. 
The various processes used in the manufacture o:f 
steel. are mentioned. Th~se :forces serve as well to shape 
the men who perform certa1n operations. .Sometimes the 
human el.ement is overl.ooked in manufacturing. 
SONGS 
":Dovm. in. a doal Mine," Pen.m.syl.vania Coal. Miner's Song. 
Mursell, In Our Country. 1~56, p. 62. 
This song tells about the work o:f a coal miaer 
Wilderneath thl.e ground. The life and attitude of' these 
men are also mentioned. 
11Joe Magar1c, Werk Song o:f the Steel. Men," Mursell, f!!. Q.!!:. 
Oormtrz, 1§56, :p. 143. 
A work song of' the steel. men. The sl.avio coal miners 
SONGS, CONTINUED 
invented Joe Magario amd· took him with them. 1\lagarao is 
the Sla,vak ward :f'or :f'ood. · 
Lomax, Mrs. John A., "Johrl Henry, tt McCasl.in, !!!.! Tales 
an.d Tall Men.. 1956, W• 57-58. 
~----
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The Big Bend Tunnel on the C. & 0. Railroad 1.s the 
place where John Henry ~its his strength against a machine 
and dies. Stress imJ?ertance of' machine against man. 
"My Sweetbeart1 s the Mul.e in the Mines, tt Pennsylvania 
Coal Miners Song. Ilursel.l, fil ~ Country .. 1956, 
Jll• 63. 
The sto;rr of' the mules in the mines, who were con-
trolled. by a crack of the whi.p> and a shout.. A song such as 
this would brighten u~ the coal miners' day. 
• 
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ST. LOUIS 
BOOKS 
Baily, Bernadine, Picture Book ef Missouri. Chicago: 
Albert Whitman and Oompaiiy, 1951, 28 p~. 
Informational easy reading 
Excellent colored and b. and w. p>ictu.res of imp>o~ 
tant events and scenes in the state of Missouri. 
Balter, . Nina, A B0y For a .Man's Job. Philadelp>hia: WinstOn. omiiii;r7 1162, 17§' Ii>J>• John o. 
.. 
Historical Novel average reading _ 
The account of the experiences of Auguste Chouteau 
in the founding of St. Lauis. Many descriptiol!ls of how the 
settlements were established. Illustrated in b. and w. 
Balter, Nina Brown, ~ American Oi ties. New York: Harcourt 
and Com}'any, 1949, 22519P• 
Hist0ry 
Introducas cities in 
past. (St. Louis included). 
cal. events in the background 
illustrations. 
easy reading 
the present time and in the 
Good descriptions of histori-
of these cities. B. and w. 
Clemens, Samuel L., The Adventures of Ruckleber~~inn .• 
New York: Tne-Heritage Illustrated Book ell, 194?, 
343 :PP• 
Fiction average reading 
Interesting stories ef Huckleberry Finn and his 
life out west... Superstitiens wh~ch were prevalent among 
the children at that time are the basis for many an excit-
ing advent'tll"e o Some eolered and b. and w... illustrations. 
BOOKS, CONTIJ.'lUED 
Clemens, Samuel L., The Adventures of Tom Sawyer .. New 
Yorkr The Heritage Illustrated Bookshelf, 1947, 
283 f>lh 
Fiction average reading 
116 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer are stories boys and girls 
enjoy reading each generation. Each story is enterta~ning 
and r.eminds adults of their earlier childhood days. Excel-
lent colored and b. and w. ~ictures. 
Calhoun, Mary~ Making the Mississippi Shout. ·New York: 
William Morrow and Oom}ilany, 195'1, 9'7 pi!) ... 
Fiction easy reading 
Description of a boy's life on the Mississi}ilpi 
River in andabout St. Louis. Illustrated in b. and w. 
Prowafi t, Isabel, River..;.Boy, The S,tort of Mark Twain .. New 
York: Julian Messner -;-Inc., 9'51,_ -rt9 Jill'• 
BiograJihY average reading 
Life on the Mississippi River was interesting for 
a boy and each new adventure is well told. Good description 
of the life Samuel Clemens lived and how he ac~uired the 
name Mark Twain. Good illustrations in b. and w. 
CHART 
Shoes Thru ~ A,gep,. St. Louis: International Shoe 
Company, 1 page. 
An excellent chart with pictures of shoe styles 
worn in various periods from 450 A.D. to 1920. 
• 
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EXHIBITS 
Leather, The Children's Museum 
The various processes of leather goes through are 
described and ~ictured. 
41 cards numbered consecutively give samples of 
many various types of leather. Samples of bark leaves 
seeds from which tanning extracts are made. 
~ l!h2!, Industry, The Children t s Museum 
Different ~hases of manufacturing shoes are shown 
in models with accompanying description. 
14 pictures and 25 cards complete the exhibit. 
Models include a half oomple ted welt shoe and a wooden last. 
FILMSTRIPS 
~ Twain and Tom Sawyer, International Film Bureau, 
SUite 308-316, 5? E. Jackson Blvdo Chicago 4, Ill. 
A ~isit to the towns and river immortalizes the 
story of Mark Twain, Hannibal and Florida, Missouri, the 
Mississippi with its river boats. Description of houses 
of that period. 
Steamboat, Round the Bend, Young America 
Color 34 frames 
__ Through the ingenuity of a small boy the pilot of 
a steamboat wins a race on the Mississippi River in 1869. 
Shows the river traffic between New Orleans and St. Louis 
at that time. 
FLAT PICTURES 
-
Collection available from Boston Public Library, Boston, 
Mass. 
• 
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~ PIGTURES, CONTINUED 
1. Bridging the Mississi~pi 
2. Campbell House 
34 One o~ the Main Business Thorough~ares of St. 
Louis 
4. Pictures of Waterfront--2 pictures 
5. Rai1ro ad. 
6. St. LoUis Car Comp>a.a)T 
7. St. LoUis Zoo 
B. Small Shipment of Missouri AJ>:ples in the St. 
Louis Waterfront 
9. Union Station in St. Lotds 
10. Water~ront on the MissisaiJ>pi 
MAPS 
City !! !!• Louis, Missouri. St. Louis: City Plan Commis-
sion, iSla, 5 P:P• 
Height area and use, districts and restriction pre-
pared by the City Plan Oemmission. Contains ll maps also. 
Gross, Herman w., Mil of St. Leuis and Suburbs. 
Ho e1s eher, 2!:" 
St. Louis: 
Size 225/S" x 36i"· Scale 2000 feet to 1 ii'leh. 
To]'ograJilhY is· shown quite well. Adjaeemt areas are shown 
~ith aeeessib1e roads into the eity and other im~rovements. 
• 
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~' CONTINUED 
Saint Leuis Special Map. Washington: United States Geo-
legieal Survey, 1904. 
Prepared for the Louisiana Purchase Ex~os~tion with 
special descriptive text on the baek~ Size 15 1/S" x 18-i"· 
Seale 1:62500~or 5208 teet to 1 ino~ 
MOTION PICTURES 
People Aleng ~ Mississip!i• Encyclopedia Britannica 
Color 16 mm., 22 minutes 
The journey of a small sailboat from··Lake Itaska, 
in Minnesota to New Orleans. Various people see "Robert 
Bigros" painted on the boat and write to him giving des-
criptions of the territory and people in their letters. 
These occur at different intervals along the rive.r' s jour-
ney. 
PAMPHLETS 
A Look at Metropolitan St. Lcrais. St. Loa1s: Chamber of 
~ommeree ;of Metrepoli tan St. Louis, 24 PP• 
Interesting facts are related about the eity with 
special emphasis upon manufacturing and wholesale and re-
tail trades. One map is included. No illustration-s. 
Louisiana Purehase Eggosition. St. Louis: Bell Telephone 
. COmpanies, 1 4, 6 :P!i'• 
The Bell Telephone Companies operate in every state 
in the Uaion. Theyeonvey sound Contains 12 illustrations. 
Several other pamphlets pertaining to the e~osition are 
also J>Ublished by the Companies at this time .. 
• 
' 
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P~~PHLETS, CONTINUED 
Metro!olitan St. Louis ia Missouri. Jefferson City, Mo.: 
Missouri ~tate Division of Resources snd Develop-
ment, 1g55, 38 ~P· 
A thorough picture of life in St. Louis is pre-
sented with excellent b. and w. and colored pictures of 
landmarks, recreation areas, and sho~ping districts. 
Ring, John Jr., Advertising Company, The New St. Louis. 
St. _Louis: Chamber of Commer'C'e,'" 1~26, 48 PP• 
Cont&ins illustrations, maps and ~lates of St. 
Louis. A description of its topography is likewise con-
tained herein. 
Shoes Thru ~ Ag$6• St. Louis: ~mpany, - pp. International Shoe 
A fascinating story of the development of shoes and 
shoe styles. G-ood b. and w. pictures. 
St. Louis in Brief. St. Louis: Chamber of Commerce of 
Vetrepo!itan St. Louis, 1958, 4 PP• 
A thorough account of the history, industry, eduoa-
t1Gn, and places of interest. No pictures. 
PERIODICALS 
Cantwell, R. E., "St. L0t1is Snaps out Of It, 11 Fortune, 
LIX: 118-120, 185-J..BS, July 1956. 
A. favorable impression is created by the smEU.l group 
of businessmen that has roused St. Louis from its civic 
apathy. Helpful suggestions are worthy of e :x:amination by 
citizens of other slum-blighted cities~ 
• 
' 
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PERIODICALS, .CONTINUED 
"Death of the Blues, tt ~' LXIX: 351 April 15, 1957. · 
This is a brief·r~port of the dismal situation of 
St. Louis ~rior to 1953. The growth of a civic renaissance 
sends the inhabitants under the leadership of Ma:rar Tucker 
and this S;ory is put fo:t-th very favorably. 
Burst, Fannie, '·'Saint Louis," American Mercury, LXXXI:34-
5a, November 1955. 
An impress.ion of her old. home town to her daughterl s 
is compared. Descriptions of how the ~eo~le live and· the 
peculiarities found within are described here. 
Johnson, Ruth L .. , "Home That Time Forgot: Campbell Rouse," 
··. American Mercurz, LXXXI: 66-66, October 1955. 
This home depicts the Victorian Age in America. 
The article includes descriptions of displays that were 
available when General Grant visited ·that house. 
ICooivas, Benjamen, ••AJ.:l· Ameri.can Cities," 
35, January 22, 1557. 
Leok, XXI: 32-
--
• 
St. Louis is rated nationally as one of the eleven· 
oi ties that have had success oenquering ms:jor }Oroblems con~ 
fronting them. St. Louis is now enjoying a civic,. cultural 
and economic renaissance as the author implies • 
MeDevi tt, Frank, "Foul Water-Pam Stations Relieve Overflow 
Conditions," American City, LXXI: 89-91, December 
1956 .. 
Good pictures are contained in this article for 
people to read. Information pertaining to the use of fuel 
programs is hel.pful, as well as material on water supply. 
• 
' 
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PEBIODICALS, CONTINUED 
MoDevi tt, Frank, 
~ City, 
11 St. Louis Turns to Incineration, If Ameri-
LXXI; 124-126, July 1956. 
DisJ>osal methods are described. herein an.d ·old plans 
are revised :for this p>re?blem. It is useful in discussing 
waste removal or the sanitary eagineering aspects of any 
city in ~uestion. 
Wyten, P.; "Our Changing 01 ties," Newsweek, L;61-63, 
Se]>tember 2, 1957. 
The trend from Suburbia may be changing as the 
cities begin streamlining themselves. A thorough analysis 
of the economy and benefits of municipal government is dis-
cussed,.. 
·~ 
Clemens, Samuel L., lfThe·Adventures ef Tom Sawyer," Olfsen, 
Radio P~ays of Davis Stories, 1956, PP• 81-98. 
The white washing incident is included among other 
interesting ha]>p>enings. Children would enjoy watching and 
]>erforming in this play. 
POEMS 
Bryant, William 0., 11 The Hunter o:f the Prairies," Stedman_, 
~ Ameriean Anthology, 1932, pp. 59-60. 
The freedom of tne.life on the plains is brilliantly 
portrayed. A listing of animals that could be found on 
these western plains is most interesting and adequate. 
•• 
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POEMS, CONTINUED 
Gronio:h., Irving, "The Little Children," Clark, Poems£! 
Justice, 1§2~, ~· e. 
Poem de~icts young children working as a pathetic 
occurrence; however this situation existed some time ago 
and it is elaborated upon here. The enjoyment of outdoor 
life is something that these children are deprived of. 
The oppression of Children before child labor laws and free 
:public schooling removed them t"rom the labor market is 
diselltssed. 
Kreym.berk, Alfred, ltFaoteries," Clark, Poems of Justice, 
1929' Jt>• 6. 
Factories are an essential factor in our oivili~a­
tion and are discussed in that vein. The reference is made 
to ~eople acting as puppets while o])erating machines oon-
tinueusly .at the· .factory .. 
Wood., Charles E., nsweat ShoJt> Slaves," Cl.attlf, Poems of 
Justice, 192S, ]!). 162-. 
Labor conditions as we know them now were not al-
ways that way. Phrases suoh as, "work without pause·, It 
amd, "snatch at rood.," were descriptions of sweat shops of 
bygone eras. Fortunately through higher living standards 
and favorable labor legislation, such conditions have been 
modified or eliminated oonsid.erably during this century. 
Zaturensky, 1\tyra, "Somg of a Factory Girl," Clark, Poems 
of Justice, 1~29, ~· 7. 
During the early parts of this century living in 
city tenements was quite trying on individuals. They could 
not enjoy beautiful free air while located therein. Use-
ful in dealing With labor conditions in cities. 
• 
t 
.SO.NGS 
William: Kindt, "Wabash Oannon.Ball., 11 Mursell., =In Our 
.Cermtry;, .1956, ~· 1.00. 
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The route of the Wabash Cannon Ball in.eluding Chi-
cago and St. Louis. The sound of the train is easily 
imagined .. 
"MississipJ)i: Sounding Oal.l.s," Mursell, !!!, Q!!: Ce>untry, 
1.966, ,. 103. 
Describes the job of the sounding man on the 
Mississi}j)])i :paddled wheelers from getti.ng stuek an a 
sandbar. His oal.l' of 11 twa1ntt meant a fathom of water. 
• 
' 
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~ FBANCISOO 
BOOKS 
Bol.ton, Ivy May~ Father Juniiero Serra. 
Messner IJ}o., !§52, 6d l'P• 
New York: Julian 
Biogra~by advanced reading 
Fascinating biography of' Father Junipero Serra and 
his eX]l'l.oits in i'ounding many California missions. Illus-
trated in b. and w. · 
Ol.el.and, Bobe.rt G., California Pageant. New York: Al.i'red 
· A. Kno]>f, 194g, 257J>P• · 
Informational. average x-eading 
Good interesting stories of ex~1orers in California. 
Vivid accounts·of the Gold Rush and the earth~uake of 1906. 
Few colored and b. and w. ~ictures are shown. 
Dawson, Grace S., The Butterf'l.b Shawl. New York; Doubleday 
ll1oran and CfOiiipany, 1®4 , ~4 PP• 
Historical. Fiction advanced reading 
Story concerning the S]>anish influence in California. 
Few b. and w~ pictures. 
Lenskm, Lois, San Francisco ~61• New York: J. B. Lippincott 
and Coiiij'any, 1§55, 1 P:P• 
Fiction average reading 
Gives a good account of a large family in Chinatown, 
San Francisco. Excellent description of modern San Francisco 
with its crowded streets, changing cable cars, the bay and 
its bridges. Many interesting illustrations in b. and w. 
• BOOKS, CONTINUED 
McNair, May Yepg. e, The Star!· !.f. California., 
Harper Inc. ~44, 8 pp. 
New York: 
Informational easy reading 
126 
Collection-of short interesting stories describing 
important events in the ·state history.. Excellent colored 
and b. and w. pictures. \ 
Pease, Raward, t3;g Wharf. New York; 
:pany, 1· ·· , 21§ PP~ 
Historical Fiction 
Dodd, Mead ~d Cmm-
' ' 
average reading 
Geld Fever causes excitement on the Niantic, when 
it docked in San Francisco and its erew deserted. A real.is-
tie story of what ha.-,pened to a boy· and his father daring 
those times.. This series of adventures are quite realistic 
and most fascinating for the young reader. Few b. and w. 
pictures .• 
Bowntree, Lester, Bonnie and Don., New York: Viking Press, 
].~53, ].60 pp .. 
Fiction average reading 
Thrilling adventures of boys in the California De-
sert. Few b. and w. pictures .. 
Thompson, Harlan, Star B.oan~ Garden City: Doubleday and 
Company, iiQ:; ~' 209 ~P· 
Fiction average reading 
Horse story against Spanish background in oJ.ri:f'ornia. 
Interesting story of life on rancheso .No pictlires. 1 
• BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Ward, May McNe:ir, The CaJ.ifornia GOld Rush. New York: 
. Random House, 1~50, 164 ~~ ----
Historical Fiction advanced reading 
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This book recreates life in California at the time 
of the Gold Rush. Goad description of San Francisco. Few 
colored p>ictures. 
Whitney, Phyllis A., The. Fire and The Gold. New Yorkt 
· Thomas Y. Gro~ell Gom~any,~56, 21? ~P· 
Novel advanced reading 
Good account of the dangers and difficulties that 
beset San Francisco after the fire. No p>ictures ... 
EXHIBIT 
Rubber, The Children's Museum 
Development of the rubber industry in the United 
States. 5 pictures and 26 pict~res and cards numbered 
consecutively to give :proper se.quence to the story.. These 
show also how rubber is made available to various factories 
and the products made. 
FILMSTRIP 
El Camino Vi~e, The Br.yand Foundation, 737 N. Edgemont St., 
· . Los ge1~s 27, California. 
Color 2S frames 
Depicts Indian villages with evidences of the 
Spanish exp>lorers and other historic landmarks and events 
along tbis old travel way in California. 
• 
e 
• 
FLAT PI OTURES 
- " 
Collection available from Boston Public Library, Boston, 
Mase. 
1. Alcatraz"Island 
2. Auto Highway 
3. Business District 
4.. California Palace 
5. California School of Fine Arts 
6. Chinatown-5 ~ictures 
7. Chinese Chi1dren-2 pictures 
8. Chinese New Year 
9. Chinese Shoplp>ing District 
10. Chinese Tele~hone Exchange 
11. Civic Center 
12. Cliff House 
13. Docks 
14. Finance District 
15. Fi she :rman' s Wharf 
16. Fleets in under Bridge 
17. Fort Mason 
18. Golden Gate 
19. Golden Gate Park 
20.. Great Highway 
21. Legion of Honor Palace 
22. Lombard 
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FLAT PI CTUEE S, · CONTINUED 
-
23. :Maadarin Theate.r 
24. Montgomery St. - Wall Street of the West 
25. New Bay Bridge 
26. New Year 
27.. . Ocean Lighthouse 
28. Pacific International EXJ!)osi tion 
29. Palace of Fine Arts 
30. Pinnacle of Nab Hill 
31. Postal Telegrams 
32. San Francisco City Ea11 
33. San Francisco in the P • .M. 
34. Steep Hillsides 
35. Sun Yat Sen--2 pictures 
36o Tel.ephone Hill 
37o ·Telephone Hill 
38. Trolleys 
39. University of California 
MAPS 
129 
Baldwin and &well, Guide Maps, San Francisco: Smith, 1915. 
Size 121;" x 15 7/811. Seale computed is 2739.6 :feet 
to 1 inch. A submap shows the region around San Francisco 
Bay. 
~' EtONTINUED 
Bowen, B~, II San Francisco Map, 11 lla.rFer, CCXVI: 38-44, 
January 19 50 .. 
130 
Contains a good 4" x 6" map.> of San Francisco show-
ing the important ~oints of interesto No scale is included. 
Pacific Coast From San Francisco to Point Arena, California.. 
washington:--unitea states-coast ana Geodetic survey 
1890. 
Size 37-! 11 x 2Sill,. Scale 1:800,000 or 3,..2 miles to 
1 inch. Helpfu~ information on sailing charts. 
San Francisco. Chicago: Rand, McNally and Company, 1966. 
Size 18 3/8 11 x 25 5/8 n. Scale computed 2062-i feet 
to 1 inch. Index on backo A subma:p of Ban Francisco and 
vicinity is included. 
MOTION PICTURES 
Sea;eorts of the Pacific Coast. Coranet Films 
color 16 mm, 11 minutes 
The important seaports of San Francisco, Oakland, 
San Diego, Los .Angeles, Portland, and Seattle are illus-
trated, showing how each harbor serves the 'military, in~ 
dustrial or agricultural needs of the surrounding region. 
The physical characteristics of each port are ·em~hasized. 
Trading Centers of The Pacific Coast. Coronet Films 
color 16 mm, 11 minutes 
The ports of Seattle~ P0 rt1and, San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego illustrate how centers of commerce 
develop and trade routes converge. The surrounding farm- · 
• 
r 
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MOTION PICTURES, CONTINUED 
lands, forests, and mineral resources give rise to indus-
trial activity, creating jobs, and building a city. 
PAMPHLETS 
Art ~ France., San Francisco: Museum of Art, 1956, 26 l>P• 
It contains Fren~ exhibitions from the modern 20th 
century. Very well worth looking at. 
Brooks, Benjamen s., The-Chinese in California. San Fran-
cisco; l.a7?, ~ J'J>• 
There is no title page. 
BroWn.e, Martha Fay, The Golden Gate and Its Ol.d Fort. San 
Francisco: 'Co'Tonia:I Dallles, m'3;-!"2 pp.- · 
Prepared for the National Seciety of Colonial Dames 
ot America in the State of California. 
Interesting material on fortificatio~s is also in-
clad.ed.. 
Chi'natown. San Francisco: Convention and Visitors· Bureau, 
4 P:P• 
·A ma]) of ·chinatown is ])resented along wit~ descrip-
. tiona' of Grant Avenue, sheps, ana temples. 
Deering, Margaret Perkins, The Hills £! San Francisco,. San 
Francisco: Colonial Dames, 193671!4 :PP• 
Prepared for the National Society of Colonial Dames 
of America in the State of California. Illustrated and· 
contains plates. 
• PAMPHLETS, CONTINUED 
1isherman• s Wharf. San Francisco! Chamber of Commerce, 3 
J>P>• 
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ExP>lanations of the boats, fish, and e~ui:wment used 
by the fishermen is vividly narrated. No ])ictures. 
Lee, Samuel D., San Franciscofs ehinatown. San Francisco: 
Cbamber_or-oommerce, 12 Pli'• 
A thorough study ·of the historical background of the 
Chinese in California with special attention given to the 
social organizations~ No pictures. 
Radin, Paul, The Italians of San Francisco. San Francisco: 
Emergency Relief Aaministration, 1935, 111 J>P• 
· Adjustments and acculturation o~ the Italians of San 
Francisco. Several tables are contained, cultural anthology 
of the Italians al9ng with their mammers and customs. 
San Francisco- Facts for the Newcomer~ San Francisco: 
--- Chamber of Oomm-erce;-12 P~· 
A list of what to see in San Francisco and facts to 
know about the city. Contains an illustrated map .. 
San Francisco - Your Reereation Center.. San Francisco: 
--- chamber or-rrommeree, 4 pp. 
The location, history, government, climate and recre-
ation areas are fully described. Good ])ictures. 
Tours 2! Discovery.. San Francisco: Municipal B.a1.1way, 
1956, 4 PP• 
Illustrations and a map combined to make an attractive 
brochure. Excellent b. and w. pictures. 
• 
I 
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PAMPHLETS, CONTINUED 
. 1 I F 
Your Guide to San Francisco and its Nearby Vacationlands. 
- San"Francisoo: Cham'6er or Commerce, 24 pp. 
Excellent b~ and w. ~hotographs of locations in 
and about San Francisco.,. 
World's Two Largest Brid~es, San Francisco Bay Area. San 
Francisco: Onam er o~ommerce~ 6 ~P· ~ 
Detailed facts about the construction, financing 
and description of the Oakland Bay Bridge and the Golden 
Gate Bridge. 
PERIODICALS 
Bissell, Robert, "Food as Famous as Its Setting," Holiday, 
XXII: 23-26, July 1957. 
A good ~resentation of the fabulous history of dining 
in San Francisco's famous restaurantso A variety of foods 
with names of people invol.ved is contained herein. 
Duckel, Sherman, 11 San Franciscots New Municipal .As}.!)hal.t 
Plant," American City, LXX: 143, April 1955., 
Children wil.l benefit here in learning supplemen-
tary material in producing asphalt for city use. The 
different factors that compose the plant are also described 
in detail. 
"Eisenhower City," Newsweek, IIL: 24-25, August 20, 1956 .. 
San Francisco sights included in. :pictures are: 
Chinatown, Telegraph Hill, Berkeley, San Francisco Bay 
Bridge, Oakland and Alcatraz. The new spirit of the city 
is epitomized in the Republican Party's Centennial Conven~ 
tion. 
• 
' 
PiRIODICALS, CONTINUED 
Embree, Glen, "City of Splen.d0r, 11 Saturday Evening Post, 
COXXIIX; 22-23,- Octeber l, 1§55. 
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The giittering ,ieture of San Francisco in the even-
ing is seen here. A short history of the city is contained 
with interesting comments abo11t certaia buildings and famous 
men who have stopped there. 
Farliman, N. R., "What I Like About Living in San Francisco," 
~' XL: 113-118, February 13, 1956. 
An·abundance of pictures is provided to create the 
necessary charm of the olden days for the reader. These 
are accompanied with interesting sidelights of the city. 
"It Yout re in San Francisco, It Newsweek, IIL: 29, August 
20, 1956., 
The reasons behind San Francisco's popularity. with 
sight-seeing people and conventien-geers is e~lainea. The 
offerings of the city are brieflY elaborated. 
Noble, John, ttSan Francisco, If Holld.az, L"l{: 18-29, December 
1956. 
A description of this cosmopolitan city with a free 
ma, d:pplied by the Chamber of Oomeree if you write for .1 t. 
Exee11en t 1 timerary of places to stop and visit while touP-
ing the oi ty. 
Noble, John W~, 11 San Franili.sco Bay," Holiday, August, 
1956, PP• 2~35. 
Excellent pictures and baCkdrops of the city are 
portrayed. All famous landmarks are shown with interesting 
narratives about each of them. 
• 
,
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PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
O'Brien, Robert, "San Francisco, A~ril 19, 1906," Colliers, 
CXX:XVII: 32•44, March 30, 1§56. 
Excellent J>ieture on cover and many .other good :p1e-
tures within about San Francisco. Article describes the 
effects of the fire and the earth~uake in full detail. 
O'Brien, Robert, "Magie Fog," Colliers, CXXXVIII: 46-
51, A~gust 31, 1956. 
The Ca.p>ture of enchantment of the fog on San Fran-
cisco is related with excellent pictures of the effects 
it creates in a variety of surroundings. 
11 San Francisco: Western Bridge To The East," . ~, 
XX: 24-25, ·· September lS, .. 1956., 
The imagination of engineers is cast in the charm 
of San Franciscot s Bridge. The transition of the city from 
the gold rush era to the ]!>resent is briefly mentioned_. 
Sbor, Frank, "Boom on Ban Franc1sco Bay, n National Geo-
graphic Magazine, OX: 181-226, August 1§56. 
The changing times that are vis1ble to the onlaoker 
in San Franciseo are discussed. There aremany superior 
pictures of a panoramic nature of the city and bayljl 
n Soult Color! Chic!, 11 Newsweek, VIL: 26, July 25, 1!55. 
A thorough analysis of San Francisco and New York 
as Lily Pons views them.-
• 
I 
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PERIODICALS, CONTINUED 
11 Two Hundred Fluorescent Light Richmond-San Rafael Bridge," 
American City, LXXII: 161, July 1957. 
The article contains a description of the effects 
of lights on the bridge as seen while crossing the river. 
This bridge is economical for the driver compared to the 
actual time that was formerly spent on the ferry. 
Waite, Elmont, 11 Daredevils of the Golden Gatet u Saturday 
Evening Post, CCXXX: 40•41, November 16, 195?. 
This article describes the occupational hazards 
involved while painting this world famous suspension bridge. 
This task demands a rare brand of courage to walk 220 
frightening teet above the water •. 
POEMS 
Austin, Mary, 11 San Francisco, 11 :p. 26, Adshead, Gladys, 
and Duff, Annis, An Inheritance of Poetrt• Cam-
bridge: Riverside-Press, 1948, 4!5 pp. 
Love of various kinds of animals is strongly advo-
cated here. Presentation is seen of the various.means 
available of learning the graciousness that animals :possess. 
Braley, Berton, "Sonnets of Seven Cities, t San Francisco' , 11 
Braley, Hurdy Gurdy ~Olympus, 1927, p. 168. 
In contrast to other cities San Francisco is highly 
colored and brilliantly alive, according to the author. 
The city meets things gaily and dances to music of the 
spheres .. 
Dennen, C!race Atherton, "Gold-Of-9phir Roses, 11 Stedman, 
~American Anthology. 1932, :p. 771. 
The une~ualled loveliness of California is presented 
most interestingly with reasons behind the outward happiness 
that is to be found there. 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
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POEMS, <JONTINOED 
Harris, Thomas Lake, "California," 
Anthology,- 1932, ]h 260. 
137 
Stedman, !E. _Am,__e_r.;;;;.i.;.o-.;;an;;.;;. 
Presents a prediction of the golden future of 
California and a com~arison to the glory that is found in 
the ~ast eras of history with the California emerging from 
desolation~~ 
Hart, Francis, "San Francisco, II De Mille, American Poetry. 
1923, pp. 180-181. 
A serene setting of the city as the Western Gate 
with descri~tions of th~ fog as it hides certain elements 
within the city, is vividly seen here in this most inter-
esting ~oem. 
Torrence, Ridgely, "Santa Barbara Beach, 11 Stevenson, 
~ ~ ~~Modern Verse. 1g53, :PP>• 617-618. 
The beach is mentioned and described) along with 
other happenings that occur along the edge of the sea. 
Reference is made to disasters that bring misfortune to 
many. 
Wyatt, Edith, "On the Great Plateau," Stevenson, The Home 
Book of Modern Verse. 1953, pp 616-617. 
Places and things that should be remembered about 
the Santa Clara Valley are related enduringly well. -Des ... 
eriptions of terraces, Indian remains and the everlasting 
contributions of the Spaniards are essential in the his-
tory of the journey down the river valley. 
• SONGS 
"Abal.onet" . Folk S~ng from ~Slifomia, Mursel~, !£ Ou.l" . 
country. 1956, p. 60. 
138 
Deseri~tion of a Single shellfish found on the 
west eoast. The feeding of the abalene to the beggars is 
mentioned. 
"Clementine, ll American Folk Song, Mursell, In Our Country. 
1956, p. 107. 
An American Folk Bong, developed in San Francisco, 
.an obvious outgrowth of the hectic days of forty-nine. 
"El Alahado ~" Mursel.l, In Our Cormtey, 1§56, :F>• 16 .. 
Early Spanish settlers sang this song 1n California. 
This is a song of :p>raise they taught the Indians to· sing. 
It The Forty Niners, tt Sea Chanty, M~rsell, In ~ Countr;r. 
1956, p. 104. 
The gold rush was u.nderway in 1.849 and baoause sf 
slowness of ero ss country travel., many sailed around the 
Horn. 
Ste,phen Fester, II Sacramente, n Mursell., In 2,!!: Ccnm try. 
1956, .P" 105. 
·The population grew so fast in California that it 
became a state in 1850.. The reasons .:f'or its growth are 
given .• 
• 
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~ASHINGTONJ D• Q• 
BOOKS 
Ooy, Harold, The Real. Book About George Washin~ton~ Garden 
Oity:--rroUOieday and Company, 1952t 19 PP• 
Biograp>hy easy .reading 
A fascinating account of George Washington during 
various ~bases of his life. Events presented _ohro~ologi­
cal.ly. Illustratedin b" and w. 
Desmond, Agnes Ou.rtis, Ma.Dtha Washington. New York: Dodd 
·Mead and Company, 1.947, 303 :p:p. 
·Biography above average 
reading 
Excellent description of the life she led and the 
peo]>le she met. Maay good illustrations~ 
Eaton, Jeanette.t Washinlton, The Nation's First Hero., New 
M'ork: william orrow and OomJj)any, 1951, '"'""7tJpp. 
Biogra!'hY easy reading 
Portrays George Washington emerging into his JPUblio 
career. It is interesting, as well as easy reading that 
should captivate the reader~ Illustrated in b. and w. 
Foster, Genevieve, George Washin~ten .. New.Yerk: 
Scribner's $oms, 1!4§, 1 3 P:f>• Charles 
Biography easy reading 
Very good. introduction to the life of George Wash-
ington. Facts are very accurate and seemingly alive. 
Illustrated in color. 
• 
' 
BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Graham, Alberta Powell, Washingto-n. New York:. Thomas 
Nelson .and Sons, 1953, 160 pp. 
Informational average reading 
140 
D.O .. 
city. 
Inspiring aceount of the treasures of Washington, 
Most fascinating descri~tion of buildings inside the 
Excellent·b. and w. pictures. 
Holland, Janioe, They Built a OE~"' New York: 
Scribnert"fi'"SSns, 1953", ·. PP• 
Charles 
Informational easy reading 
This story has ooherence, .and con ti.nui ty from the 
first look by Captain John Smtth to the present. The diffi-
culties that arose from time to time in the development of 
Washington, D. c. are well told. Interesting narratives 
about each building and its location certainly interest the 
reader. Excellent colored and b. and w. pictures. 
Judson, Clara, Geor;e Washin~t~n, Leader of the People. 
New York: il.cox an o~l~tt, ID:o!', ~4 pp. 
Biography average reading 
Straight forward account of George Washingtonts 
life. Presents all the ~ualities and deeds that helped 
make him famous. Excellent illustrations in color and b. 
and~ · 
Leavitt, Dorothy, Adventure on the Potomac. Bos"b:>n; 
Little, Brown and eompany, 1949, 229 PP• 
Informational advanced reading 
A vivid portrayal of a family moving to Washington 
and familiarizing themselves with the city •. Excellent b. 
and w. pictures .. 
BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Malvern, Gladys, Mamze11e. Philadel.]>hia: Macrae Smith 
Company, 1§55, 208 J>P•. 
Fictiop. advanced reading 
Our heroine is living in Washington at the time 
the British burn the city. We find a little history and 
a good deal of romance. 
1.41 
McConnel, Jane· and McConnel, Burt, Presidents of the United 
States. New York: Thomas Crowell dompany, 1.951, 
324·J>:P• 
Biography average reading 
Excellent, concise biographies of the ])residents 
of the United States, their contributions on a long and 
short "term analysis. Well illustrated in b.., and w. 
Parton, Mary Field, Your Washington. New York: Longmans, 
Green and Com]>anY, 1938, 193 PJ>• 
Informational average reading 
Vivid b. and w .. J>ictures and stories concerning all 
the important buildings in Washington, D~C. 
. . 
Vance, Marguerite, Martha, Daughter of Vir~inia. New York: 
E. p. Dutton and Company Inc:; 1!5 , 190 pp. 
Biogra])hy easy reading 
Describes Martha Washington's life in Virginia as a 
charming one. Portrays her interests in both early and 
later years. Several b. and w. pictures. 
• 
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BOOKS, CONTINUED 
Wagner, Jean Brown'" Martha Washin~ton. New York: 
Bobbs-1\Jierrill dom:p>any, 19 7, 198 J>:P• 
The 
Biography easy reading 
Excellent deseri~tion of ])lantation life in Vir-
ginia. Few b. and w. pictures. 
EXHIBIT 
Western E;wansion, The Children's Museum 
142 
Contains 16 pictures a.J:1d cards numbered chronolo-
gically to give se~uenee to story. 
Models of covered wagon'" ~owder horn, iron skillets 
and others applicable to this unit are also included. 
FILMSTRIPS 
George Washington's Mount Vernon. Museum Extension Service, 
lO E. 43rd St., New York 17, New York. 
Coler 43 fra.tlles 
The national shrine comes to life through coltr 
photographs and art work. Other plantations nearby are ex-
~lained in the text also. 
Washington Invaded. Young America.Films, Inc., 18 East 
41st St., New York 17, New York. 
Col<i.r 45 frames with 
captions 
This film tells· about ~ad Ely, a yo~g boy who was 
housekeeper to President and Dolly Madison, and bow Tad 
hel~ed save the valuable portrait of George Washington 
when the British burned the city. 
• 
.e 
FLAT PICTUEES 
Collection available from Boston Public Library, Boston" 
:Mass,. 
A. Ca~itol Building 
1. At Night 
2. Building--2 ~ictures 
3. Construction in 1861 
4. Dawn Over the Capitol 
5. De Soto's Discovery 
s. De Soto 1 s Diseavery 
7.. Development of the Mall 
s~ Dome of Capitol--4 pictures 
~. East Facade 
10.. Effect of Snow 
11. Framed in Cherry Blossoms--S ~ietares 
12. Framed in Snow 
13. House of Re.:preesentatives 
14~ Parade-1941 
15. Pennsylvania Avenue in 1§50 
16. President's Room--2 pictures 
17. Rece}l)tion Room 
18. Scul~tured Pictures in the Capitol 
19. Senate Ohamber--2 pictures 
B. District of Columbia 
1. Alexander of Hamil ton 
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FLAT PICTURES, CONTINUED 
-
2. Am.eriean Red Cross Building 
3. Arlington's Pleasant Hills 
4. At Night 
5. Cherry Trees--7 ~ietures 
6. Church of Jesus Christ 
?. City of Magnificent Distances 
8. Constitution Hall of the D.A.R •. 
9. Corcoran Gallery of Art 
10. David w. Taylor's Model Testing Building 
1.1. Department of State Building 
12. Embassies--5 p>ictures 
13. Folger Shakespeare Library--5 p>ictures 
14. Georgetown 
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1.5. In Commemoration of the Invention of the Monitor 
1.6. Jefferson Memorial--11 pictures 
1?. Lafayette Monument 
18. Lincoln Memorial--17 pictures 
19. Library of Congress--a pictures 
20. Memorial Continental Hall 
21. National Gallery of Art--7 pictures 
22. National Gallery of Art 
23. National Sym~hony Orchestra 
24. National Zool.og1cal Park 
• 
• 
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FLAT PICTURES, CONTINUED 
25. Ootogon·-House 
26. Pan American Union 
27. Panoramic View of Washington 
28. Post Office Department 
29. St. John 1 s Church 
30. Statue of Major General Phili~ Kearney 
31. Supreme Court Building--3 ~iotures 
32. The Ma1l 
33. Treasury Building~-2 pictures 
34. Tree Enclosed White House 
35. Walter Reed H~s~ital 
36. Washington Cathedral--4 ~iotares 
37. Washington Monument 
38. White House=-5 pictures 
Olson, Edward B. and Clark Blake, Th,e Cap?i tal Ma!• Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin ComP>any, ~6. 
Map of the ~ity of Washisgton in the District of 
Columbia, showing the architecture and history from the most 
ancient times down to the present. Size 28 x 37 inches. 
Scale 1/10 of a mile to 1 inch. In a decorated envelope. 
Ready Reference Md! of Washington. New York: 
Reynolds . ompany, U~20 •. 
Foster am.d 
An up-to-date 1920 ready reference map of Washingten. 
Size 17-i'n x 22 3/8 11 • Scale computed 1450 feet to 1 inch .. 
• 
• 
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~, CONTINUED 
Washington. New Yerk: C. s. Hammond and Company, 1920. 
Cut from the New World loose leaf atlas ~ublished 
that year. Seale computed 23 miles to 1 inCh. 
Washington and Vicinitl• Washington: United States 
Geological Survey, 1929. 
D. C. 
A sketeh of the natural to~ography of Washington, 
Size 47 11 x 41 5/8 11 • 
MOTION PICTUBES 
Mount Vernon in Virginia. McGraw Hill Text Film Division, 
330 West 42n~ at•, New York 1$, New York. 
Geod film showing Mount Vernon as it was when George 
Washington lived in it. The exterior, interior, and sur-
roU4dings are all shown without people. 
Washington, £.C. Story of ~ Capital. Coronet 
Color 16 mm, 10 minutes 
The designer of our nation's ca~ital, Pierre Charles 
LfEnfant has ~uite a bit to say abou~ the beginnings of 
Washington, D.C. Also developed is -the significance of a 
center of government for our country. ' 
PAMPHU!!TS 
Passenger Traffic Department, Washihfton the National Capital. 
Baltimore: . Baltimore and 0 o Railroad Company, 
1931, 43 Pl>•· 
Contains a decorated cover, with illustrations, :por-
traits, and plates. Several maps are also included in this 
Bicentennial descri~tive pamphlet • 
• 
• 
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PAMPHLETS, CONTINUED 
Swartz ell, Rheem and Hensey Co~, Wa?hington, The Nation t s 
Home To_wn. Washington, D. d., SWartzeir:Rheem and 
Merse~mpany, 1921; 23 PP• 
Contains several illustrations and decorated title 
page. Good material is found within. 
United States Congress, National Ca~ital. Washington: 65th 
Congress; 1st .Session Senate Document Ne. 36, 191?, 
79 10P• 
Review ~oints of historical interest in tne national 
capital. Sketch by the committee on mark1Ug points of his-
tori o interest ... 
PERIODICALS 
Angell., R .. , "Walk in Washington, 11 Holid.ay, XIX: 34-43, 
May 1956. 
A superb chart of the city is included with this 
article, which is very helpful in locating its diversified 
buildings. Also included are several colored and b. and 
w. J)ictures to accompany the description. 
Cudden, V .. , "Destination-Washington," New York Times 
Magazine,, March 27, 1955, 191>• 38-'40:--
The opportune time for parents to visit Washington, 
D.C. is during the Easter vacation. This historical Jun-
ket is quite often t~en for the learning aSI9ects of it. 
·Erwitt, Elliott, "Washington: Inaugural City,"· Holiday, 
XXI: 124-125, February.l957. _ 
The rewarding story of the 1\.tecca of .America is .. J)re-
sented here. The statues, martial symbolism and circum-
stances. of this Inaugural city are ca])tured in this artiel.e . 
• PERIODICALS. CONTINUED 
Hinton, Harold, Mrs.,. 110ne and Only -Georgetown," American 
Mercury, LXXXIV·: 105-108, January ·1~57 .. 
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This· article is helpful in ~resenti~g informative 
material.on Georgetown. Many notes are included on famous 
~ersons who have lived there over the years. 
Howard, John, "Planning Polieies · :f'or the National Oal!li tol 
Region," American City, LXXI:135-135, A.E>ril 1955~ 
Allowances have to be made for the growth of Wash-. 
ington, D.C. in planning for its future. A breakdown of 
different functions of the Nation's Capitol are elaborated.-. 
Jones, s., and Jones, S.E .. ,- "Pennsylvania Avenue, Route of 
the Presidents," National Geograp?hic Magazine, 
CXI:53-91, January 1957. ' 
This magazine article includes colored ,ietures 
along.with several baack and white ones. The stories des-
cribe the landmarks and shrines of' u.s .. History that line 
the ~ath of inaugural lllarades :f'rom the Oal!litol to the 
White House., 
Rovore, Richard, and Cabell, PhilliJ;e, 11 Discussion," New 
York Times Magazine, May 1, 1.955,. JJ• 38... .-
A discussion of the social and cultural graces 
between New York City and Washington, DoC. are ptesentedo 
.Interesting report on atti tu.des th.at were develo])ed by 
'eople along this line are revealed. 
Rovore, Richard, "Hick Town er World CaJJi tol," !!! York Times 
Magazine, Apri1_17, 1955, :p. 13. . 
The background behind the settling of Washington, D. 
c. is Fresented.. The composite of' both global center, yet 
parochial, is the feeling of the author in his perspective of 
the city. T.here are good pictures of the Mall. 
• 
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POEMS 
Beers, Ethel Lynn, "All Quiet Along the Potomac," Stedman~ 
An American Antb.elogy. __ 1932, p. 454. 
Describes the hazards of ~atrol duty in the army 
during the Civil War, along the Potomac river. The thoughts 
that pass through a sentryt s mind while doing his duty are 
discussed. 
Bennett, Henry _Holcomb, fiThe Flag Goes By, it Sechrist~ 
Poems ~ Red Letter Days, 1951, PP• 141-142. 
. Patriotic Jtoein as from the spectators eyes who 
sees the reasons behind the surge·of ~atriotism; including 
the hardships we have endured and battles. won for the sym-
bol of democracy. 
Bryant, William c .. , "The Twenty-.Second of February, " 
Sechrist, Poems For Red Letter Days, 1951, pp. 5?-58. 
Brilliant details of the February when Washington 
was born. Easy poem for memory work on· this occasion. 
Byron, George Gordon,. "Washington, 11 Stevenson, Great 
Americans, 1933, ~~· 30-31. 
. A tribute from an English p>ort to the· Cincinnatus 
of the West is portrayed here. The innat& <iuali ties that 
made Washington great were recognized by everyone both at 
home and abroad,. 
Cook, Elizabeth, "George Washington," Stevenson, The Home 
Book of Modern Verse, 1953, pp. 600-60lo -
.. 
Development of George Washington from his boyhood to 
the presidency is described~ The reasons behind his success 
are spelled out in detail. A good poem for the average 
student to read. 
• 
• 
P9EMS,_ OONTINUED 
Drake, Jose:ph Rodman, "The .American Flag, 11 Stedman, An 
American ~nthology, 1932, P• 48. 
~50 
The sym-bol of America, the sign of hope and trium]>h-
is this our American Flag. Filled with patriotic feeling, 
this poem will surely capture the admiration of the reader. 
It could be well used for Flag Day exercises .. 
Drake, Joseph Rodman, "The Declaration of Independence," 
Stedman, An American Anthology, 1932 1 PP~- 46-47e 
Excellent description of tbis famous painting with 
much attention given to detail. Part of the National 
Paintings by Colonel Trumbull .. 
Freneau, Philip, "Occasioned by General Washington's Arrival 
in Philadelphia on his Way to his Residence in Vir-
ginia," Stevenson, Great Americans, 1933, pp. 25-27. 
An elo~uent testimonial of Washington's praise is 
presented; the man who had many opportunities for rewards 
and who transcended into greatness. How radiantly shone 
freedom after the conflict was overl 
Lindsay, Vaahel, "Abraham Lincoln Walks at Midnight, If 
Sechrist¥ Poems fc:>r ~ Letter Days, 1951, p. 45. 
Prototype of the worries and sorrow Abraham Lincoln 
carried on his shoulders. The thoughts that could enter inM 
to his mind at the time of a crisis and cause difficulty 
are discussed. A tribute to the man who has borne his 
country's troubles well. 
Pierpont, John, "The Ballot," Ellis, Milton, A College 
Book of American Literature. 1939, p. 578. 
Certainly the significance is well understood in the 
study of our nation•s capital in this poem. It is reflected 
as a swiftstriking weapon that underminds the thinking of 
the freeman .. 
• 
' 
POEMS, CONTINUED 
Robinson, Edwin, liThe A:Iaster, If Sechrist, Poems tor Red 
Letter Days. 1951, ~P• 46-46. 
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The life story of Abraham Lincoln is interestingly 
told. The loves and sorrows of his life as he faced ·the 
world are well de~icted. 
Whitman, Wal. t, 11 0 Cap taint My Cap taint , " ·Stedman, !£ 
American Anthology. 1.932, J!!IP• 231-234. 
An ins~iring tribute to Abraham Lincoln after his 
assassination, that is well worth reading. Describes the 
importance of the head of state at all times. 
Whittier, John Greenleaf,. liThe Vow of Washington," Steven-
son, Great Americans. 1933, pp. 28-30 .. 
On the occasion of taking the oath of office this 
poem ably reflects the beginning of the new era... Tributes 
from the distant and near parts of the world flGwed in on 
the nation's great ex~eriment in freedom. Description of 
Washington's administration is ably portrayed. 
SONGS 
Gil1b, Robert W.,, "Hail to Washington," p> .. 95, Armitage, 
Theresa et al., our Land of ~OZg,. Boston: c. a .. 
Birchard and Company~44; pp. 
Songs and praises about Washington, the name that 
will live forevermore. 
Howe, Julia Ward, and Stefle, William, "Battle Hymn of the 
Rer>ublic," Mursell, !!!, ~ Country, 1956, ])Ih 
134-135 .. 
The stirring words in this line resulted from re-
turning home with marching troops along the road. 
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~ SONGS, CONTINUED 
Key, Francis Scott, and Smith, John S., "Star..-.Spangled 
Banner, u Beattie, ~he American Slnge·r,, 1956, p .. 9Bo 
Tossed by the wind against the blue sky our countryls 
flag still waves higho Ins~ires a high type of patriotism 
when told, background for the song .. 
Sewall, Jonathan Mitchell, "War and Washington, n Stevenson, 
Anthology of Poems, 1933, pp~ 24-25~ 
The influence of freedom into making the people 
cast aside English rule is stressed. Dangers they are to 
face will be offset under their leader, Was~ington. 
Smith, Samuel F .. and Carey, Henry, "America," Mursell,. 
For ou~ Country, 1956, p. 122A 
- --- --'---;::.., 
Praise of our country.. Reasons why we should be 
proud of our freedom. 
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• ' . CITIES AND TOWNS IN THE UNITED STATES HAVING AT LEAST ONE PAGE :MENTIONED, IN ONE OR MORE OF EIGHT SPECIFIED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES 
' TEXTBOOKS 
. (Cities listed in alphabetical order) 
Total Total 
No.of No.of 
City 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 Books Pa~es 
Aberdeen, Wash. 1 1 1 
Abilene, Texas 1 1 1 
Akron, Ohio 1 - 1 - 2 3 4 
Alamosa, Cqlo .. 1 
-
1 1 
Albany, N.y .. 1 6 6 1 6. 7 2 ? 29 
Albuquer~ue, N.M. 1 1 2 2 
All en town, ,P a .. 1 2 2 3 
A1 toona, Pa. 1 .... 1 1 
Amsterdam, N.Y .. 1 1 1 
Anaconda, Mon. 1 1 1 
Anchorage, Alaska 1 2 2 3 
Annapolis, Md. 
-
2 2 2 4 
Ansonia, Conn. 
- -
-
1 1 ]. 
Asheville, N.C. 1 
-
.... 1 1 
Ash tabula, Ohio l. 
-
-· 
l. l. 
Astoria, Ore .. 2 2 
- -
2 4 
Atlanta, Ga. 1 2 2 1 3 1 6 10 
Atlantic City, N.J .. 3 1 3 
Auburn, Me. 1 l. 1 
Auburn, N.Y .. 1 1 1 
Augusta, Ga. 1 2 2 3 
Augusta, Me. 1 4 
-
2 5 
Austin, Texas 1 1 4 3 6 
Avery Island, La. 1 1 1 
Bakersfield, Calif. 1 3 2 4 
Baltimore, Md. 1 11 6 4 1 5 
-
3 ? 31 
Bangor, Me. 1 1 1 
Baton Rouge, La. 1 1 3 3 5 
Battle Creek, Mich. 1 1 1 3 3 
Bayonne, N.J. 2 1 2 
Beaumont, ';['exas 1 1 1 
Bellingham, Wash. 1 1 ]. 
Berkeley, Calif. 1 1 1 
•• 
• 
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'{reta.l_ 'fatal 
- ~o,o:f No.o:f 
Oi'ty -~ \,~ J 4 5 :6. '1 ..8 ;Bo~ks -.Pages 
Berlin, N,'li, l 1 
-
2 2 
Bethlehem, Pa.. 1 
- -
1 
-
2 2 
Bidde:fo~d, Me. ,... l ... 1 1 
B_i1oxi, M'ias. 
-
-1 
-· 
1 1 
Bingham Canyon, Uta.lll 1 1 
-
2 2 
B-inghamton, N.Y. l l 
-
2 2 
Birmimgba.m:r Ala., 1 3 3 2 4- 5 1:.5 
Bisbee, Ariz. .... 1 l 2 2 
:Bismarck, · N.J). 1 3 2 4 
:sla.ek Canyon.,' •~v .. l· - l 1 
Black Mesa, Okla. l l 1 
Boise, Idaho 2 i 2 
Boo:nesborougb, Ky. 
- ' 
1 3 1 4 5 
:Bo~_ton, M-ass, 4- 29 1.8 6 a 16 9 11 8 lOl 
:Brattleboro, vt .• 1. 
-
1 1 
Breme~ton, Wash. .. z 
-
1 2 
B;:iage,l)ort, · Conn •. 1 
-
J. 1 
Bristol, Tenn •• 1 .... l l 
:Sris"to.l, va. 2 - l 2 
Brockton, Mass. 1 
-
1 1 
B:UG_wnsv111e, Te~a.s 1 
-
2 
- -
2 
' Braswick, Me. 1 - 1 1 
:Srunswiek, .Ga.. .... 1 
-
1 1 
Buffalo·, N.Y. 2 1 3 1 2 12 4 7 3I 
Burl:\,p-g-ton, vt .. 1 
, .. 
1 1 
-Burbank,· Calif'_. 
- -
'1 
-
1 1 
:Butte, M.on. ! 1 1 1 
-I 
Cairo, Ill. 2 2 2 4 
Calais, Me. 1 1 1. 
Ca.mbriage, Masfh ~ 2 1 1 2 4 6 
Camde:n, N"J" 1 l 1. - 2 4 !) 
oam~en, s.a. l 
--· l i 
Oa:pfi Oo.d ~ · Mass. 2 2 2 3 
' cape Ood, N,J'. 1 l l 
Oar pomda1e, Fa, l - i J. 
earsoa Oity, llf:ev. 2 1 
-
3 3 i 
Olaa.rleston, s.e. ·· 2 16 7 2 3 3 12-- 4 8 49 
Charles ten, W.Va.,; ·· l 
-
2 2 3 
Cbar1~tte, N •. o. l. 1 1 -. 
-
1 
-
4 4-
Charlotteville, Va.. 1 1 1 
Chat~anaega., Tenn.. 1 
-
2 21 
' Chelan,. Wash •. - 1 - 1 ].. O~ester 1 . l'·a.. 1 1 ]. 
• 
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• Total Total No.of No.of City 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? ~ Books Pages 
Cheyenne; Wyo. 2 1 2 
Chicago, Ill. 5 19 18 5 3 13 3 1 8 6? 
c;;!JI"' Cincinnati, Ohio 1 6 4 1 2 5 14 
Cleveland, Ohio 2 2 6 2 2 6 6 20 
Columbia, s .. c. 1 1 4 3 6 
Columbus, Ga. 1 2 2 3 
Columbus, Ohio 2 3 2 5 
Concord, Mass. 4 2 2 1 1 4 3 ? 1? 
Concord, N.H. 1 1 3 3 5 
Corning, N.Y .. 
- -
1 
·-
1 1 
Culver City, Calif. 1 1 1 
Cumberland, Md. 2 1 2 
Dallas, Texas 1 
-
2 1 3 4 
Danbury, Conn .. 1 1 1 
Danville, Va. 3 1 3 
Dare, Va. 1 1 2 2 
Denver, Colo. 1 3 1 2 4 .... 5 11 
Des Moines, Iowa 3 2 2 5 
Detroit, Mic~. 2 8 9 5 3 5 6 32 
Dodge City, Kan .. 1 1 1 
Douglas, Ariz. .... 1 
-
1 1 
Dover, Del. 1 2 2 3 
Duluth, Minn .. 1 5 6 
-
3 12 
Durham, N.C .. 2 ... 1 2 
East Chicago, Ind. 
-
1 1 1 
East Liverwool, Ohio 
-
1 
-
1 1 
East St. Louis, Ill.,. 1 1 1 
Easton, Pac0 l. ... 1 1 
Elizabethtown, N.J. 2 1 2 
Ellensburg, Wash~ 1 1 1 
Elmira, N.Y .. J""' 1 1 1 
El Paso, Texas 4 1 ... 1 3 6 
Endicott Johnson 
City, N.Y .. 1 1 1 
Enter~rise, Ala. 1 1 1 
Erie, Pa. 3 1 3 
Eugene, Ore. 1 1 l. 
Evanston, Ill. 1 1 1 
Evansville, Ind. 1 1 l 
Everett~ Wash. 1 1 1 
Fairbanks, Alaska 2 l 3 3 6 
Fall River, Mass~ 1 l. 1 
• 
• 
• 
_Fl~t, Mich. 
·.Florenc·e; Alaska 
;Fert CQllins, Co±o .• 
Fort 0range, N.-Y. 
Fort Wa)'lile, Im.d .. 
.Fort Werth, Texas 
Fort Yukon, Ala.ska 
Frankfurt,· Ky. 
_Freder iok, _ Va. 
Fredericksburg, -Va. 
Freehold, .N .I .. · 
Free:pert, :J:e~as 
Fres:ne, Calif.· 
&alena, Ill. 
Ga1vesta~, Texas 
Gary, Ind. 
Geneva,· N.Y. 
~~tt;ysl!rarg, J.?a. 
Glouees"t;er ~ Mass. 
&levercSville, :r(.Y. 
Gra.md .Ra.pi~s, M~eb_.; 
Greeley, Colo .• 
&reensbo.J'~, .N • .a. 
&reemvilJ:e,· $;fl. 
· G~lfp0rt, Jlis·~. 
Bagerstowm, Jld. 
Hammond, Ina. 
Hautpten Road's, .va. 
Hanover, N.l!l. 
aarris 'burg.1": .<Pa. 
liar~odsovg,· .KY'. 
-llartford, Oou. -
liave.rhiU, _; lllass. 
.· .Ha.zel.towa, .P!J."' 
Helena., .Jlcn~. 
High Poiilt, N.C .. 
Hebeken, N.J. 
li01lywood, ealif~ 
Bo1yoke, Mass. 
Hot Springs,· Ark. 
Iiouston, Texas 
Huntsville, Ala. 
!eota;l. 
_Ko.,~ 
·l· 2 3 :4 5 a l. S ;Beaks 
1 - - _1 -
- ... 
2 .. -
1 1 ... ... 
l ·1 2 - . ~ 
-
l ... - ~ 
1 1 .... -
-,. 
... ~ -
... l -
2 ,-
l .... 
1. .. 
1 
2 -
'2 --
-l -
2 -
l 
1 .... 
.l l - '} -
l r•'l - ~-~ 2 
.,.. 1 -<. 
2 l. - l. 
i 1 - l 
2 
1 
1 
- -.~ 
l - .~ r -
-
.... 
l " 2 
.._ 2 
- .1 ... 
l ·-
1 -
.1 
1 
2 
1 -
5 
'l. l. 2-- - .1 -4 
... 
... 
-
-
-
- - ., l -
'·-
1 -
... 
-
'~ .. -.Ill ~ -
- 2 
2 -
1 -
1 - 1 -
.. 2 - ~ 
1 - .... 
3 1 - 3 
- - ·l 
' 1 1 
'1 
2 
4 
.1 
., 
l 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
., 
~ 
1 
4 
3 
l 
3 
1 
1 
.l 
'l .. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
' 1 s 
2 
l. 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
_J 
1 
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,T~tal 
B:O.O;f 
.~ages 
l 
1 
l. 
2 
2 
6 
1 
4 
l 
,2 
l 
1 
2 
2 
5 
5 
1 
5 
., 
2 
' l ]. 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
1 
a 
2 
9 
4 
l. 
2 
2 
1 
., 
2 
1 
1 
1 
• 
• .. 
Ind.epamdemQe, llo. 
Indianapalis, lnd. 
Irontan,, Ohio 
Jackson,· Miss. 
Jaeksanvill~, Fla, 
Jamestown, N'"Y" 
Jamestown,. va. 
J"efferson Oit.y,· MQ. 
Jersey Oity, N.-J. 
Johnstown, N.Y. 
J"ehnst0wn, Pa. .• 
Joplin, lilo ~ 
Juneaa, Ala;;ka 
Kansas City., Kan. 
Kansas Oity, Mo. 
Kaskaskia,· Ill.. 
Ketchikan, Ala$ka 
Key -.-Wes.t, .Fla. 
Kyag.sbridge 1 N.Y. 
Kingstsn, N ~-Y. 
Kittery, Me. 
Kitty Hawk,- N·.O. 
Knoxville 1 ~-en.n ~ 
Lackawanna, . .N ~ Y. 
~a~caster, Ptti ·· 
Lans :tng, MiG;b~ 
Las Vega$, W.e.v ~ 
..La.wreuce, Mass~ 
Leba,.non, :Pa. 
·l>ewist0n, · Idahq 
Lewiston, M.e. 
Le~~gton, ·KY'• 
Lexing~on, •as~. 
Lmeobl, ·Nebr •. 
Littl.e Ro~, Ark. 
Los A:Q.ge.les, Qali:f. 
l:.@"isville, Ky. 
Lowell, !lass • 
L~bbaem, Texas 
Lynchburg~ Va. 
Lynm, Mass • 
,:otal · 
_Ne.o:t 
.:L -2 .J 4 ~ .6 .1 .S .~o-aks. 
' ~ 3 l - ' -l -
l. -
-
1 
1 -
1 1 
1 - - '2 
1 - l -
~ ~ 1 ~ 
8 ' :; 1 -5 
'1 - 2 
1 
'2 
1 
1 
4 2 .,.. 
-
l -
2 
:; 
... 
1 - ... 
.... -
- 2 
2' ... 
2 -
2 -
-+ - ·-
1 ... 
- 1 ... - ._ 
1 l 
~-- -
l. 
2 -
2 ~ 
2 2 
2 
:; -
2 
1 
- 10-·-
-2 
2. - ..... 
1 
). -· 
2· ... 
- ~ ·--
1 ' 2 2 -
2 -
1 6 
... 
2 -
4 4 
2 -
-
l 
2 
:; 
9 
1 -
~ 
2 .... 
1 .,.. 
l ..,.. 
1 
-
1 
'4 
1 
2 
:; 
1: 
6 
2 
2 
1 
l 
1 
2 
2 
.4 
1 
l 
' 1 1 
l 
1 
3 
1 
2 
' 1 2 
].. 
l 
l. 
5 
6 
1 
2 
6 
5 
1 
1 
l 
1 
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.Xotal 
;No.o:t 
J?ai!e§ 
3 
·s 
1 
3 
3 
~ 
28 
J 
2 
2 
1 
~ 
6 
:; 
12 
l. 
2 
5 
2 
l 
1 
1 
6 
2 
5 
' l 13 
2. 
1 
l 
8 
1.2 
2 
5 
21 
12 
1 
2 
1 
'1 
• 
.%ota~ po,.c,r 
1 2· ~ 4 5 ~ z 8 Beeks 
Madison,. Wise. 
~anchester, _N.H,.. 
Jlarietta, Ohio 
1 - 2 -
2 - .... 
Ma1ftha' s Vineyard,Mass~- -
Medford, Mass,. . .-
l 1 -
1 -
1 -
Memphis·, Tenn~ 1 2 4- - ~ -
Menlo Park, N.J. 
!le:x:ico C,it1, N.M. 
Miami, Fla~ 
Millinocket, _Me. 
Milwaukee, Wise •. 
Minneapolis'; Min:Q.,. 
Mobile, Ala;. 
MGn·tgomery 1 · A~a .• 
Jl.on~icello ~ x.J".: 
Jl0n.l;pelier, Vt-. 
M0 l4lil t Ve rnoh, l'f. Y tt 
M,o.Ul:lt Vernon, Va. 
Nanticoke, Pa. 
Nashua, N.R~~ 
Nashville, tenn. 
Newark, -N~J. 
New Bedford, Mass. 
·New Brunsw"ick, N e~if:-. 
New London, aann.~ 
New O:rleans,· La. 
NeW:port, R.! •. · 
Newport News, Va. 
New Salem, Ill., 
Be:w-::-ferk, N..:Y. 
Nom:~ 1 A~aska·. 
Nortolk, :Va. 
Oa;kl.~. Ca~i:f. 
. Oak Bidgfi, !ann,. 
ocala, Fla. · 
ocean Oit.y, Md. 
0 gd.en·, Utal. 
;0 i1 Creek, PaQ 
Oklahoma Oity· Okla. 
- , 
0 lym:p ia 1 · Wash .. Omaha, Nebr. 
o·rono; Me. 
·Oswego, .N·.Y. 
1. 2 1 1 -
1 2 4 2 
1 J 5 l -
1 1 1 1 -
1 1 - -
2 -
l -
-· 4 -
.. 
1 - 3 
1 
2 -
2 13 18 
3 
... 5 
2 -
... 4 -
0 -
l 
1 -
-
2 -
l -
... 2 -
1 
1 -
3 1 -
1 
;t.. ... ,. 
1 -
1 
5 1 4 
2 - 2 
14 56 
l. ·l 
1 
18 6 
2 -
2 -
_,l 
1 -
2 -
]. - l. 
.... '1. -
2 -
2 -
8 1) 20 8 
l - -
- ~ -
1. ~ ~ 
2 -
1 -
l -
1 ·- -
l. -
4 - -
1 - .... 
3 ... 
1 - .... 
1 -
2 
l. 
3 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
5 
'1 
5 
4 
5 
' 1 2 
1 
~ 
1 
1 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
1 
8 
2 
4 
' 2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
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.!ro-ta.;J. 
N·o.of 
'2.g.ges 
3 
2 
5 
1 
1 
8 
2 
4 
l.l 
~ 
l.O 
10 
5 
; 
2 
3 
1 
11 
l. 
1 
8 
2 
3 
1 
l 
48 
3 
4 
2 
143 
' 1 
3 
' 1. 1 
3 
l. 
6 
2 
5 
1 
1 
• 
• 
So tal 
lia.of 
~--· 2_, }_.. 4 5, 6 7, s" iiooks 
Padueab 1 ~1· 
Palm :Beach, Fla. 
Pasadena, -Oal~f. 
Pass~~q, lt~:J,;· · 
Pate:rsGlll, N.J. 
Pawt-q,eke-t, .ll" I. 
-
1 
..,; -
-
-
1 -
1 
t 
-
1 
1 -
1 -
:Peekskill, di~Y._: 1 -
.Pe~.ria, ·Ill. ·· 1 -
P'etalu.ma, 9alif. 1 -
... 
Fetersburg,· Va• .- 1 
. Philadel.Phia, . P~. 4- ?4 16 -- 1 6 11 8 
Phi.lli.Psburg, li •. r. .,. .,. ..,.. 1 - -
PhoeniX, Ariz. · . 1 1 - 5 
Pierr~, ·a~~. - - 3 
Pitt·sburg.h, Pa. - 14 4 6 ·.a 9 2 2 
Pittston, Pa~ ... ~ - -
-P1yuioatn, Jlass. - J.4 ... ~ J. .... 
·J?lymoutlil, .}la. ,.. - l ... 
.- -Iioilit :Barr<UIJ1.Alaska.... ·... - l P~ h1t Oor,nf.qrt, :Va. . . .,. - 1 -
Pt:>ntiae; :Jlie:m. ..,. . ·1 - l -
-:Po.rt Artk11u.~, '.re:xas - ::.. 1 - 1 -
Po:rt 'Heast'on,·.; Texas 1 
P·e·rtland,· Me. 1 3 -1 - 2 ... 
Portlana,· 0re.· 1 . 3 2 1 - 5 
Port lloehester,·:N.Y. - l -
Portsmouth, ,®bio r.:.. l 2 
Portsmouth_, '-:V$3.. - - -- - ·.2 
Princeton, lf.J. • 'y- - -
~romontory ~P0 int ,.trta.ll-
Provid·enee 1 li.l~. - 2 
-Provo 1 · 'l:taJa. · 
·.l(ueb,lQj ·6ele. 
~~~iney, .Mass. 
Raleigh, N,O. 
Reading, · Oa.lif. 
Reading, Pa.. · 
·Reno, r!ev. 
· Riehmond1 Cali!. 
Rieb~omd., Va. 
lliv.er lil~1a.ge1 ~ich 
2 
-
-
Roan~ke, Va. 
Rochester, N~Y. 
lt§.>ckdal$ 1 Texas 
1 -
-
4 
1 
3 
2 -
1 -
4 -
- ,_.. 4. l: 
l. 
-
.. -
~ -
5 3 
..,. 1 
l. -
l -
4 -
l 
2 
1 2 
2 
1 
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
,7 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
' -~ 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
4 
6 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
1 
·l. 
l 
-~ 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
4 
1 
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,!otal 
~a.of 
Paei&@ 
1' 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
86 
l. 
7 
3 
45 
1 
22 
·~ 
1 
1 
2 
~ 2 
1 
7 
·l,' 
1 
' 2 4 
' 16 1 
2 
'1 
4 
1 
1 
l 
1 
.21 
1 
2 
:; 
2 
• 
• 
Rome, N.J ... 
Rwn:forci,· Ke. 
J. 2 3 4 5 ~I 7 ~ 
l 
~- -.. i -
Sa.oram~nto, Ca~ii'. 2 4 ' -- 4 - l 
l - .l 
l 
st •. ~li{i1:1St~e·,, Jf,:J.a, g· S '1 2. -
Bt•. Jonnsbury, · vt •. 
St. J:osepb, Me',; 
St. ·:marys,: Md.. _ 
St. Patt1,· Mmn_. 
St •. P$tersburg, Fla• 
$alem,t Mass. ·· · 
-2 l -
2 - ~ -
l. J 2 1 - 4 -
1 ..,. 
2' - 2 - ' 
- Sa.lern.1 Ore •. · SaJ.;ilias, a·alif 4i. - l l - 4 -+ Salt Lake e ity:, lftah 1 2 4 2 2 
San ~tonie, Texas -· 4 5 :5 2 
San pernardirio.~ Oa;Lif. -
4 3 
2 l -
1 -San_ :])iego, · Calif~ 2 ·2 2 l 
san. :Francisco, l!lalif. 2 l.3 J.O 2 
sa.iii;rese, Sa.lit'. 
San Manuel, Ariz. 
1 -
6 
- 5 1 
5 13 4 ' 
l - ... 
1 -
1 - -
Sa.m t·a Anna., Oa.l it' 
Sa.nta Barba.ra~Calif. 
santa Fe, N •. &f. 
saratoga, ll.r. 
S~va.nnah, . Ga.•· 
s~hene9~da.y, N, y·. 
Soh1li.Ylerville, N•Y· 
Bora,n.ton,· Pa. 
Seattle; Wash. 
Seward, Alaska· 
Shamokin, Pa~ 
Shenandoah, Pa. 
1 ' 1 9 6 
1 -
1 -
3 
1 .... 1 
2 -
2 
2 -
Shreveport, La. 
Silver Springs, Fl.a.. 
Sioux City, l'-wa 
Sioux Falla·,· s.lh 
Sitka, Alaska 
Skagia.y, Aiaska 
Skowlaega.n, Me. 
Som:ervill.e, Mass. 
South Bend, ]aa. 
·South Boston, Va. 
Spokan~, Ya:sh. 
Springfield, !11. 
Springfield,. Mass. 
$;pringfield, If .H •. 
1 
3 
5 
3 
l -
2 
6 
... 
l -
1 -
2 -
2 -
2 - .,.. 
J. -
l -
2 -
l -
1 -
1 -
l -
1 -
1- -
1 -
l 
2 -
1 2 -
l -
1 
2 
l 
To~al 
·No. of 
:BG(:l)kS 
l 
1 
; 
6 
1 
2 
1 
5 
1 
., 
3 
~ 
1 
IS 
1 
6 
8 
l 
l. 
1 
2 
1 
4 
4 
4 
1 
2 
6 
2 
l 
l 
1 
1. 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l. 
1 
l 
l 
3 
3 
2 
l 
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~.e.t&l 
No.o:f 
Pa!e~ 
J. 
1 
14 
15 
1 
' 2 11 
1 
7 
6 
l 
18 
17' 
l 
13 
5'2 
l 
l 
3 
2 
6 
7 
20 
.; 
1 
5 
l.S 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
2 
2 
1. 
1 
2 
1 
4 
6 
2 
1 
• City: 1 2 J 
Staunton, ·va .. 
Steubenville, Ohio 
Superior, Wise::. -
Syracuse,- N .. :Y. 
-
Taoama, Wash .. · 
Tallabass ee 1 . F1a~ 1 
~amaqua., :Pa:., 
Tampa:, Fla. 5 
~~xas a;tty, Xexa.s 
Titusvi11~, Pa. 
-
Teledo, Ohio 1. 1 '4 
Tepeka, Ka.n. ... 1 
Tr~nton, N.J. 4 4 
Troy, N."Y'e 
-
Tucson, Ariz. 
Tulsa., Okl.a.. _ . 1 .,.. 
Utica, N.Y. 1 
-
Valdez,· Alaska 1 
Valley Forge, Pa; .,. 2 
Vancouver, Wash. 1 
-
Vicksburg,. Miss. 1 1 
vicksbll.rg:, Pa. 
-Vincennes,. Ind. 1 
-
Virginia :Beacb,. Va. 
Virgini.a Oiiy:, Nev. 1 
Waltham, Mass. 1 
-
Warren, Ohio 
washington, n.o. 3 12 6 
Waterli>ury, 0Gn.n_-· 
-
Waterville,·~ M:e. 
We!),a.ehee, Wash. 
West Point, N.Y. 
West Qaoddy Head, Me. 
-
West_ Troy, N.Y •. 
W.}a·eeling, · w .va .. 4 2 
Wbi:ting, Ind~ 
Wichita; ~Jm •. 1 
-Wt1ke.s~J3arre; Pa. 
-
-
Wil.liamsburg, Va. 
' 
1 
Williamsport, Pa. 
Wilmingtpri, Del.. l 1 l 
• 
4 
-
... 
1 
-
1 
1 
1 
-
i 
4 
-
-
l 
5 
.... 
...,. 
-
-
-
... 
2 
-
1 
-
' 
1 
J. 
'«f 
• 
0 1 
2 ...,. 
1 
3 
1 
-
1 
-
2 
-
l 
-
2 
-
l 
-
1 
-
4 
2 
7 3 
1· 3 
2 
-
1 
-
1 
-
2 ""'!' 
2 
-
1 
1 
-
l 
-
1 
-
1 
-
' ' 1 -J. 
-
2 
-
-
1 
1. 
-
1 
-
1 
1 
-
1 
-
-
3 
1 
-) 
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Tota~ ~ota.l· 
No.af' No.o:r 
8 :Books Pages 
-
1 2 
1 1 
1 
' 1 1 
1 2 2 
2 
' 1 1 
' 
8 
1 ]. 
1 1. 
4 ~0 
2 3 
.... i 21.: 
-
' 
5 
J. 2 
... 2 2 
2 2 
2 
' 4 6 1 1 
2 2 
-
1 1 
1 1 
1 l. 
2 2 
2 2 
1 1 , s 4:l 
1 1. 
1 1 
1 2 
-
' 
6: 
1 1, 
1 1 
2 6 
1 i 
-
2 2 
1 1 
., 5 l.7 
1 1 
-
5 l 
162 
• 
Teta.l Tstal. 
No,of' Na~.of' 
Oity; 1 2 '3 4 5 tii 7 8 :B00k$ Pages 
,• 
Wil.mimgton7 N.C. 2 '3 2 5 Wilson,· N ,c. 1 1 1 
Wilaahe~ter ,- va. 1 
-
1 l 
·Winsten Salem, N.c •. 
-
2 1 2 '3 
Yakima, Wash. '3 1 3 
Yoxakers, N.Y. l l l 
Yel'k, Pa. 1. ·-· l 2 3 ... -
-Y()rkteWl!l, va. l 2 2 " 1 J. 5 t 
.Yeungstow.n1 Ohio_ l 2 '. 2 3 -Y~t:\t Ariz, 
- -
3 1 
' 
.I \ 
1 
,.;;'.·_. 
fj. 
" =~~ . t~~~ .· 'Ji;,~ . 
-~,~w 
·.· .... : ~;g·: ~-~~~?·t~J~~~-;:-. 
